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Citizens Speak

Tell What They
Want Achieved
Here In 1959
The Tri-State Defender last week contacted Memphians for their views on the SUBJECT: "On thing I
7ctuld like to see achieved in Memphis in 1959."
Here are their informative and interesting a swers:
MISS MARTELL TRIGG, associate profess° of sociology, LeMoyne college: "I would like to see prog as made
lOwards desegregation of all public facilities, an that includes the schools and all fax-supported institution ere."
E A. WITHERSPOON, owner of Central Presc tion
shop: "I would like to see better cooperation among the
Negroes in regard to civic welfare during the coming year."
ELDER CHARLES R. GRAHAM, pastor of the Miss.
Blvd Seventh-day Adventist church: "I would like to see
better church attendance for all the youth of Memphis,
coupled with the establishment of more supervised community centers."
DR. CHARLES E DIEHL, retired president of
Southwestern university, who recently received the TriState Defender Merit Award: "One of the greatest things
that is needed here is more support for the Shelby United
Neighbors. Some people have sacrificed for the campaign,
while others have given as little support as possible."
• JESSE H TURNER, cashier of the Tri-State Bank
of Memphis: "There is not any single event that could
mean more to us than to increase our voting registration
by about 35,000."
GEORGE HOLLOWAY, UAW-CIO labor leader: "I
would like to see desegregation of buses, integration of the
schools on all levels, along with better community relations
among aft. citizens."
WILLARD BELL, supervisor of Printing and Supplies, Universal Life Insurance company: "I would like to
see 100,000 Negroes in Memphis as registered voters."
ED DALSTROM, manager of Graham Paper company:
"Most important in 1959 is that responsible citizens pro-
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Postal Worker, Teacher

arge Local Police With Abuse
They Are Very Grateful

Negro Hotel
Owners Blast
Race Groups
Negro conventions which refuse to patronize Negro hotels
have been criticized sharply by a
group of Detroit Negro hotel owners.
The Motor City's five leading
Negro hotelmen met recently with
the Booker T. Washington Trade
Association, an organization of
Negro businessmen, to discuss the
problems which they say are
-threatening to put us out of business."
The hotel group was composed
of John White, of the Gothem; Arthur Cartwright, of the Capri Plaza; Randolph Wallace, of the Garfield and Randora; Sunnie Wilson,
of the Mark Twain; and Ernest
Mackey, of the Mona Lisa motel.
SNUB FACILITIES
Accordinqto Mr. Wilson, the
spokesman r the group, the six
681
boasting
establishments
modern,,,reesand suites, represent, an investment of $1,725.000
in tip-to-date accommodations, but
have realized little return
Negro convention visitor
snubbing their facilities.
The disappointed owners
ed direct fingers at the Alpha
Kappa Alpha and Delta Sigma
Theta sororities, the National Association of Colored Women's club,
and the national organizations of
Negro real estate brokers and
pharmacists, all of Whom have

(See TELL WHAT THEY WANT Page 2)

SG Breathing Down
(Packs Of Dynamiters
(See List Of Bombings, Page 2)
The Southern Conference on Bombings, an organization of responsible Southerners banded together to fight
anti-Semitism and the bombing of Negro and Jewish
Jan. 6,
houses, is rapidly gaining support, according to the
1959, issue of Look.

against the bombers. The group,
When the group first went to formed by Mayor ilaydon Burns
statwork in May 1958 the article
of Jacksonville, Fla., is a unique
ed, radical factions were puzzled intelligence organization, establishmakwhites
and belligerent to find
ed to gather information and
ing any kind of effort to protect
evidence on the operations of all
members
SCB
Negroes.
and
Jews
"hate" groups. Look said, i t s
were threatened, officials were the
work will eventually lead to the
target of social, political a n d apprehension of those responsible
even financial pressures. But for
for the nation's recent wave of
the most part, said Look, the
bombings and attempted bomborganization has considerable supSince itt inception remarkport from Southerners who appar- ings.
has been made, in
progress
able
tacbomb
ently deplore cowardly
cooperation with the police authortics.
ities.
The article, written by Robert INFILTRATE GROUP.
J. Murphy, entitled 'The South
For instance, SCB members
Fights Bombing," tells how t h e have been able to infiltrate hate
SCB, under the directorship of group meetings, gather valuable
cksonville assistant police chief,
V. Branch, is waging war See SBC, page 2
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Are You Interested

In Getting A Negro
History Week Kit?
RECEIVE AID — Stelling
their appreciation and approval after receiving a bag
of groceries from the Beale
St. Elks' Christmas Fund are
Mrs. Gazelle Hamer and her
nine children, of 2619 Cliftor
ave. Mrs. Hamer lost hei

husband, Leonard "Shorty"
Hamer on Nov. 7, and since
that time she has had a struggle keeping the family fed
and clothed. As a result of the
generosity of both white and
Negro friends, the family had
a Merry Christmas. Seen here,
front row, from left, are Betty

Jean, 5; flagella, 4; and John
Henry. 10. On second row,
same order, are Lucy Ann, 0;
Mrs. Hamer, holding twomonth old Emma; and Nelltete, 6. Standing in rear,
same order, are Robert, 2;
Margaret 13; and Leonard,
jr., 11.

o

Name Negro Prexy Of
She Lives Up To Tide County Medical Group
Of
Leadership'
Outstanding Student

Call The Defender,

JA 6-8397

Refutes Story
On Admitting
L.R.Students

Prof. Nabbed
For His Comment

VICTIM OF POLICE — Still
bearing the marks from a beatMg he received from police
who stopped him on his way
home, and later arrested him
on charges of disorderly con.
duct and resisting arrest.
Ralph Scruggs, left, of 402
Boyd st., tells his brother,
Robert, an assistant chemistry
professor at LeMoyne college,

how he was fined $102 on the
charges when he appeared in
City Court. Prof. Scruggs was
arrested and charged w I is
conduct himself
disorderly
when he came to put up bond
for his brother and asked
the desk sergeant what constituted resisting arrest. He Is
free on $26 bond, and will appear in court on the charge
on Jan. 6.

A postal transportation worker, who charged that
police heat him as he was headed home, and later arrested
him on charges of disorderly conduct.and resisting arrest received stiff fines when he appeared in City Court last week
before Judge Beverly Boushe.
Fined $102 on the'charges after
Judge Boushe became irritated duct when he came to jail to put
when his attorney asked that the up bond, and asked the desk sercharges be dismissed because the geant what constituted resisting
arresting officer's testimony fail- arrest.
ed to prove disorderly conduct At the beginning of the trial
was Ralph Scruggs, 30, of 402 of Ralph Scruggs, the counsel foe
Boyd st.
the defendant, Atty. Ira If. MutEarlier in the day Mr. Scruggs'i phy, incurred' Judge Boushe's disbrother, Prof. Robert Scruggs, an favor when he asked the officer.
assistant professor of chemistry at Patrolman E. G. J. Bailey, how
LeMoyne college, was arrested
and charged with disorderly con- See ABUSE, page 2

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Only
twelfth grade students will be permitted to take the college en•
•
M• •
trance examination for admit.
FAYETTEVILLE, Tenn. — Dr. Latha M. Donaldson, tors who are members of the Lin- tance to 'the freshman class at
the only, Negro member of the Lincoln County Medical coln County Medical Society. Be- Philander Snit& during the secfore his election to the presidency
Society, was recently named president-elect of the organiza- he said that he had never been ond semester, Dr. M. Lafayett,
•
tion by acclamation. His term of office will begin in 1960. elected to any office in the or- Harris, president of the schoo1,1
When a Quill and Scroll chapter for high school jourtold the Tri-State Defender on
ganization.
A practicing physi6an here for the past 26 years, and
Dr. Donaldson serves both white Saturday.
nalists was; established recently at Manassas High School,
the only Negro doctor in the city,
According to the Southern Medand' Negroes, and he estimated
the first Negro school in the area to gain such recognition, Dr. Donaldson was invited to be1932 after having completed his that at present 40 per cent of his iator Journal, of Dec. 2,5, the
Funeral services*r Mrs. Ethel Cheers, of 680 Mound
the stud•nrelected to serve as its first president was Miss come a member of the previous- studies for the medical degree clients are white.
School's Academic Committee had
st., who was burned to death last Sunday evening when
in
school
group
ly
medical
non-high
all-white
consider
to
'agreed
at Meharry Medical college in His wife, Mrs. Claudia DonaldDorothy Jackson, a 17-year-old senior, and editor-in-chief
church with neighbors
1954.
son, is a teacher at the Market graduates for enrollment at the the car in which she was riding to
Nashville.
of the Manassas "Newsette."
Ga., Dr. At present, Dr. Donaldson said, Street Elementary school in this college.
A
Bainbridge,
of
native
was struck and ignited, were held in Grand Junction, Tenn.,
If a list of her present offices
In refuting the story, Dr. HarDonaldson is an alumnus of Lin- there are from 12 to 15 other doc- city.
is any indication of her future accoln university in Pennsylvania.
ris said, "We are not admitting on Wednesda?.
complishments, Miss Jackson will
He arrived in Fayetteville in
high schoo students. We are
any
Mrs. Cheers, the wife of Rev.
have no problem in getting to the
grade students W. L. Cheers, pastor of the Prospermitting twel
top in her chosen profession.
raduated to take pect and St Peters CME church
who have
This year she is serving as presthe college-entrance examination. es at Brownsville, was burned beident of the Double Ten society,
lt they pass the college entranceyond recognition when the gas
the English and Science clubs, the
examination they will be admit— tank of a car owned by Mr. and
West Tennessee District NHA,
ted to the'freshman year."
Mrs. Josh Key, her neighbors, exvice president of the State NHA.
REPORT
JOURNAL'S
ploded after having been struck
reporter for the senior class, and
The Southern Mediator Journal by an automobile driven by L. Y.
quite naturally was voted "Miss
reported that applications of high Tillman, white, of 2934 N. RadLeadership" of the class of 1059
school students who w‘mted to ford rd.
She has been a majorette with
enter Philander Smith would be
the band for four years.
Key, and a filling stareviewed by the Academic Com- Both Mr.
atSTOCK GIRL
menimum requiremens, and those tion attendant, Walter Graham,
to
of
started
release
the
Legal
secure
action
been
has
But despite her heavy extracur
termine if the students met the tempted to rescue Mrs. Cheers,
David "Fuzzy" Simpson and James Hanover Thompson, minimum requirements, and those who was crying for help, but she
&vier schedule. Miss Jackson
manages to stay on the honor roll,
the eight and nine-year-old Negro boys of Monroe, N. C. who did would be admitted to the was too dazed by the collision to
and works after school in a grocooperate with them before the
committed
to the reform school for indefinite terms after school on a conditional basis.
cery store as a stock girl where
The ruling was reported to have names drove them back, and
one of them sllegedly had been kissed by a seven-year-old been made mainly for the bene- she perished.
her mother is employed as a cashier-clerk.
white girl.
fit of students of the Horace Mann KNOCKED fin FEET
"I always like to help people,"
Conrad Lynn, well-known New Racial Injustice, last week appear- High school, one of four schools The driver of the other car,
she said. "so I am going to study
York civil rights lawyer, acting ed before Judge J. Hampton Price in Little Rock closed last Fall Mr. Tillman, died from injuries
medicine. and if I don't get to
by Gov. Orval Fapbus to prevent
for the parents of the two boys
NWL &TIM COW
Sea Wt,
integration.
Wilt, Pate 3
• gilita0TBY JACKSON
and for the Committee to Combat See KISS CASE, page 2
DR. L. M. DONALDSON
See STUDENT, page 2

Injustice Hit

Crack Lawyer Brings
Hope In Kiss Case'

misters Wife Dies
n ammg Auto Crash

2
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(Continued from Page 1)
mote the spirit of goodwill and establish communicationi
between groups with different interests and viewpoints, so
that - problems which arise will be solved in the spirit of
Aft
friendliness for the best interest of all of our people."
Tabulati
Dar
on
the
supervis
of
or
PENN,
JULIUS
FARMERSVILLE, Ill. - (UPI)
Insurance company: "I would like
-A farm mother and two of her partment, Universal Life
county,
four sons were foungt shot to death to see all Negroes in Memphis, as 'well as in Shelby
in their beds early‘Tuesday.
not only registered but voting "
Montgomery Cl unty State's
Z L BONNER, outstanding civic leader: "I would
Atty. Otto Funk identified the victims as Ann Beierman, 53, and like to see race relations here improved to the point where
her sons, Tom, 13, and James, 9. all state, county and city officials would decide to deFunk said theb odies were dis-supported institutions and give Negroes
covered by Mrs. Be)eran's hus- segregate all tax
band when he returned home from employment in city administration above the janitorial
wort early this morning.
level."
The woman and two boys were
REV. A McEWEN WILLIAMS, pastor St. John
killed with a shot gun, Funk said.
He said other details of the Baptist church, Vance ave.: "I would like to see a great
shooting were "pretty uncertain spiritual awakening that would serve to reshape and balright _now."
structures on all
It was not determined yet, Funk ance our economic, political and social
levels of human relations."
said, who did the shooting.
Funk was at the Heierman
MISS WILLA MeWILLIAMS, school teacher, outhome with sheriffs officers invesstanding
civic leader and recent recipient of a Tri-State Detigating the shootings.
Ile said there were two other fender Merit Award: "The line of communication between
boys in the family and both were the races here in Memphis has deteriorated, and I would
at home.
better in the cornThe shootings apparently oc- like to see it re-established and working
cured during the night, he said, ing year.
The body of the mother and one
REY. W . L. VARNADO, pastor of the Jackson Av
boy were found in her bed. The
outstanding leader in the drive to
body of the second boy was found Baptist church, and an
register Negro citizens during the recent registration camin another bedroom.
paign: "One thing that I would like to see in 1959 is the bus
case closed and decided in our favor, and of course the zoos •

Of27Bombings
In 38, 14 Aimed
At Negroes
Of the 27 bombings and bombing attempts made during

Fi
Po

Find Mother Tell What They Want
2Sons Sh9t
To Death

TRI STATE CEFENDER

1958

there were 14 directed against Negro homes, schools, churches and
411) community Pudding. All attacks on Negroes were made in the
South, according to Look Magazine.
There were seven attacks made on Jewish temples and community centers, and the bombings occurred as far North as Peoria,
Ill., where a crude bomb damaged a temple; and as far South as
Miami, Fla., where $30,000 damages were made on a synagoguge

annex.
Five of the bombings werAreported in the state of Tennessee,
and included the destruction of integrated Clinton High school in
Clinton, Tenn., and the explosion of a bomb in front of the Mt.
Iforiah Baptist church in the Orange Mound community of Memphis, which is pastored by the Rev. R. W. Norsworthy.
1958 BOMBINGS
1. CHARLOTTE, N. C., Jan. 1. Oarquee of a Negro and white
drive-in theater was dynamited.
2. CHATTANOOGA, TENN., Jan. 19. Explosion damaged
Howard School for Negroes.
3. TULSA, OKLA., Jan. 19. Crude bomb did little damage to a
Negro's home.
4. CHATTANOOGA, Term., Jn. 27. Explosion was set off outa community building for Neside Phyllis Wheatley Branch YW
groes.
and parks
COLUMBU
dows in Negro's home were
Jan.
27,
GA.,
S,
5.
REV. E. M. ALCORN, pastor of the St James AME
shattered by a blast.
(('ontinue
d
from Page I)
6. GASTONIA, N. C., Feb. 9. Bombing attempt was made at
church: "In 1959 I would like to see the segregation of
Temple Emanuel,
be a doctor, I will enter the nurs- patients in the admittance rooms of John Gaston hospital
CIVIC CLUB'S GIFT - Ten
here the officers are seen
and Welfare committee:
7. CHARLOTTE,- N. C., Feb. 15. Five men were arrested for
ing profession."
boxes of food were distributed
placeing envelopes with ad.
Clyde
Adams,
patients treated without any regard
chairman
of
the
attempting to bomb Negro school.
Miss Jackson plans to enter How- done away with, and
to needy Memphis families by
dresses of recipients in the
Purchasing committee; Mrs.
ard university next fall, and has to race."
8. ATLANTA, GA., Feb. 17. Dynamite blast damaged a Nemembers of the New Light
boxes. Officers or the club,
Lucille Hill, secretary; and
already taken a scholarship ex- ---gro's home in a white section.
Civic club of Orange Mound
from left, are Ralph I,ofton,
George W. Johnson, second
amination for the school, the re9. BIRMINGHAM, ALA., Feb. 20. The Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth
in time for Christmas, and
president; M r s. Crenia
vice
preside.t.
(Withers
Phosult
of which she will learn later.
said a group 'of men tried to dynamite his Bethel Baptist Church
Boothe, chairman of the Sick
to.)
BURNS 'MIDNIGHT OIL'
Believes In Signs
(Negro).
Though she 'makes excellent
10. MIAMI FLA., March 16. Dynamite blast did $30.000 damage
Helps
Self To $896
grades, the popular young student
to Temple Beth-El's annex.
(Continued fm Page 11
attributes such success to a lib11. NASHVILLE, TENN., March 16. Jewish -Community Center
At Welcome Inn
eral expenditure of the midnight information on the Klans, and in.
Was ripped by a dynamite blast.
BLACKPOOL, England oil.
dividuals engaged in anti-Semit12. ATLANTA, GA., March 17. Bomb damaged an unoccupied
(Continued from Page 1)
"I stay up until past Midnight ic and anti-Negro activities. With (UPI) - The Welcome Inn was
house recently sold to a Negro in a predominantly white neighborstudying," size explained, "because this information the SCB de- robbed Sunday of $896 by a thief
much time elapsed from the time
hood.
I leave school early and work termines what alliances or work- who did not come in,
13. JACKSONVILLE, FLA., April 27. Bomb exploded at Jewish that Mr. Scruggs was arrested and
until seven o'clock at night."
He forced an office window.
his arrival at jail.
ing ties might exist among cerCenter.
NEW ORLEANS - (UPI) - rope," he said. "After
Miss Jackson is the daughter tain members of these groups.
this (Suthen reached in and grabbed the
14. JACKSONVILLE FLA., April 27. Bombing damaged the HAZY ABOUT TIME
The manager of New Orleans' preme Court ruling),
we asked of Mr. and Mrs. Acts Jackson, Files were made of the names cash box.
When the officer appeared a lit- City Park
James Weldon Johnson Junior High school for Negroes.
has announced that ra- for a rehearing and this was de- Sr., of 1455 Davis at..
and she has of men who seem to pop up fre15. BIRMINGHAM, ALA., April 28. Attempted bombing of Tem- tle hazy about the time, and Atty. cial segregation has been abolisht
nied.
We
have
exhausted every one brother, Ada, jr., 10, a Hyde quently in conection with the fasMurphy asked that4
/the record be ed at the park because
ple Beth-El misfired.
of
a
U.
Park
S.'
legal
means
Elementar
y
to
keep
school
introduced, Judge
the park segstudent,
,ushe asked: Supreme Court
18. BESSEMER, ALA., May 17. Negro's home bombed.
mandate that be.1 regated."
whom she says is a very good stu- cist activity. Names like-Wallace
17.. BEAUMONT, TEX., June 21. A bomb fashioned from a bottle "Just what are you getting at?" came final Dec. 18.
H. Allen, George MiortSael Bright,
dent.
The
attorney
said
that
the
Inof kerosene, was hurled against the home of Dr. Russell Long,
"This means that Negroes are
A member of the Summerfield Kenneth Chester Griffin and Robformation
was
pertinent.
AnswerBowling. These
biology professor at Lamar State College of Technology, which bad
Baptist church, of which the Rev. ert and Richard
(('ontinued from Page 1)
ed Judge Boushe: "All right, for now permitted to use all the park
been integrated in 1956.
facilities-the Aennis courts, th
Leon Brookins Is pastor, she is five men were indicted by a Grand
the
sake
of
saving
time,
let's
connection
with the Oct. he suffered in the crash which
Jury in
18. BIRMINGHAM, ALA. June 29. Second attempt to blow up
baseball
secretary
field's,
the
golf
of
course
the
Sunday School. 12 bombing of the Reform Jewish
just make it any length of time
the Bethel Baptist Church failed.
knocked the Key's car 60 feet.
all the facilities," park manager
Temple at Atlanta. Ga. These men, Rev. Cheers was in Brownsville
/9. COLUMBUS, GA., July 2. Negro home in a mixed neighbor- you want to make it."
(Continued from Page I)
Ellis
Laborde
said.
After
Patrolman
Bailey had been
Atlantk_pe
said,
were
tice
allied
hood was partially demolished.
at the time of his wife's death.
1,aborde said the park board of held" onventions in the
City withwit 'The Georgis Division of the, A native of Memphis, Mrs.
20. DURHAM, N. C., July 7. A bomb was flung at the hpme of cross-examined, Atty. Murphy ask- commissioners adopted
a resolu- in the past two years.
that the charges be dismissed.
ional States bights Party. an Cheers was reared in Grand JuneN
Rev. Warren Carr, Baptist chairman of a human-relations commit- ed
At this point Judge Bottsne Mquir- tion at the annual meeting of the
Mr. Wilson said that only sevor saltation devoted to anti-Amer- i tion where her parents moved
tee.
ed: "Do
want me In-/disre- board Sunday recognizing the in- en reservations had been receivica'h principles.
21. BIRMINGHAM ALA., July 17. The home of a Negro who gard this ybu
l'When she was a child. She and
junction of the U. S. Supreme ed from delegates to the Kappa
•
officer's
testicilMIY
7"
lives in a mixed neighborhood was blasted. Minutes later, a second
JESSE
B, STONER
Court.
Ilier husband were the parents of
Before he had a chance f ansAlpha
Psi
fraternity
conclave,
bomb exploded in an empty field a block away.
Another name was Jerse ;Sten
wer, Judge Boushe bro t ,.he "We reached the end of our which meets in Detroit during
- • Larocil Cheers, a 17-year-old
22. MEMPHIS, TENN., August 5. The Negro Mt. Moriah Bap- trial to a conclusion
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala.- er, graduate lawyer. born of senior at Melrose High school.
t h e holidays. The group said
by Saying:
tist Church was bombed.
"Fined $50 and costs on each
that it had contacted several Harry Golden, editor, author, and wealthy parents, from Chatta- OTHER SURVIVORS
23. CLINTONi'TENN., Oct. 5. Dynamite explosions rocked the charge."
local members of the fraternity humorist, will bring the feature noose, Tenn. Stoner had a record In addition to her husband and
Integrated Clinton'High- school.
THE CRAIN OF EVENTS
about the matter, and was in- message tonight when the Tuske- of Klan associations dating back son, Mrs. Cheers -is survived by
24. ATLANTA. GA., Oct. 12. Reform Jewish Temple
formed that they had been in- gee Civic Association holds its to 1940, the article stated. Among her parents, Mr.,and Mrs. Ivan
Explaining the events which led
was heavily
damaged by a dynamite blast.
Stoner's plans, as written by Jim Barber, a sister and brother„..Mrs.
up to his arrest, Mr. Scruggs said:
structed by the national Kappa 77th mass meeting.
25. PEORIA, ILL., Oct. 14. A crude bomb damaged the Anshai "I was headed home on Monday
Golden, who is the editor and Furniss from an interview with Gussie Pugh and Johnnie
office to house delegates in "the
Emelt) Temple.
night (Dec. 221 and was
biggest and best hotel in De- publisher of the CAROLINA IS- Stoner for the Atlanta Constitu- of Grand Junctfon; anotherBarb
sist.
2E. BOSTON, MASS., Oct. 15. Home was bombed after Jehovah's down St. Paul near Boyd whengoing
RAELITE, Charlotte. N. C., is tion in 1946, "it to start a third Mrs. Jessie Mae , anderbilt, of
troit."
the
Witnesses meeting.
author of the present best seller party with a nucleus of Klans. Jackson: and two other brothers,
police stopped and told me to come Federal meciiatcirs moved Tues- PINPOINT BLAME'
27. OSAGE, W. VA. Nov. 10. Integrated junior high
men to deal with racial and reday to forestall a threatened strike Pointing out that their establish- "Only in America."
school was up to the squad ear.
Ezekiel Barber, Gary, Ind.; and
damaged by dynamite.
"One of them got out and start- of 1,500 administrative workers ments are as clean and as physi- The Rev, K. L. Buford, acting ligious problems in a wholesale, Willie Barber.
Knoxville.
ed to search me. I had been which could cripple a third air- cally attractive as those of down' president of the Tuskegee
if ruthless manner . . . The esCivic
Final rites f re aSirs,
sent CGhreoevres were
Ba po.
working on a portable radio, and I line during the January
own rivals, the Negro hotelmen Association, announced that the score of the new
be'
party
held at the
had a pair of pliers in my back
blamed some of their loss of pa. Wednesday program will be held to make being a Jew a wilt
crime tint
travel rush.
back-to.wr
church
h Rev. E. V. Jones
pocket and the radio with me. Officials of National Airlines
an- tronage on the unsound search jointly with the Annual watch punishable by death."
officiating
1'When the policeman asked me flounced Monday in Miami that a for prestige expression by Ne- Night Services and will begin
Through the SCB information
at
Interment
was
in the Grand
what it was. I told him, and said government arbiter would be ask- groes.
10 p.m. The Watch Night
(Continued from page 1)
I
filtering center in Jacksonville,
I
Junction cemetery. Victory Futhat I would .hand them to him. ed to help settle a dispute
"Races which have been de- ices are sponsored annually byServknowledge
gained
is
on
the
over
metha
the
In Monroe. N. C., with a plea for
neral vei,
s was in charge of arAs I was reaching for them he National ticket agent's firing in prived and denied, as we have Tuskegee Ministerial
Association. ods and links employed by the rangemMs.
modification of the Negro chilstruck me, and then came a bar- New York.
through the years," noted Mr. The meeting will be
various
hate-group
s.
They
try
held
at
dren's sentence. North Carolina
rage of blows," Mr. Scruggs
Meanwhile, international repre- Wilson, "are so ready to frequent Greenwood Missionary
Baptist as much as possible to have an
Juvenile law peentits the judge at AURORA. Ill - (CPI)
About four cents of the consumsaid.
tentative Pat Cain, Air Line the establishments that really can- Church, the Rev. Raymond
- AuroF. SCB representative sit in on an er's dollar in the U. S is for
the original trial to make subse-' ra Mayor Paul Egan, acquitted HAD BEEN SEARCHED
Agents Assn
said about 1.500 not offer the warmth (not) the Harvey, pastor.
anti-Jewish and anti-Negro meet.
quent modifications of verdict.
Asked if the officer might have agents and other clerical workers inwardmost comfort that our own
f a disord
jags. Through close contact with medical care.
ges, 'mistaken
Judge Price, however, ruled Tuesday maintained
these groups the SCB has attainrefusal to weapon, the pliers for some would walk out in the next two can offer.
against the plea for modification. issue 1959 city liquorhis
weeks
Mr.
The
Screggs said: "He
o ners admitted that their
unless a settlement is reached several leads on the big-monOriginally the two boys were "There is no legal licenses.
couldn't have. He had felt them ed.
hotels o not offer all of the deleey men behind these various oppolice force
He Has A Date
tried on three charges of assault to report on
three
gates
times
In
4sr
before
other
a
I
strikes
big
attempted
meeting housing
which have tied
to
erations, but as yet, the article
each
permit take them
and molesting three white girls, request," Egan said,liquor
out
under
Eastern
up
for
one
him:'
Airlines
roof,
With
and
The Moon
however, they
states, it has been unable to
Ameri"so there will Mr.
ages six and seven. All three be no licenses."
Scruggs said that the of- can Airlines through the holiday argued that ideal improvements
track them down. The SCB does
charges stemmed from the same Egan's City Court
ficer who was driving, Patrolman rush, negotiations appeare,i at a and additions could be made with
know that financial assistance is
acquittal re- J. P. Hewitt,
Incident of playing in a ditch with versed an earlier
the convention revenues that have
available. Once $85,000 was sent
by a jus- ana' told him got out of the car standstill,
a kiss by one of the girls alleged- tice of the peace ruling
been
to
put the radio on
denied them.
to Montgomery. Ala., to defend
that the mayor the
ly set as the price of her climbing was guilty of
top
of
the
car.
and
after doINTEGRATION BUGABOO
two men who had been arrestdisorderly conduct
out.
ing so. Patrolman Bailey struck
when he called a meeting
Charging that many Negroes are
ed following a svave of bee:thins
21
/
2
'MIGHT' BE RELEASED
months ago to recruit volunteers him again with his fist.
using integration as an excuse to
of Negro occupied homes and,
pass up their hotels, Mr. Wilson
Both of the Negro children were for his police force. The acquittal "One of them told me to get in
churches. The money came
said: "Integration does not mean
given indeterminate commit- was handed down by a seven-man, the car, and as I was getting in
within five days after they had
one of them took the pliers out
deny and deprive our own first.
ments in the reform school at: five woman jury Monday.
been
arrested.
of
my
back
pocket
and then shovIt means that we must protece
Hoffman, N. C., and Judge Pricel Egan called the acquittal the
MUST
CATCH THEM
ed
me
in
with
his
foot.
our group's economic growth
Informed them in the courtroom "turning point" in his extended
Through their untiring work in
first. We must learn to protect
that if they behaved themselves tussle with Aurora's police force DROVE TO DARK ALLEY
By WILUAM THEIS
ferreting out the people involved
"They then drove me to an alley
well, they "might" be released be- and its chief, Don Curran
WASHINGTON -(UPI)- Lib- our own economically.
in bombings, and the seemingly
Before the meeting in question, near Crump off Peabody, and put eral Senate
"We too," he added, "believe
fore the age of 21.
Republica
ns
Tuesday
against everything decent and
in integration, but none of us REV.
, The rejection of Mr. Lynn's Egan had fired Curran and his 6$. the lights out and the one in the picked Sen. John S.
Cooper,
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Ky.
E
J.
Kenny,
S.
right movement by the hate groups
J.
back hit me again. When he took
(Negroes
plea for modification exhausts the man force without success.
)
should
forget
that
our professor emeritus of history at much
as their candidate for GOP floor
has been done.
Egan said he had no choice in out his flashlight to make out the leader in their uphill
remeales available in the juvenile
economic salvation depends on St.
the
Louis university and the oldest SCB investigators know But
battle to Ste
report, the one at the wheel turned prevent
courts. He is now preparing to file the liquor license matter.
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papers in Superior Court. Since the
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evidence,
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"You'll have to blame this
hotel owners plan to launch, St. Louis
in
Mr. (Ill.) from winning the post.
at the age of 94. Father
Scruggs said.
catch the dynamiters hurlSuperior Court of Union County the Illegal police department," on
The liberals also nominated Sen. a campaign to gain public cooper- Kenny retired from teaching in fact,
he When Patrolman Bailey
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bombs,
is not presently in session, Mr. said after the trial.
before
was ask- Thomas H.. Kuchel
ation
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in
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fight foe survival. 1952 after 57 years in the class.
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Aiken
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told
location
tion in the court of an adjoining
However, as Director Branch said
before proceeding to head- newsmen
Only about one per cent of Alasthe Liberal Republicans
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quarters, he told the attorney that
after the indictment of five men
ka has
believe both candidates "have an
A principal point being made veyed. so far been adequately sur- they had gone there to wait for excellent
in
a bombing incident, this indictchance to win."
the patrol wagon, and that after However,
by. Lynn ip the brief is that young
ment alerted the bombers to the
an
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Simpson and Thompson did not
being there for a while they re- Senate
fact that the SCB and other coRepublicans indicated that
ceived instructions to bring the
receive due process of law or a to them privately.
operating organizations were
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party
whip
While
in
North Carolina, Mr. prisoner to headquarters.
proper trial even under the lati"breathing hard down their yelin the last Congress, was well out
tude permitted in juvenile cases. Lynn prevented the eviction of Mr. Scruggs said that he was in
low backs."
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Mrs.
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,
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mother
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of
he
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from 8:30 p. m. until leader post
'SEPARATE' TRIALS
left vacant by the reolder boy. Though she had lived 110 a. tn. before he was allowed
It is charged that the judge in the
same house for ten years, to use a phone and call relatives. tirement of Sen. William E. Knowheld what might be termed a the
land (R-Calif.)
landlord refused her rent mon- TEACHER ARRESTED
"separate but equal" trial, with a ey and
hearing for the whites involved in papers. served her with eviction When his brother, Robert L.
Scruggs, an assistant professor of Avalanches Kill Six
the case - the seven-year Id
Adeotnpanied by Mr. Lynn, N. chemistry at LeMoyne college, ar- VIENNA -(UPI)- Avalanches
girl and her playmate and -0
their A, A. ('. P. president and vice rived at the police station around have killed six Australian
s in, the
parents, and a trial later in the
president, Robert F. Williams 4:00 a m. Tuesday. he asked Austrian Alps this winter,
day for the Negro boys.
police
am' Dr. A. E. Perry. and a dele- the desk sergeant what constitute said today.
d
Though the boys' mothers were gation of
This mist:Beer is dressed
Negro citizens, Mrs. resisting arrest.
permitted to be present,
for
ST. LOUIS (UPI)- The Very a date with
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After the desk sergeant explain- whom
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TROPHY WINNERS — Bishop
college. of Marshall, Tex.,
upper left, and LeMoyne cot
leg', Memphis. upper right.
came out first and second
in the
recent
respectively
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"C.
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Smith Gets
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Chicasaw Invitational Basketball Tournament held at
Hamilton High sehool,
their efforts, the two cage
squads gained the annual trophies given by the UNIVERSAL LIVE INSURANCE ('OM -

PANY for outstanding achievement in athletics. The trophim. were presented to the
teams by UNIVERSAL'S Educational Director, II. A. Calii•
well, extreme left. The donation of these trophies is only

one of the phases of UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE ,70M PANT'S program of encouraging youth in constructhe
activities and building good
citizeship.

Liberals To Tackle
Debate Rule First

25,000 Negroes In Anderson counBy L. 0. EVANS
(Defender Correspondent)
1 ty sre given the facts which will
ANDERSON, S. C. (Special) — show that the Negro schools are
South Carolina's only Negro news- better, newer and more modern
paper, the Herald, published at than the white schools, that our,
Andersonville, is battling the folks will refuse to go along with
(Final in Series of two Articles)
NAACP, and courting the favor of any movement designed to mix
anti-integrationist elements from races in our classrooms."
When the Senate goes back to work on Jan. 7 the
which it is asking advertising sup- The publisher asked that those
move to do away with unlimited debate will result in a test
whites who had similar sentiments
port.
of strength between the Majority I,eader, Senator Lyndon
Published by Davis Lee, the about the race issue in the schools
newspaper recently bared the buy advertising space In a special
Johnson, and the liberals, says the Wall Street Journal,
I4YACK, N. Y. — The Fellow- Bennett, dean of Union Theologinames of members of the NAACP, "Anderson County School Edition"
dated Dec. 15, 1955.
a leading Proseminary,
cal
pro-I
has
Reconciliation
of
ship
inch.
an
dollars
newttwo
of
rate
the
ths
wrote
at
and two ministers
"Everyone assumes that the
tested to the mayor of Birming- testant critic of Communism,
MONEY
paper letters stating that they
rule which now requires a vote fighting for rules changes, but
ham. Ala., "the flagrant violation, Harold Fey editor of the "Christ
orthe
in
Those who did not wish to adactive
longer
were no
Assistant
former
of, two-thirds of the Senate mem- they concede that they would have
vertise in the paper. he said, A 22-year-old Southern Funeral of the rights of American citizens"' ian Century;"
ganization.
A Mississippi newspaper edi- bership to cut off debate will be a losing battle on their hand if
seizure of' Secretary of State Frances Sayre;
In his letter seeking the favor could make donations to "help Home ambulance driver, who involved in the illegal
Fel- , - nd Brig. Gen. Hugh B. Hester, tor, who discovered that Negroes amended," said the newspaper. Sam Rayburn decided to make a
and financial support of the se- perpetuate the goodwill and friend- killed a 14-year-old white youth private documents from the
were "just people" and lost all
What the liberals are fighting fight of it.
Birm- U. S. Army, retired.
gregationists, Lee wrote: "Gentle' ly relations that exist between while racing to the home of Mrs. lowship's field secretary by
of hi uheriber and advertisers for is a simple majority, and in
One change that the liberals in
charge
The Fellowship said that in when the belated fact was revealmen; I know that you do not the races in our community." The Christiana McNeil, 1 52.5 Balti- ingham detectives, and the
the House will ask for involves
goal,
their
achieve
to
effort
an
CommisPolice
Birmingha
seizing the documents from Rev. ed in his newspaper, -tells how
perste a business to accomodste issue, Lee said, has the blessings more at.. spent most of Saturday
the House Rules Committee which
"Bull" Conners Glenn Smiley, a Texas-born Metho- he became such a "Man of Di- the Senate liberals are fighting
Negroes, but I am sure that you of the Chamber of Commerce and in jail before being relsased on sioner Euge e
to capture the allegiance of serves as an usher for legislahard
"Corna
is
nization
org
the
that
dist clergyman, the police chief] stinction" in the current issue of the newcomers.
are interested in the current' ef- the Anderson Council. which vo-H $1,000 bond.
tion and often holds up bills indefiand the city of Birmingham had Harper's Magazine.
forts afoot to torce integration ted 5150 for the project recently. The driver of the ambulance was mun'st front.'
One of the difficulties in the Sen- nitely.
Roland
814-B
L.
of
,
who
Perkins,
action,
accusalegal
nnors'
The controversial editor and ate, it has been said, is that the ONE POSSIBLE HITCH
become liable for
Refuting Mr.
After publishing the names of
among the race in the South.
lin- tion, th
ship said, in a but that its policy was to deal publisher is P. D. East, whose liberals act as individuals, while
At present it takes a two-thirds
23 persons wh oare members If struck and fatally wounded
CITES INTEGRATION
B.
1676
of
ny
Eucli
Johnson,
than
rather
Paper is said to have lost their counterparts in the House vote of the House to shake loose
chairPetal
national
its
conscience
hy
the
gned
s
with
letter
"Racial tensions are an all-time the NAACP. the Herald promised
was
a
who
on
motorcycle
en
during
past
2,300
the
subscribers
Lawrence,
R.
measures blocked by the comCharles
courts.
Itof.
man,
any
law
subsequent
being to list more names in
is a closely-knit organization.
Real pressure is
high.
route to the home of a friend. of Br9ôklyn college, and co-sec1 1.
)
mittee.
BIG THUNDER
conclusion, the letter expres- five years.
In
brought to bear on Negro leaders issues.
he accident occurred at Lamar
The publisher said that his
Recently Senator Paul Doug- "The present lineup of the corn•
in South Carolina to force themi The newspaper saldthat it ha ave. and Kyle st., when the am- reta , Alfred Hassler, that it sed, the belid that Mr. Connors'
"st nds clearly for the full bro- attempt to discredit Mr. Smiley troubles began when "I had just las, of Illinois, asked that more mittee is eight Democrats and four
to demand immediate integration' received information about a bulance reportedly wen
rough
erhood of all men under God, and the Fellowship "may have reached a startling conclusion: liberals be appoint So the Demo- Republicans," says the newspa.
while woman in Pendleton who a red light at 40 miles an hour.
in the schools.
regardless of race or color," and been made in the hope that the that Negroes were, after all, just -clwlic Steering a,Vid Policy Com- per. Ti-a' hitch, so far as the lib"We operate the Herald, the, was making substantial contriMrs. McNeil arrived at John
people.
is demand was erals are concerned is that the
mittees, and
only Negro newspaper printed in bution, to the NAACP, but failed , Gaston hospital later and gave that it "also stands for the use of Fellowship might be intimidated
"Needless to say, I was a little
on
based
means,
non-violent
only
greeted with Ieasuire and alarm Democrats, Chairman Smith and
the
from
itself
removing
into
the state, and we feel that if the , to list her name.
birth to a baby girl. She did not
surprised to learn that everyone
from some of hs liberal colleagues. Colmei of Mississippi, consistentBirmingham situation.
learn until Saturday that the am- love.
didn't share' my viewpoint," he
One complai d that he always ly cast their votes with the Reour
that
you
assure
must
"We
the
refuted
Fellowship
The
up
show
added.
bulance which failed to
n" and gave Sena- publican minority.
"jumped the
at her home had been involved "Communist front" charge by members and staff will continue
Mr. East said that his paper
After the recent election, o n•
time to get
tor Johnson
in an accident which resulted in quoting from a statement which to make their services available now has a circulation of 2,000 in
''his back up' to any /proposal, liberal Representative said: "I
the death of the ninth grade stu- said that "its basic principles are wherever, in the North or South, other sections of Mississippi and
don't regard the election as a manwhile another 'though
dent.
in direct contradiction to the tenets they are requested by those who other parts of the world.
good to have Dougl.a.raa the 'tliun- date for anything specific, but I
seek a better society through the
of Soviet communism."
der from the-,left' when we are do believe the voters want someeerko-,y
use of nonviol enatdn
THE SIGNERS
trying to convince Lyndon that this thing positive done by the new
Among those listed as signers, use of nonviolent and reconciling
Congress. and that is what we
serious."
is
of this statement were John C. methods," it allded.
In the Howie the liberals are want to assure"
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Funeral services for Norman G. was a veteran of the Army. Dur-I
Hudson, 39, popular photograph- Europe until the war there ended'
it on the staff or Hooks Brothers , ing World War II, he served in
Studio, were held here on last Mon- and was then sent to Japan.
After returning home, he slong
day afternoon in the chapel of T.
H. Hayes and Sons, with Elder with a number of other veterans,
Blau' T. Hunt, pastor of the Miss, enrolled as students in the Hooks
Blvd. Christian church, deliver- Brothers School of Photography.
Mr. Hudson was such an outstanding the eulogy.
Devoted to his profession, Mr. ing student that when he graduatHudson, who lived with his moth-, tsd with the class 'of 1948 he was iner at 412 Walker ave., worked all sited to join the faculty as an
night on the Sunday before Christ- instructor.
Unmarried, Mr. Hudson is surmas on holiday assignments. On
the next morning he collapsed in vived by his mother. Mrs. Annie
a sundry store near the stu- Hudson; a sister, Mrs. Lee Ethel
dio where he had gone for food. Brooks, of Memphis; and three
Carried to John Gaston hospital brothers, George Hudson, of Mernin an ambulance, he was pronounc- phis; Mose Hodson, of Los Aned dead on arrival. Cause of his geles. Calif.; and Girther Hudson,,
death has not been given as yet. of Detroit, Mich.
A graduate of Booker T. Wash- Interment was in National cemee
ington High school, Mr. Hudson tery.

NAACP Members Bared
By Negro Publisher
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

By LOUIS CASSELS

More than 1,250,000 U.S. high
school students will receive credit7 toward graduation this year for
lea. .ing to drive a car.
Driver training courses a . e
now a regular part of the cu:riculum in 11,846 high schools. That
is slightly more loan half of the
high schools in the country.
Is teaching young people ,to
drive a legitimate function of public schools? Or is it a "frill" that
should be eliminated to make
room for greater emphasis on
science, mathematics, languages
and other academic subjects?
There are, to put it mildly, vigorous differences of opinion on
this subject.
MERITS OF COURSE
While hardly anyone questions
the desirability of training young
people to drive safely, many people believe that this instruction
can and should be given outside
the schools.
In the post - Sputnik battle for
igner educational standards, driver training has become, for many
critics, a symbol of the tendency
of U.S. high schools to clutter up
their curriculum with "how to do
it" courses at the expense of SO.
lid intellectual discriplines.
This viewpoint was succintly ex-
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Fellowship Denies Red Miss. Editor
Charge In Birmingham Tells All In

National Mag.

sufficient

Ike Proclaims
Lincoln Tribute

Witness Sees
Man Grab
Woman

Big Star Specials

pounded by Adlal E. Stevenson in
a recent article for the New York
Times Sunday magazine.
•
"I taught my three boys to
Christmas has come and gone,' and pseful gifts which they redrive a car," the former Demobut there are many people who ceived as a result of someone's
retie presidential candidate said.
having saved up Quality Stamps
A 37-year-old woman, described ape still rejoicing over the lovely
CHARLOTTE, N. C. — Johnson
"I think they can do as much for
1958.
during
as being of Cuban descent, was
my grandsons — and let their C. Smith university has received
Even happier are the persons
grabbed from behind' and draghigh school teachers concentrate a gift of 62,500 from the R. J. Reywho gave the gifts, selected from
on some things that are more im- nolds Tobacco Company. The gift
GETTYSBURG,Pa.— (UPI) — President Eisenhower gged into a vacant house where
the shelves of the Quality Stamps
share
its
was
college
local
the
to
she
on
was
her
way
to
work when
portant, or at least harder to
Abraham Lincoln SesquiRedemption store located at 1323
in a $15,000 contribution by R. J. officially proclaimed 1959 as the
her attacker demanded money.
teach."
Union ave., for by saving the
United
the
to
year.
company
centennial
Reynolds
Pol..ie
were
summoned
to
the
SIDE
OTHER
%Lamm they were able to cut the
house
after
Mrs.
R.
the
V.
and
Harlston,
government
of
agencies
all
on
called
On the other side of the debate Negro College Fund to be divided
He
At a recent meeting of the City cost of gift-giving down to zero.
are the National Safety Council among the six member colleges American people to do honor to the Civil War president's of 419 Alabama ave., witnessed
in the State of North Carolina.
the seizing of the woman, and Federation of Colored Women's Now that 1959 is here, and we
verl the American Automobile As-,
•
"This contribution witte,belp in memory, particularly during the ,
awakened her husband, who cal- club, plans were made for the, have 12 months ahead of us besociation. Both are currently wagmeeting the needs of thh, Uni- period of Feb. 5-12 by restudying The presidents proclamation was led the police. They arrived too celebration of the club's anniver-, fore the holiday -eturns, it would
ig big promotional campaigns on
versity in a program of develop- Lincoln's life. ,Feb. 12 is Lincoln's signed in this famous town where, late to capture the man, who was sary. Announced as the speaker) be wise to start saving stamps
behalf of driver educition in pub- ment
which will begin in the next birthday.
Lincoln made his immortal Gettys- described as a Negro in his mid- for the event, by Mrs. Geraldine again.
lic schools.
dle thirties or early forties, weigh- Sims, chairman of the program' One pleasant way to get the
few months," said Dr. R. P. PerEisenhower called for "personal, burg address. But the document ing 140 pounds.
"We have no quarrel with the ry, president of the university.
committee, was Miss Freddie stamp collection started is to do
of, still bore the formal, official nota-i The
principles
the
to
rededication
objective of providing grea.er
was
Smith
C.
university
Johnson
victim, whose husband is Jones, of 2745 Spottswood. Miss your grocery buying at the conand,
science training in this dynamic one of 14 Negro colleges elected citizenship and the philosophy of tion, as do all proclamations
away in service, and is the Jones is the president of the veniently located Big Star store
era," says AAA president Harry I. to full membership in the South- government" for which Lincoln executive orders, "done at the city' mother of two children, said that
La Has Desoie club, secretary of, in your community. There are
Kirk, "but certainly this can be ern Association of Colleges and gave his "last full measure of de- of Washington this twenty-ninth she was on her way to wit* when
the city federation and assistant' always top bargains available at
..."
day of December.
she was seized by the man.
accomplished without sacrificing Secondary Schools at its meeting )votion."
of the state federation the store, and with no sacrific of
Police were rounding up sus-, secretary
the proved accident-reducing p0- in Louisville, Ky., earlier this
is to be held Jan. 11, There are always top bargains
affair
The
pects in the case on last Satur'sntialities of driver education in month.
Lelia Walker club-, available at the store, and with
the
at
In
day.
an
effort to catch the man 1959'
the schools."
and Mississippll, no sacrifice of quality.
Walker
at
house,
who
fled
before
their arrival.
"Driver training is too impor- council's objective is to maintain.
Mary E. Murphy. chair-, If you find younrself in the
Mrs
tant to be left to haphazard out- improve and expand school coursJudge William Ingram let it be cc vehicle, when the officer turned
man of the trustee board, soon.' neighborhood of the Quality Stamp
side-the-classroom teaching," says es ir safe driving."
known last week that he would his back.
soreo a handkerchief shower for store on Union, be sure and browse
a spokesman for the National SafeThe judge said that the officer
Although driver training has on- not tolerate rudeness on the part
Mrs. Marie L. Adams, president around, and pick up a colroful
ty Council. "With accidents ae- ly recently become a burning isof policemen when he ordered Of- should have waited until, he had
of the federation, at the meeting. catalog of the gifts in stock. It only
counting for more fatalities in the sue. it is not really a new feature ficer R. G. Singleton to apologize finished his ruling on the matter.
Mrs. Adams rectived many lovely takes 1,200 stamps to fill a Quality
school - age group than all other of public education. The first for turning his back on him be- Mr. Randle was bound to the
quality Stamp book.
handkerchiefs.
pauses of death combined, the high school course was stated 25 fore a case was finished.
state on a drunk striving charge.
years ago, at State Collyge, Pa., Judge Ingram had just dismissby Amos E. Neyhart who is now ed a charge against William J., Lake Dimensions
STARTS
CHATTANOOGA — A white playAAA consultant on driver educa- Randle, of 828 Pendleton at., for' Lake Superior is 350 Miles long
Sunday, Jan. 4!
wide.
miles
160
and
I
anothground
director
a
and
behind
tree
closely
trimtoo
following
tion.
3 big Days 3!
mer halted by detectives when
they were found coming out of a
TWO BIG HITS!
vacant Negro home on the edge
of a white district, were later arrested when the house began to
burn
Arrested for setting the house
afire were Herber A. Gray, 51, a
city playground director, w h o
was freed on 0.500 bound pending
a hearing in City Court; and Ray
Skinner, 21, a tree trimmer, who
was held in jail when he was unable to put up bond.
The men told the fire marshal
that they had heard that Negroes
were to move into the house, and
set fire to it to keep them out of
the six-room two story house.
Detectives were in the house
next door on guard when the fire
Was set, 'and captured the men
when they ran out. They were first
held for questioning. hut later arrested when they ran.put. They
were first held for questioning, hut
later arrested,,-,when the fire was
pha; Mrs. Bernice Callaway,
Connell. Representatives of the
discovered.
PANTRY SHOWER — A wide
organizations, from left, are
Zeta Phi Beta, charity project
variety eif canned goods and
Elmer Ilenderson, Kappa Alstaple foods, along with many
chairman and council chairpha Psi; Mrs. Bertha P. Ray,
other useful item. were doecsio• a,oe Luxe
si
man; John C. Parker, Omega
Mahan
CAIRO — (UPI) — The first offTheta Phi Beta; Mn. Charles
nated to the Jessie
chairman:
council
Phi,
Psi
Egypt
in
has
shore
concession
Children
oil
P.
Roland,
Gamma
Pre-School
Sigma
Center for
— PLUS 2ND HIT !! —
0-30
been granted to the Halo-Egyptian
Mrs. R. H. Jones, Mrs. A. J.
Rho; Miss Marilyn Watkins,
here recently by the Greek letBrion Keith VIOLENT ROAD
Dancy and Mrs. Willie Ester,
Delta Sigma Theta; Mrs. F'ay
petroleum combine by the United
01/ISVILLE,
ter sororities and fraternities
Arab Republic.
members of the center staff.
W. Pallet-, Alpha Kappa Alof the Memphis Pan-Hellenic
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By J. BENJAMIN NORTON
Delegates and visiting members
to the 44th Anniversary Conclave
of P h i Beta Sigma Fraternity,
Inc., national college Greek-letter
organization heard Dr. George D.
Flemmings — the immediate past
national president of the fraternity
of Fort Worth, Texas, keynote a
'Workshop on Social Action"
Monday, The epeaker centered
his speech around the organization's conclave theme — "Integration versus Desegregation."
Dr.. Flemmings stated in part:
"If there ever was a time when
the term 'eternal vigilance' was
true, it is now." He asserted that
"living as we are in a „world torn
by strife and confusion, ePrything
about the conflict re-echoes the
past."
The speaker stated "the
wound that was the Civil W
throbs again. He opined that "pld
is the impatience that breaks laIo
recklessness and old too is the
patience that drifts into inertia."
The militant civil rights defender from the Lone Star State observed "one of the most painful
reactions we are noting today is
the behavior of people in positions
ofhtleadership, Negroes as well as

The current world conditions
For the kingdom of heaven
e da
very sad picture.
sts
re to uu
s
Thhoew
is as a man travelling into a far
aed
bae ay
country, who called his own serv- for men mindful of their custody
ants, and delivered unto them his of talents must be known. In far
too many instances we are faced
goods."
presence of men in high
This story is one known to all with the
are unmindful of the
Bible scholars. Here we find a places who
moral and spiritual responman going on a long journey. great
accompany them.
which
He called all of his servants to- sibilities
Well, I imagine at this point
gether and made each one cusMt. Pleasant Baptist church,
WILLERT nuFoRn, of 71 W.
ourselves
todian. Its ppears to me that many of us will console
FETE PASTOR — Rev. and
at the dinner given in their
.r. C. Miller, Rev. and Mrs.
of 47 W. Desoto. Rev. L. R.
Illinois ave., heads the relativeplace
high
not
in
a
are
that
we
Mrs. E. M. Alcorn were feted
honor, from left, are Rev. and
each one of us has been called
J. T. Dentham, Rev. R. T.
Aldridge is the pastor. T h
ly young Friendship Workers
therefore we are not responsible.
Mrs. Alcorn, James Snow,
recently after the announceinto the presence of God an d
Jefferson, Prof. R. B. Thompclub donated baskets of food
Club, in organization for about
Never have we been further from
fact
very
custodians.
The
as
Rev,
B.
L.
ment that he would serve
Starks, Mrs. J. A.
made
son, principal of Carver High
to the sick on Christmas Eve.
six months. The club, found
the truth. The rising tide of unJames, Rev. James, Mrs. W.
that we have been brought to the
pastor of the St. James AME
school, and Evangelist Arnice
Mrs. Mamie Ross is the vf_c_:.
by Mr. Buford is composed
godliness on the part of people
conference
Very brink of another year carchurch
for
another
L.
Powell,
Rev.
H.
Ralph
JackSyah.
Standing
in
the
rear
is
president of the organization.
throughout the world points to the
of members Irons the Greater
clockwise
son,
Rev.
ries with it also the idea that
Seen
seated
W.
L.
Powell,
Rev.
Year.
dincommittee
in
charge
of
the
fact that the men of God, and
— ------- we are custodians.
ner and entertainment.
the real men of God, must rise
We are all custodians and we
up.
need make no mistake about that.
I know that there are many of
The greater care we use on those
us who can and do point to our
things in our care the better will
shortcomings and are on the very
be our conditions and the greater
verge of saying, "Oh what's the
will be our reward.
use!" I am fully aware of the fact
These men were called face to
A drive by the Memphis Baptist who want to enter.
that many of us could definitely
face with their master. To one
Brotherhood to raise $100,000 for LAYMEN'S IDEAS
say, "What is the use?" But there
"It
is
pitiful
to
see
how
men
he gave five talents to another is a use! Daily we receive blesswill be launched on
It was a group 'et Baptist laywho consider themselves men of Owen college
two and to the third one.
Jan. 4, at
ings. From year to year we regood will are letting themselves next Sunday afternoon,
men who laid the iMdal groundThe one who had five invested ceive blessings along with those
church, beBaptist
Bloomfield
the
be forced, step by step into aswork forothe purchase of the school
and on the day of reckoning came blessings also go responsibilities.
suming stubborn positions which ginning at 3:15 p.m., and the in 1945, when M. S. Stuart put
back with ten; the one who had We can never separate ourselves
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (UPI) — Police Commission- growing out of his attempt to they never wanted to take and speaker for the occasion will be up the $500 in earnest money. Latbeen entrusted with four went out from our reponsibilities. Those of
force -integration of city transit which are plainly untenable," Rev. E. V. McGhee, pastor of
er the Tennessee Baptist Missionand invested and came back with us who live under the illusion that er Eugene (Bull) Connor said a white minister from Nybuses.
the Greater Mt. Zion Baptist ary and Educational Convention,
Flemmings declared.
eight. The one who had been given other people's suffering, heartaches ack, N.Y., representing the "Fellowship of Reconciliation,"
His home and church have been
Other speakers who appeared church.
under the leadership of Dr. S. A.
one c am e back with one and and the like are not our business
had been working with local Negro integration groups.
The college received accredita- Owen, purchased the property.
bombed several times and he was on the workshop program were:
a mouth full of excuses. Much are in for a bitter disappointment.
Southern
the
month
by
last
tion
Connor said the Rev. Glenn E. Smiley, a field secretary badly beaten by a mob of V 'lite Atty. Hutson L. Lovell, national
like many of us today we find ourThe school opened as a two-year
The most wholesome way to apmen when he tried to enroll some president of the fraternity of New Association of Colleges and Secselves closely related to these peo- proach the new year is to ap- of the "fellowship," had also atliberal arts college in 1954.
according
to
Schools,
and
ondary
Negro
children
in
se
ell
white- met- City; ANY, Robert L. Wilple.
proach it with the full knowledge tempted "to get white denomina- before Negro mass meetings with school in
Memphis Baptist Brother1957.
liams, national director of Social the president, Dr. Levi Watkins, The
Contrary to the idea held by that as we enter upon a new tional leader: to come out public1,000 men to cona total audience of some 3,200.
Connor said he could not call Action, Tallahassee, Fla.: Dr. the school is being flooded with hood is seeking
the man with the one talent, each year we also must be fully mind- ly for integration."
tribute $100 to the school over
Connors said, "it is deplorable Smiley's organization a commun- Charles E. Trout, national direc- applica lionsof us must be mindful of our re- ful of the fact that we must face
He said Smiley had been quesOther odor
The drive is being launched for two year period.
spnnsibilitien of world conditions, up to the opportunities that will tioned by police before he left that men will clothe themselves ist-front group, but said its name tor of Education, Tuskegee Instifacilities tion on the project will be giv
The way that each of us uses his confront us each day.
Birmingham earlier this week and in the ministre and attempt to "fits perfectly with 'co-existence,' tute, Ala., Dr. Robert J. Hill, na- funds because the present
on Sunday at
'human welfare' and other com- tional director of Bigger and Bet- are limited and immediate aid is during the meeting
talent is now and will always be
As much as we would like to look had told officers that two Negro engage the cooperation of unsusBaptist church.
Bloomfield
the
those
for
space
munist
provide
needed
to
terminology."
Baltimore,
in keeping with the condition ot at the new year as a day of joy integration leaders, the Rev. F. L. pecting and bona fide ministers in
ter Business,
the world. As much as many a we must take a second look and Shuttlesworth and J. L. Ware, had the workings of unholy political' —
us like to pass the responsibility see it as a day of responsibility, attended a retreat at Nyack for ends and destructive organizations
for the conditions to the other per- and grave responsibility at that a week of "intensive training in as the fellowship."
son, the time has come when each There is no need of us fooling our- organizational procedure."
Shuttlesworth, president of Alaof us must assume our portion selves the world will get better
Smiley, receiving bitter critic- bama Assn. for Human Rights, is
of the conditions and govern our. only in proportion that we a s ism from Connor, also told police presently under bond pending an
selves accordingly,
individuals get better. There is no before leaving that he had spoken appeal of his conviction on charges
grant that to many of us as
it;me for us pointing the finger of
to the man of the one talent —'
ccusation at someone else. Our
is very much in keeping with our basic responsibility now
simmers
human nature that we try to shift down to the place where each of
our short-comings on someone else us must examine "number one"
but in our saner moments we must and after getting number
one in
admit that we have no one to the good graces of society and
God
blame for our contributions, or we will be in better position to
lack of same, but ourselves. It is assist someone else.
any deepseated belief that when
The whole thing bolls down to
we look at world conditions and Just this — we are custodians of
our contribution to the betterment all of that with which we have
NEV' ORLEANS — (UPI) — A l and have more of an opportunity
of it we are not so prone to criti- been entrusted. Failure on the part
cize things but rather be very rash of any of us to live up to the best Negro physician has written to for various types of recreation and
with ourselves for our lack of which we are-eapable will in the seven states in the west and education and better means of livIihood.
of contributions.
final analysis make us responsi"cheap"
It has been my belief that hard- ble for the current conditions of north to find out whether
"And some places suitable for
land is available for re-settlement
ly a day passes that we do not the world.
homesteading would appeal to
of unhappy Negroes in the South.
have an opportunity to grow in
As much as we would like to
them."
saving quality stamps to buy which makes It easy to accu"This is my owe idea," said Dr.
moral an dspiritual stature our- take this as a joke living 111 this
mulate them.
Frederick Rhodes. "I do not have - Dr. Rhodes said he had written
them.
selves and to make it possible for day and time is no joke. The deone place specifically in mind. But to the secretarys of state in WisThe old year has passed
someone else to grow also. In mands of extending the kingdom as a doctor I have many patients consin, Nebraska, Idaho, WashingSaving quality stamps is just
That you have the pleasure
many instances only a look or a of God to the ends of the earth - who are
away and we face the new
unhappy and dissatisfied ton, Oregon and Iowa. He requestpleasant Big like a Christmas club. Begin
the
shopping
in
of
must
statement who has been able to
be a part of all of our . :1- with conditions in the South."
ed information concerning "some
year with new resolutions, amStar Stores where you are al- now and shop at only stores
stem the tide of immorality him- vities and with this in mind many
Rhodes, 62, said hiS efforts in unsettled land which would be
bitions, new prospectives. My
self then he is able to point the of us face a job for which we are writing for information have suitable for several families." lie
ways welcomed by the cheery who give quality stamps and
Year
wish
in
the
New
for you
way to someone else,
really ready.
you will be able to shop for
nothing to do with the plan an- asked for a general description of
is that all your desires be rea- smile of the owner - manager
nounced by Sen. Richard B. Rus- the land, including "the type of
Year be who has a personal interest in your Christmas gifts for the
lized
and
the
New
sell (D-Ga.) to encourage thou- terrain, vegetation, distance from
ones you love at the Quality
elappe, healthy and prosper- all his customers.
sands of Negro f ilies in the settled communities and kinds of
Stamp Redemption store at
ous; that you take advantage
South to relocat in ther parts wild life."
Do you know saving quality Christmas time, in 1959.
of the extra bonus that all Big
of the nation.
The" physician, a graduate of
Star
owner-manager
stores stamps is just like saving
Rather, Rhodes said it was to Meharry meeltral college in NashWishing you and yours
give to all their customers cash' You will find a dealer
serve more or less as n informa- ville, Tenn., said he wrote to the
happy New Year.
you
service
in
every,
type
of
through
quality
stamps.
tion bureau for h' patients.
seven states because they were
quality
gives
desire
who
"I just thong
that maybe if not highly industrialieed, and posBye for.now,
That you have luxuries you stamps as well as Big Star
I
had
informati
n
about
some
fedsibly
Destined to be one of the love- held every Wednesday at 8 p.m.
would have acreage availcouldn't ordinarily afford by Stores in every neighborhood
Jana Porter
eral land tha could be home- able to southern Negroes of moliest affairs of the New Year is MT. MORIAII BAPTIST
the Baptist International Tea. Be- Beautiful, indeed, was the Lit- steaded that I could suggest that dest means.
ing much talked of in religious tle Tea held at the Mt. Moriah these unhappy people move away
The physician, a native li.Szutti
- Carolina, has been
circles, it is slated for Jan. 18 Baptist church Sunday afternoon. from the South and perhaps co
be a gener
edIonize
somewhere
else
where they icts) practitioner in New Orleans
at the S. A. Owen Junior College. The tea will benefit a mutual fiwouldn't
have
the
racial
problems since 1932.
All participating Baptist church- nancial drive of Baptist churches
es will have a table representing to aid the S. A. Owen Junior cola nation.
lege.
'The Rev. B. L. Hooks of MidRev. R. W. Norsworthy is the
dle Baptist church is the general minister.
chairman. Mrs. Helen Matthew is PENTECOSTAL
the co-ordinator. Mrs. Given 'and
At the Pentecostal Temple, the
Mrs. Lemon will assist her.
watch services began at 9 p.m.
BIBLE GUIDE
Wednesday. The New Year ReThe Bible Guide Church of God vival began at midnight with the
is having their watch meeting ser- gentle but promising stroke of
vice from 9 p. m. to 5 a. m. Sun- the 1959 year. Rev. R. D. Dockday. Elder C. H. Harris is the !cry of Detroit, Mich., will conDES MOINES — (UPI) — Five police said.
pastor. The church is.-located at duct the 10 day service.
youths have admitted they set fire
Detective Joe Couch, a bureau
2402 Shasta st.
The Spirit of Memphis Quartet to a cross fashioned out of hay
member, said he understood one
PRINCETON CHAPEL
Will render a program at the on the lawn of a
clergyman who of the boys, aged 14 to 15, lived
A beautiful pageant was pre- Temple on Sunday. It commencoresold
his home to a Negro couple, in the neighborhood
where the
sented by the Princeton Chapel at. 3 p.m.
---• house was sold and "presumably
AME Zion church recently at 220 EMMANUEL EPISCOPAL
he
was
unhappy about the situaEldridge ave. The title was "The
High midnight mass was held
tion." The other boys "went along
Three Wise Men," which was at the
Emmanuel Episcopal, Cows, Tug
eith
him
as a lark," Couch said.
sponsored by Mrs. Alberta Odom. church of 425 Cynthia on
nests,
The cast included 22 characters, mas Eve. Gay holiday decora-1
The youths burned the cross on
who gave a moving performance tions surrounded the worshippers' PASADENA, Calif. — (
UPI) — the lawn of the Rev. Ian J. Meof the birth ofithrist. The church as- they knelt once again on this( Kenneth L. (Tug) Wilson,
Com- Crae, 34, Saturday night. They
choir spiced the performance with
missioner of the Western (Big were ordered to spear before
stirring Christmas carols. After uet Rudder, the minister, delivers( Ten) Conference told the South- juvenile
authorities today.
SPECIAL GUESTS recently on the Big Star Talent Show was the right): Roy Davis, Lillie M. Jordan, Hester Davis, Mary L.
the service a lovely Silver Com- ed an inspiring message
er California footbball writers AsMcCrae and his wife have been
chorus from St. Mary's school in Holly Springs, Miss. The group Jones, Mae Lean Jones. Doristeen Young, Barbara Freeman,
munion pitcher was presented to
Watch night service
as held sociation he was worried about the harassed constantly since neighthe church in memory of deceas- on New Year Eve at th4 stately agricultural situation in Iowa
entertained the Mid-South and Memphis area with stirring rendi- Maxine Guy, T. C. Bridgeforth and Sister M. Marinelle, the chorus
bors learned of the sale of their
ed stewardesses, by Mrs. Elmira sanctuary.
tions of Carols. Each Saturday at 11-30 a.m, talented groups ni director. Second row, John Rayford, Floritt Coleman, Elaine
because of the Rose Bowl game. home in an all-white neighborhood
Forbes, for her late mother, Mrs.
youthful entertainers grace the powerful WDIA microphones to Warren, einnie lrgram, Earline Smith. Mary Martin, Doris Faulk
to
a
Negro
couple,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eliza Lynch; Mrs. Zenora for Mrs.
air their talents to the public The Big Star Stores of Memphis ner. Annie B. Clark Cliff Gibson and Lasalle Gibson. Rack row,
Harold
Carr.
Niitfey Glispy: and Mrs. Erma
and the Mid•tiouth are proud to be able to offer this opportunity to 011ie Dowsing, Shelby Gibson, Vera I neas, Shirley Jones.
Ruthie
Police maintained a 24-hour paMcRaly for Mrs. Lizzie Young.
boys and girls in 1959 as it has in the past. If you want an audi- Gibson, Beverly Polk, Maxine Smith, Maggie
Freeman, James
trol in the neighborhood. The
Rev Harvey is the pastor.
tion just contact the station. Pictured above, front row, deft to Turnage and Sam Coleman.
family was threatened with vioMISS ADVENTIST
lence several days ago and someCommunion services were held
one turned in a false fire alarm
on last Saturday at the Miss
for the MeCrae address Monday.
Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist
Tires on the Rev. McCrae's car
church following a sermon by the
pastor, Elder Charles R: Graham'. BOMBAY, India — (UPI) —i Welcome by crowds lining t h e have been punctured three times.
A number of visitors were pres- Premier Kwame Nkrumah of Gha- streets as he arrived for a two- The family has received annoying
phone calls and someone started a
ant for the services. Among them, na said Monday the Republic of week ste,e visit in India.
were Samuel Flagg and his wife Liberia would join the union planHe said a commission was work- smell fire in his backyard reand two children of Benton Har- ned between Ghana and Guinea. ing on a constitution for Ghana cently.
bor, Mich and George Murphy (There was no confirmation of and Guinea and "others w h o The Rev. McCrae is minister of
the report elsewhere. In London, might want to join later" in an education at University Christian
of erashington. D. C.
Visitors are always welcome to neither the Ghana high commis- African Federation of States.
church here. He has three children
attend services at the church loe sioner nor the !Iberian ambasea.
Liberia, founded in 1822 as a set- and plans to move to a location
eated at the 1051 Miss. Blvd. ' der would comment on Nkru- tlement for freed American slaves. closer to the church.
Sabbath school begins Prompt. mah's statement although both touches Guinea on the West Afri- "We have expected something
P.I.v::).:„.04!NT:...!
11 at 9:30 sin , merning service said they had received reports can coast, but both Guinea a n d of this sort." Mrs McCrac said.
at It a.m. and the Young People's eoneerning a proposed union be- Liberia are 'separated from Ghana "The important thing Is that the
meeting in the early afternoon tween Liberia and Ghana
by the French West African Ivory Carts have a chance to live in a
Mid-week prayer services arei Nkrumah was accorded a warm Coast.
decent neighborhood."
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Baptists Seek To Raise
$100,000 For College

Medic Tells Plan
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Who's Gonna Milk
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Asks Those Iowans

Says Liberia To
Join Federation
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NEW YORK — (UPI) — Four
records set during the 1958 EastAthletic Conferers Collegiate
ence's outdoor track and field
meet at Villanova were approved
and another was rejected during
the 22nd annual schedulemaking
meeting of the E. C. A. C.
Approved as E. ( . A. C. meet
records were; One-Mile run, Ron
Delaney, Villanova, 4:07.8; High
&Jump, Phil Reavis, Villanova, 6
whet. 2 inches; Javelin Throw,
Don J. Corty, Manhattan, 229 feet,
3kz inches; Hammer Throw, John
Lawlor, Boston college, 199 feet,
inches.
The records committee disallowed the 3:10.8 clocking turned in
by the Michigan State mile relay
team as a record. Picture evidence introduced reveled that the
leadoff man in the foursome
stepped out of his lane.
The conference approved dates
for the following IC4A track events: 1959 Outdoor cross country
championship. Nov. 16, Van Cortland Park, New York; 1960
Indoor championships, March 5,
Madison Square Garden, New
York; 1960 outdoor championships, May 27-28, Villanova, Philadelphia; 1%0 Cross Country
, championships, Nov. 14, Van
Cortland Park, New York.
The conference announced that
..eMoyne 7o1leae had been accept
WA as a new member of IC4A
competition while Trinity (Conn.),
Swarthmore and Haverford had re/signed.
, Frank Reagan of Villanova was
named president of the IC4A. Ed
Styrna of Maine was named vice• president and Asa S. Bushnell was
named secretary-treasurer. Ralph
J. Furry, Columbia: Robert J.
Kane, Cornell; Styrua, Richard
T , Clarence M.
Balch of M.
Munn of Michigan State, Vic C.
Obeck, N. Y. U.; Tom Hamilton.
Pittsburgh; George Bunkelsman,
Josephs, and Reagan were
executive com.
named to the 1
imittee.

•DEFENDER SPORTS

NATHANIE LTRADER (52) of
Baltimore makes a supreme
effort to sink another in the
bucket in his 20-point contribution to Hampton lustitutt's
recont 68-64 victory over How.

ard U. Trader has already piled up a big point advantage in
the Pirates' three earlier
games with 37, 38 and 200
against St. Paul's, Shaw U
and Howard respectively.

TED RASBERRY, right, owner
of the New York Satellites,
talks over plans for foreign

tour and TV appearances with
his player — coach Rookie
Bro,yeh.

Santa Monica
Gets3Players
On All-Stars

One Time
Heavy Title
Contender

LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — The
Junior Rose Bowl champion Santa
Monica, Calif . City college, dominated the 1958. All-Junior College
By FRED DOWN
foothall learn selected be the Los
Angeles Times-Gridiron Index.
NEW YORK -- (UPI) — Harry
The Santa Monica ".r`
Wills, the famed "Black Panther"
placed three men on the first who tried vainly for six frustrateam in an unprecedented ac- ting years to get a crack at Jack
tion. Those honored were half- Dempsey's world heavyweight
back Lloyd Winston, quarterback
le. died Sunday night as perPat Young and end Da.e la'ash•
haps the most famous "uncrowned
ington from the team that ele•
champion" in the history of boxdefeated northeastern Oklahoma
ing.
J. C. in the Junior Rose Bowl.
at 6.30 p. m.
The Southern California area, Wills, 68, died
hospiwhere more junior college foot- (EST) in Jewish Memorial
ball is played than anywhere else tal where he was admitted Dec.
in the nation, landed 13 players 3 with an acute case of appendiof the 33 men named for the citis. A hospital spokesman said
three learns selected. Texas had Wills died a diabetes with his
daughter, Mrs. Gladys Napoleon,
five.
d her husband at his bedside.
Winston and Washington were
overwhelming choices and B o b
Gaiters, Santa Ana, Calif.. fullback, was a near-unanimous selection.
The team is determined by a
nationwide poll of Junior college
coaches conducted by the Times
Index of Glendale, Calif.
The first team: ends, Dave
Washington, Santa Monica, Cal.,
New and Leroy Overstreet. Weber,
TEL RASBERiY, owner of
Utah; tackles, Bob Harrison,
York Satellites, Kansaseity MonIlartnell, Calif.. and Darrel Vail,
archs and Detroit florins, who is
Idaho; guards, Ron
Boise.
one of the top Negro promoters
and
California.,
Poindexter,
still around today.
David Pitcock, Tyler, Tex.; center, Gary Delaney, Mt. San Antonio, Calif.; quarterback, Pat
ks
Young, Santa Monica:
Lloyd Winston, Santa Monica,
and Kenny Williams, Arlington
State, Tea.; fullback, Bob Gaiters, Santa Ana, Calif.
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FighterArchie Moore was named
remembered in boxing history as
talking genkral manager, reveal- problem -in dealing with the Yank- Gus Greenlee gone permanently
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manager
general
are traded by the Yankees. more coach and
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MALINDA BERRY of Stillwater, Okla., arrives in Memphis for Maid of Cotton contest without her dad "because
she
he just brought in an oil well." One of the first things
did was visit Beale street where the late blues composer
IV. C. Handy got his start. UPI Telephoto

barrie
gro d
day e
FAMED ACTRESSES Gloria Swanson (left) Mary Martin (center) and Claudette Colbert are dripping in furs

photo

to
JERSEY CITY N. J. — (UPI) —
NEW YORK — (UP/) — The
at Jersey City normal in New York City, with the end ot a 19-day deliverers strike
with attempting to organize a Ku Klux Klan chapter
bail.
junior college were held for a county grand jury in $1,000
against nine dailies.
James Lowe, 18, and Ronald Brown, 22, who were suspended
All morning and afternoon papers appeared, giving New Yorkers
arraignment
their first standard newspaper fare since members of the newspaper
from school, waived a preliminary hearing during their
Mail and Deliverers Union walked out Dec. 9.
!adore magistrate John H. Ginick.
continued
The union voted to return to work Sunday night, accepting a new
He held them for the Hudson County grand jury and
violate
to
conspiring
two-year cony act negotiated by the Publishers Association of New
bail at $1,000 The students are charg,ed with
York, under the supervision of the Federal Mediation and ConciliaNew Jersey's anti-discrimination laws.
Dr. Rubin Rosenberg, president .af the college where the two tion Service.
were freshmen, suspended the suspects when police informed him
of their alleged KKK activities

Tell Success of Anti-Pregnancy Drug

NEW HAVEN. Conn. — (UPI) — A Yale doctor said the drug
diWASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Malucidin has been tested successfully to halt pregnancy in dogs.
the
of
president
former
and
Dr. Leon F. Whitney of the Yale medical school said in Veterirector of the American Red Cross
night. He was 50.
Medicine magazine the drug was given dogs between the 10th
American Newspaper Guild, died Monday
nary
and Was under treatday of pregnancy and was "successful in all cases."
Martin suffered a heart attack last week
42nd
and
the time of his death.
a practical standpoint, when the drug in injectible form
ment at a nearby Arlington. Va., hospital at
"From
-1953. He was a memHe headed the guild from 1947 until mid
is made available to the veterinary professi4, it should be g boon
1942.
ber of the union's executive board from 1937 to
in the elimination of unwanted puppies. Beyond that, based on the
present state of our knowledge, I should not want to go."
The drug was discovered by Dr. Ivan Parfentjev, who formerly
Gustafson slid
was with the Yale Microbiology department.
VENTURA, Calif. — (UPI) — Dist. Atty. Roy
Frank Duncan, 29, whose
his agents were attempting to find young
murder ease involmother is being held in this seaside town in a
ving her attractive Canadian daughter-in -lbw.
Barbara who has
Duncan, a prominent attorney in nearby Santa
PARIS—(UPI)—The permanent NATO council met to study and
that his possessive
disclosure
after
Monday
early
since
seen
not been
the western replies to Russian demands the Allies leave
approve
Olga
wife
mother's jealenisly might have caused the death of his
West Berlin within six months and make it a "free city" behind
Duncan. 30. seven months pregnant.
-minding the the Iron Curtain
Mrs. Elizabeth Duncan. 54. is accused of master
The 15 NATO delegates got together under NATO secretary
"blackmailed"
slaying of Olga, although she claims she was being
general Paul-Henri Spaak for what was expected to be a prompt
by. two suspects in the case.
approval of the French. British, American and West German notes.
Officials said the notes would be delivered to the Kremlin within
49 hours. The rough outline of the documents already had been aptrucks
two
and
bus
PULASKI. Tenn. — (UPI) — A Greyhound
proved by the Allies during the NATO Ministerial Council session
highcollided Tuesday night seven miles south of here on rain-slick
in Paris earlier this month.
sev7
least
At
flames.
way U. S 31. and the vehicles burst into
persons were killed.
An unde:ermined number of persons were injured.
Authorities said there were other bodies in the wreckage.
LONDO75'—(UP1)—London airport officials caught one of the
Pulaski is in south-central Tennessee. southwest of Nashville.
Queen's relatives in an embarrassing situation yesterday.
rus
were
crews
fire-fighting
and
ambulances
All available
They asked the young Duke of Kent, the Queen's cousin who
to the scene.
was passing through London airport enrnute to Germany after spendwhenocroad
the
over
settled
had
mist
heavy
A
ing Christmas with the Royal family, for $10 excess baggage
curred.
charges.
The Duke, an officer in the Royal Scots guards stationed in
Germany. didn't have, the cash on him. Neither did he have a check
VATICAN CITY—(UPI)—Pnpe John XXM broadcasted his book.
Eventually airport officials supplied him with a check which ho
first Christmas message to the world Tuesday.
The speech, following a 19-year tradition established by the late filled in and signed.
Pone Plus XII. was translated into 30 languages and beamed to all
nations. including, those behind the Iron and Bamboo curtains. It
will be rebroadcast Christmas Eve and Christmas Day
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—Funeral services will he held today for
Frederick C. Othman. 53, Washington columnist for United Feature
Syndicate. who died Saturday night of a heart ailment.
PORT SAID—(UPI)—United Arai) Republic president Gamal
The serviees will be held at noon at Gawler's funeral home in
Aladel Nasser arrived here to attend the "victory" celebration cn Washington. The body will he taken to Memphis. Tenn., for a
the second anniversary of the withdrawal of Anglo-French Suez private service and burial in Forest Hill cemetery there.
forces.
The writer, whose daily column sparkled with- his sharp wit,
Nasser was greeted by a 21-gun salute when he stepped down died in doctors hospital where he had been a patient since suffering
from the train with members of his cabinet. Wildly cheering crowds a coronary occlusion on Dec. 16.
broke 'police cordons at the railway terminal and engulfed Nasser
He was stricken with the heart attack while coverine the house
as he emerged from the building.
subcommittee investigation into the difficulties of defeated Rep.
The President was to speak at the city stadium after a round Coya Knutson (I)
of ceremonies which included a military parade and the laying of
a wreath on the SIIP7 war dead monument

Seek Husband of Young Slaying Victim

NATO Council Meets To Consider Berlin

7 Die As Greyhound,2Trucks Collide

Queen's Kin Caught Without Cash

Pope John Broadcriqs Xmas Messaae

Funeral Rites Today For Columnist

Nasser Attends Suez 'Victory' Fete

Weds, Becomes Stepmother Of 20 Kids

Yule Renains Character In Hungary
BUDAPF.ST. IIiingary—(UPI)—Christ mac has regained much
of Its rhristian character in rgmmunist Hungary.
For the first time- since the Communists took over the country,
Hungarians this year may celebrate the traditional festival of
"Love and Charity" almost without any limitations set by the
regime.
The Communists, after attempting for years to turn this special
festival Into an ordinary "holiday", have finally realized they could
not succeed, and have come more tolerant
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cheek. UPI Telephoto

Newspaper Industry Back To Normal
Klan Plot
2 Freshmen Held To JuryTwoIncollege
freshmen charged
newspaper industry- returned

President, Dies
Harry Martin,Ex-ANG
Harry L. Martin, Information

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY arrives in Miami to complete
training for the Orange Bowl game on New Year's Day.
Ronald M. Luciano, All-American, surprises Orange Bowl
Princess Carol Baldwin by planting a powerful kiss on her

as they arrive for opening night performance of Sir
John Gielgud's "Ages of Man" on Broadway. UPI Tele-

TELUK ANSON. Malaya—(UP11—Che Alinah Bunt' Kastura, 20,
became the sten-mother of 20 children and the step-grandmother of
in others doring the weekend through her marriage to 65-year.old
Titan Haji Masan
Titan, a rich landowner. accumulated the 20 children during his
three nrevions marriages. Their ages range from three months 10'
In years.

11 Countries In Currency Reform
LONDON—(11P11—Britain and 10 other Western European na-

tions in a series of currency reforms recorded as the . most imporThird Victim Stirr.umbs From Atom Rom', tant
economie development in Etirrine'a post-war history.

NAGASAKI Janan—(UPI).—The third victim of "after effects"
Currencies of the 11 nations became "externally convertible"
of the atomic bombing of Nagasaki in 1945 died Monday, Japaneie which means anv
foreigner could change them for the first time
doctors reported
into "hard" U
dollars. The nations hope for full convertibility
The doctors said the victim. Kichihel Yoko°. 67. was ahut
he the end of 197P
half mile from the blast renter at the time of the bombing He had
More than half the world's trade is still conducted In nounda
been suffering from a liver ailment for several years before his sterling, Businesses
could amass "rest slims of Rritish pounds hitt
death, the doctors said.
'could not exchange them for dollars Now they can to a limited
extent: Britain hopes tn remove those last limits soon.

Give Ike's Postal Plan I &le Chance

Methodists Build University In Alaska

WASHINGTON'(UPI)—President Fisenhower's request for another postal rate increase was given little chance of winning approval
from Congress.
NEW YORK—(UPI)—The Methodist church, world's largest
As tang House Post Office Committee source put It. "It took Protestant body, has beitin an educational project in Alaska that
Congress to years to go from a 3 to a 4 cent stamp on letters 11:s emphasizes the 20111 century struggle between science and religion
not likely to eo no another penny within ono year "
4
The Methodists eight million strong are building a five-millionEisenhower announced Monday that hls forthcoming budget will dollar. fnur-an or liberal arts university in Anchorage.
call Me medal cal. increases. He did not spell them out, hut informAlaska Methodist university will he the new state's second full
ed sources said he would renew his request of last January for a four-year university of Alaska. a land-grant college, is the
territtm'Y's
5 cent stamp on out-of-town letters.
only full university at present

Cuba Rebels Claim Capture Of2Towns
HAVANA, Cuba — (UPI) — The rebel radio Sunday reported
capture of two towns and a sugar null in Oriente province but admilted its troops were under heavy attack by government forces in
Las Villas prosince. One rebel force called for a cease-fire to evecute wounded in Las Villas.
Bet' broadcasts intercepted in Havana said four Cuban Army
Air Force B-26 bombers were "savagely anti barbarously" bombing
the town of Jatibonico on the border of Las Villas and Camaguey
provinces.

Tijuana Has Worst Riot In History
of persons were injured
TIJUANA. Mexico — (UPI) — Dozens
-throwing cluband a police officer was critically wounded in a rock
ammunition.
waving political riot broken up with tear gas and live
More toruble loomed at Mexicali, about 100 miles east of here on
the border, where leaders of the National Action party planned
another anti-government demonstration.
Four hundered uniformed policemen, secret service men and
police reserve members fired live ammunition and tear gas to
break up the riot which landed 35 persons in jail.
Deputy Police Chief Francisco Vies hiCrlOa estimated 1,000 persons were involved in the massive disturbance—called the worst

riot in Tijuana's history.

Traffic Deaths Near Predictions
in the final hours of
(UPI) — Traffic deaths mounted Sunday
even ap:lie Christmas holiday, but the toll was not expected to
proach the all-time record for a similar yuletide period.
The pace of the -toll ran far behind the record rate of the
died
four-day "Black Christmas" holiday of 1956 when 712 persons
in auto accidents.
least
At 7 p.m. c.s.t the United Press International counted at
528 highway fatalities for the holiday period which began at 6 P.m.
Christmas Eve. There also were 89 deaths in fires. 7 in plane crashes
and 84 from miscellaneous causes for an overall total of 708 accidental deaths.
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Forget Differences As Pilgrims Gather
JERUSALEM—(UP1 i—Jews and Moslems at the shell-scarree'l
Mandelbaum gate border post forgot religious and political differences for a few hours to permit 1,700 Israeli Christians to cross
the frontier on their way to spend Christmas in Bethlehem.
The Pilgrims. mostly Israeli Arabs, began arriving at the frontier from all parts of Israeli before dawn.
Most of them took advantage of the rare opportunity to cross
the border into Jordan by taking along presents for friends and
relatives on the Jordanian side of the line.
The presents in their arms ranged from Haifa oranges and See
of Galilee fish to drums of olive oil, all of which are difficult to gee
in Jordan.
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Red China Tightens Control On People
TOKYO—(UPI)—"Tens of thousands" of Chinese Coinni,,e,ga
army men and officers are being sent to the nation's newly organized "People's Commune's" to tighten control and help boos,
production. the Communist Peiping Radio reported.
The radio said "at present tens of thousands of People's Libel**
tion Army men are being sent to the countryside to help in the
work of checking up on and consolidating the People's Communes"
The radio also quoted a "recent directive" from the generd
political department of the Chinese Communist army which said
this latest move was part of "an important political task confront.
big the whole (Communist) party."
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Two Killed, Two Hurt In Explosion
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MUSKEGON. Mich.—(UPI)—An explosion kitten two men an
critically injured two others at one of western Michigan's largest
scrap metal plants.
The victims' were identified Sc Woodrow Hill, 41, and Allen Haw.
king, 41, both of Muskegon. Injured and in critical condition in
Hackley hospital were George Griggs, 56. of Ravenna. and Chelneg
Lobdell, 55, of Muskegon.
The explosinn occurred shortly after 8 a m. as the men were
cutting steel with an acetylene torch near a pile of scrap along
railroad siding located about 100 feet from the edge of Muskegon
I.ake.
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DeGaulle Outlines Austerity Program
PARIS — 41(IIPI) — Gen. Charles De Gaulle announced to the U.S. To Resume Wheat Exports To Egypt

CAIRO—(UPI)—The United States agreed to resume wheat
nation a grim austerity program he said would put Fence "on a
shipments to Egpyt for the first time since 1956 in the second friendbasis of truth and severity."
President Gamal Abdel Nasser in the last three
a
The plan hit every Frenchman in the pocketbook with taxes on ly gestu
wines and tobaccos, higher income taxes for upper brackets, in- days.
U. S. Ambassado Raymond Hare and economics minister Mold
creased rail fares and even fewer pensions for war veterans.
To sugar the bitter pill, De Gaulle promised wage increases Monelm Kaissounty signed the agreement in Kaissounty's office.
for those in the lower income brackets and a boost in old age Under its terms. the United States agrees to sell the United Arab
Republic 25 million dollars worth of American wheat and flour.
pensions.
The soldier-premier, who will take over as president with vast Payment will be in Egyptian pounds.
executive powers Jan. 8, spoke in a nationwide radio and TV. address from the Hotel Matignon, the office of French Premiers.
LONG BEACH, Calif.—(UPI)—A fire flashed through a iWn.
story frame house, killing three small children trapped in an upstairs bedroom.
LOS ANGELES—(UPI)—Mrs. Gladys Johnson, 61. whose pet
A passing rah driver spotted“he fire In the slx room home an
the
off
taken
female dachshunds chewed away part of her face, was
relayed a fire call to his dispatcher before attempting to enter t
critical list at the UCLA medical center
blazing home.
Mrs Johnson, who remained in serious condition, was attacked
Mrs. Catherine Sanders, 2.5, had gone to a store briefly after
She
home.
her
at
nap
a
took
by the dogs on Christmas Day as she
watching a late television 'show and returned to find her home endogs
the
said
who
physicians
by
Thursday
underwent plastic surgery
veloped in flames and her children, aged 4 to 8, trapped in the prehad torn away about 30 per cent of her face.
Christmas tragedy.
The dogs were put under 14-day quarantine. Police said there
was no apparent explanation for the attack and that the dogs were
"meek" when officers went to the woman's West Log Angeles home.
GUILDFORD England — (UPI) — A magistrate's court again
ordered Mrs Diana Marion Bromley, 40, niece of horror actor Boris
Karloff, bound over On charges she murdered her 13-year-old son,
CARACAS, Venezuela—(UPI—Venezuelan authorities called off Martin.
The next hearing was set for Wednesday, Dec. 31,
an aerial search frit* the balloon "small world" because of growing
Mrs. Bromley's husband, Thomas Bromley, is an official at the
doubts that it had landed in the jungles of eastern Venezuela as
British cabinet offices. He found the bodies of his two sons, Martin
reported
13 and Stephen 10, last Thursday when he returned home from work.
Communications minister Oscar Malchado Zuloaga announced
cancellation of the search over the "green heir' /tingle. He said "at Mrs. Bromley waii found wandering about bearing cuts on her own
the moment it appears the radi5 message reporting the balloon's throat.
landing was ehoax "
Search planes criss-crossed over the jungle area all day hut
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Bernard Goldfine, already in trouble
found po sign of the balloon or the three men and a woman who
with federal authorities on several fronts and facing a three-month
crossed the Atlantic ocean in it.
jail sentence, may be in for still another battle.
Officials said the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) h
turned over to the Justice department records showing that a
GoldJoseph M. Fay 49, assistant city editor of the Chicago- Sun- fine firm repeatedly filed required financial reports late.
Times and one it the original employes of the Chicago Sun, died
The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 makes willful faihire to
in suburban Highland Park hospital.
file such reports on time a felony punishable by $10,000
fine and
Fay joined the Chicago Sun several weeks before Its first PlIbli• two years' imprisonment.
cation on Dec. I 1941. He served on the Sun as assistant city editor
and, at the time of the merger of the Sun and the Times in 1948.
he was city e,''tor
NEW YORK — (UPD — Federal mediators seemed cantina
Fay entered the newspaper field In 1926 with the Chicago Daily optimistic as they reported "progress" in their
efforts to end the'''.
News, where he Forked until 1932 He Was employed by the Chicago day-old strike of newspaper deliveries which has shut
down nine He
City News Bureau for about a year, and then joined the staff of the York City dailies causing losses running into
millions of dolls
old Chicago Herald & Examiner from 1933 to 1939, leaving when the
For the thini alleergalVe day, representatives of the
publishe
newspaper was absorbed by the Chicago American
and the union assembled in the federal mediation
building to resu
their discussions in the hopes of reaching an agreement
Walter Maggioic. director of Mediation Activities who
headsKAGOSHIMA Japan—(11PI)—A raging fire virtually wiped out three-man panel. renorted that. in the opinion
of the panel, progre
the houses of a town of 8,000 population on the island Of Amami has been made in the negotiations.
Oshima. reports from the island said.
Police headquarters on the island. located 200 miles south of
Kyushu 'gland's southernmost point, said the blase at Koniya burned
SEOUL. Korea — (UPI) — Several hundred husky
pnfleern
for more than six hours and destroyed 1.500 of 114 town's 1,530 dragged 90 fighting and kicking
members of the Democratic pa
houses. The fire broke out shortly before midnight Saturday.
from the National Assembly in a brawl that ended
Reports af casualties and the cause of the fire were unavail- strikTehytbeona.n
opposition
d in
able. Telegraphic and telephone faeilities In the town were destroyThe ruling
party called
police
ed by the flames.
move the opposition Democrats from the hall.reelniaorsieelmistYttaghto
I
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Flash Fire Kills 3 California Tots
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Dons Chew Away Part Of Woman's Face

Charae Boris Karloff Kin In Slaying

Call Off Aerial Search For Balloon

Bernard rioldfine Faces New Battle

Joseph Fay, Chicago Newsman, Dies
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Ontimistic In Paper Strike Talks

Ragina Fire Wipes Out Whole Town

Police Remove DPfiant Solons In Korea
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GOMM/ Non000s

by NAT D. WILLIAMS

fo- the rights of man . . . but
MAKE IT YOUR YEAR
Well, it's the year of Our Lord remembering that "whom the
1959!
oils would destroy they first make
And, if it's His will, it can also mad" . . . retaining the tradi$330 (2-v•er speciel Subscrietle• rate, $101
loshocriatiea rates: Oa* year, Si; phi mopflik
tional settee of humor which led
year,
her
be my year, your year,
Of course, God's not going to do to the old saw: "The Indian fought
Tim Tri.leate Deftaader Dees Kat Take Reinsert, sIbIlity fog voisolIcItoso PPonsitosepis of Photos.
it all by Himself to make it my and died . . . the Negro laughed
year, your year, his year, and her and multiplied:"
If: White employers wake up
year. In the sweep of His wisPublisked Ivary Thursday by be Tri-State Daffodil Pablisialea Ca. latered es /located
dom God has given each individ- and realize that in putting the ecoClass Matter at Ow Memphis Pest Office Ma orb 20. 1932, Ueda. Act ef march 2, 1879
ual, in the normal course of things, nomic squeeze on the Negro worksome degree of say-so about what er they are cutting off their own
SERVING 1.000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
he or she will do with his years. noses to spite their own faces
By every rule of common sense . . . that It's bad economics for all
it's up to each and all to use the parties concerned to continue the
time at hand to the best advant- long-time policy of making the Negro a marginal man . . . the last
age.
The same holds for groups of hired and the first fired .• . and
individuals . . . whether grouped now because of unrest too often
We enter the New Year a bit proudly unless with a white face.
as cities, states, nations, sections, not hired at all:
here in Memphis after having made some
If: Negroes will determine to acWe can also point to the development of or races.
hard-earned progress in 1968. On the poli- a more youthful, level-headed leadership hi So here's wishing well for the cept the full responsibilities of citmanner in which the individuals izenship, and tighten their belt in
tick] front we have established one fact: the Negro community.
grouped in the United States . . . the areas of job efficiency, puncThe influence of the Negro in this communiOne of the biggest failures of the year Negro and white . . . will use tuality, dependability, personal
worth in morals, manners a n d
ty can be felt through the effective exercise past has been the timid posture of the city their time during this year 1959.
motives;
It would be-nice in '59 ...
of the franchise. That was dem -+rated on
administration in providing land in satis- There was a lessening in racial If: Southern politicians will stop
election
a modest basis in the August
•
factory areas for the construction of private tensions in the United States . . . waving the "bloody shirt" with
and the spirit of Christian justice, hate appeals to the rednecks and
In the field of civil rights, encouraging
homes for Negroes. We have reason to be- brotherhood, and goodwill were "wool hat" boys, and
live up to
progress has been made in the bus and
lieve that this problem will become worse allowed to raise its still, small their oaths of office:
Memphis State university cases From all
above
tumult
the
voice
the
and
If: Negroes veil stop rallying to
before it becomes better. Yet, there is hope shouting:
indications it is only a matter of time bethe cal of every
"race
be stirred among our If: White people would concede man," and pause self-styled
can
action
of
unity
if
to evaluate obfore segregation crumbles in these instances.
field, and, if a true picture of that all Negroes are not just alike, jectively the actions and utterancthis
in
own
Bias in local libraries will come under atthe ominous situation can be conveyed to the and begin to deal with them on es of those who clair to be ratack in Federal court here during the- new
their merits as individuals endow- cial spokesmen . . . and themresponsible citizens of both races.
ed with human dignity and the selves display the moral courage
year, and before the year ends legal effort
"Stony the road we trod" . . But we right to be treated with decency. tg disclaim and repudiate those
will be made to end the senseless
who misrepresent them before the
is won." The and respect;
barriers in parks and zoos, where Ne- must march on "'til victory
If: Negroes would remember courts of public opinion;
strides
eflects
e
1958
r
a
e
y
If: White people will stop listenthe
of
of
the
that
majority
Amerivast
record
any
gro domestics can take white children
can -stile people are decent, free- ing to every Negro whose presence
day except Negro Thursday, but cannot forward on that "stony road."
dom-loving, democratic-minded in- impresses them and misleaci's them
dividuals who are desirous of mak- into accepting such an individual
ing a living reality of the American as a representative Negro, speakideal of liberty, equality, and' just- ing for all the rest, before they
conschool
ice . . . otherwise the Negro and ascertain something of the true staWe are entering unto a new year with scored on the legal front of the
other minorities would not have tus he holds among his own peoissue
functional
a
as
integration
troversy,
business
unfinished
all the heart-aches and
progressed as they have in this ple:
comSouthern
a
in many
country:
If: Negroes will add two more
of the old. We don't know yet what the out- is yet unresolved
irresolution stems from a pa- If : Southern white people would considerations to their vaunted
look is for the new year; our crystal ball is munity This
which the iiational permit reason to replace rancor, prayers, and ask God to bless and
murky, we cannot see through the tently weak leadership
understanding tolerance re- help the Negro race as a whole
throughout and
displayed
has
administration
lies
place blind prejudice as the issues . . . to help "us Negroes" . . .
fog of international power politics what
of
democratic way -of life are as well as "The Negro." As it is,
the
crisis.
school
the
on the opposite shores. We have expectations
triumphs over racial segre- pressed in upon them 'ind the fu- in too many instances in to many
the
far
Thus
ture of the nation is weighed in Negro churches, too many prayand hopes, but no assurance that tomorrow
gation have been abstract. Though legal the balances:
ers omit any mention of the Newill bring a new dawn, or a new sunset to
correlaestablished,
If, Negroes will hold on to the gro as a race, or the United States
precedents have been
a world harried 133 war or threats of war.
tive social policy seems slow in the making. patience and endurance which have as a nation . . . despite the fact
On the domestic scene, we are yet in There is yet no favorable climate in Dixie brought them thus far on their that both stand woefully M the
way . . . continuing their struggle need of prayer!
unfulfilled promises of
4*ITTAJ. POLE, Clroolothlo Agnew

Progress Despite 'Ston y Road'
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Happy New Year

wirather

the twilight zone of
democracy. The protective provisions of the
Constitution are being challenged with
inordinate passion. The ballot .is interpreted
not as a fundamental right but as a privilege that only the state (Southern) reserves the right to determine who shall and
shall not exercise it.
Not only the Constitution, but th4 historic authority of the Supreme Court is attacled with the sinister motive to undermine public confidence in our judicial system. The Justices have been called fawning
AK puppets of political pressure groups. But
IP so far, they show no sign of buckling under
the blows by irresponsible critics.
Though victory upon victory has been

for voluntary enforcement of the Fourteenth Amendment.
The 1957 Civil Rights Acts is less than
half a loaf; it isn't even a fourth of a loaf.
It is a mirage which was meant to deceive
the unsuspected and the naive. In the very
first tests of its application, the Act proved
itself futile when the registrars in six counties in Alabama refused to produce their
voter's books after they were accused of
violating Negroes' voting right.
True, the Civil Rights Commission which
held hearings in Alabama is a fact-finding
body. But it has subpoena power, and
was created by the Civil Rights Acts, Thus
a test of the Commission's power, is similarly a test of the provisions under the Act.
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American Institutions Under Spotlight
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One of the bright prospects of 1958, was
the decision of the Fund for the Republic to
spend $4,000,000 toward identifying and
clarifying the major forces in American life
that affect traditional freedoms.
Dr. Robert M Hutchins, president of
the Fund, said the three-year study would
aim at making the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution and the Bill of
Rights "real and vital to the American way
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of life "
He said the Fund hoped to tear down the
"cliche curtain, a veil of slogans and illusions
that separate us from reality." Issues will
be made so clear that "rational debate may
become possible."
The program is being planned, after
a year of preliminary work, by a Fund body
called the Consultants on ths Basic Issues.
The group had decided that it was imperative to examine the effects of freedom and
justice of the large and powerful institutions
in which we live and move and have our belog
Six specific studies have been outlined,
They deal with the relationship of the individual to the corporation, the trade union,
the common defense, religious institutions,
the mass media and the political parties,
pressure groups and professional associations
It is Dr Hutchins' contention that many
of the institutions that deeply affect the
lives of the American people "were unknown
l.o the Founding Fathers: some they could
Riot have dreamed of, some have altered in
themselves or in their relations to institu+ions. Industrialization, technology and the
polarization of the world have produced a

ip

Being Frank ...
About People, Places
And Problems
by FRANK L STANLEY
' LOUISVILLE, Ky. — A deep to our nation, new concepts and
Southern economist made a real- new ideas. "It will be the seedbed
istic approach to what may be of new inspiration."
the ultimate way out of our ra- The reason given was that
cial dilemma. He based it on "ideas come out of tension, turcold hard economics. In effect, moil, conflict and self-evaluation."
Phillip Hammer of Atlanta told Where does the Negro come in/
an Urban League suslience. . .the Hammer's answer is that "in the
Negro is in the soutern market midst of self-examination, r a ce
for the first time and even though relations will worsen and then
he is suffering from new respon- get better."
sibilities he must develop a brand Making no reference to the
new posture — new confidence, moral responsibility of the South
respect and win new economic to accept the Negro and very litheights.
tle to legal requirements, HamObserving that the Negro's in- mer spoke with dollar signs.
come had increased faster than To this reporter, he was urghis southern white brother's and ing the Southern Negro to help
his schools, in many segregated develop the South's growing econareas, are now better than others, omy, which ii in the state of its
his voting power is up and his first real revolution and now Conlegal rights now being implement- stitutes a cash market.
ed, Kr. Hammer opined that:
To be sure the idea is not origi'Negro leadership is facing the nal, but coming from a white souacid test; The Negro still is the therner who, professionally, is an
whipping boy of the South and the economic and business consultposition of white southern leader. ant, it becomes doubly Importship has been strengthened 'be- ant. Negro leaders for years have
cause of the Negro' who is be- made economic advancement the
ing pulled in many directions.
major goal. They knew that tolBut Hammer believes a break erance could be accelerated with
through has to come in the domi- the increased economic value of
nant leadership structure "be- the persons in greatest need.
cause it will have to give in. . . And as we become. more interhistory is against the continuation woven in the economic fabric, our
of colonial domination."
growing importance will win new
He predicted that "within 20 acceptance. Begging for privilegyears, the South will be an area es with little money is like drivof labor shortage because of the ing an ox cart in this jet age.
impact of many new industries But sharing financially in civic
moving into the south and the responsibilities, attaining greater
moving out of many citizens."
and greater economic ,worth and
According to Hammer, we are becoming
more self-sufficient
going to find the south (in the will prompt even the prejudiced
giving
to heat a path to our door.
next twenty - five years)

new society. The conditions under which the
Founding Fathers lived have disappeared
forever "
Hutchins, former Chancellor of the
University of Chicago, said that changes in
the nation's way of living had accentuated
the importance of knowing the difference
"between illusion and reality . . . the difference between a slogan and a principle,
and the difference between the eighteenth
century and the second half of the twentieth
century."
He maintained that the illusions of "importance or size or quantity . . . of our
technical superiority . . . of our not having
to think . . . and progress" are accepted
because they are more comfortable and do
not call for disturbing thought. As a resuit, Hutchins said, all the "hue and cry"
about education has come to nothing "because our complacency hasn't been jolted
. . . it has been temporarily nudged."
He suggested that a child "who has just
about the level of a moron could acquire
the diploma and certificates that are necessary to enable him to get a job and make a
comfortable living—so why should we get
leinemititumnitinnitinutimuittionsinotinnagentimestaintommunwitmemiiiiiiiimtiveneems
excited about education?"
Such a study should be welcome news to
all who are concerned with the ultimate
destiny of this culture. America, more than
any other great world power, is in sad need
of a searching examination of its conscience,
and of its social and political institutions.
The outcome of this study might well serve
to purge Arsterica's soul of tne sins of omiseion and commiasion, and give such needed
vitality to our profession of democracy.

The People Speak
Case of Joseph Smith
' Dear Editor. There recently
• appeared in the columns of the
Defender a story concerning the
arrest of Joseph R. Smith on
charges brought by a confessed
and probably unrepentant prostitute. Smith had been, for some
weeks, attempting to draw official and civic organization attention to disgusting conditions of
vice prevailing in the Woodlawn
'area, of which he is a resident.
• I have not seen a follow-up on
this story. Certainly this incident

American juriiprudence. A wellknown citizen, a mature individual, churchma.. civic worker and
crusader for Negro rights is hauled into court by a confessed
criminal and the arrest is mad'
by an officer whose special responsibility it is to clean up
crime in the particular area
named
Since both the entnpletie and
lb. defendant are Negroes it is
apparent that the official credence given these ridiculous Hoareis strongly reflect the common

la extraordinary in the history of attitude, widespread in soma sec-

dons of the white community,
that there is no class stratification
in the colored community: that
no Negro is deserving of official deference or respect regardless of the impeccability of
his or her personal record. A
more dangerous concept could
not possibly exist.
A local paper says the Negro
community is watching the situation closely. We should be doing
more than that. We should fight
this effort to equate our hest with
our worst with every resource at
our command. Gerald D. Bullock,
Regional Director,'NAACP,

"Speakin' of !Grebe!! . . . That Chic Won't Let Yee
Got T' First Base If You Aren't Willie' To Sotrifixo."

,•••••=1••••

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Simple On Feet, Feet And Feet
"I am glad there are stools in "Not new," Said Simple, "but corns and bunions will be washed
this here bar," said Simple, "be- hurtful right on. New shoes I do away, too," I said. "But in this
not wear, except to church, until worki we have to cope with the
cause my feet hurt."
they are broke in. Man, don't men- ills that flesh is heir to."
"Colored boy!" I said.
"Colored, yes — but don't cull tion new shoes! I bought a pair "I had rather be sick than have
me 'boy,'" cried Simple. "M of new shoes once that hurt me a bunion," said Simple. "And to
so bad I would not even stop for be ill are nothing compared to a
feet do hurt."
"My point is," I said, "why do a red light whilst crossing t h e corn. One time down in Balticolored people's feet hurt so much street. I would lust walk right on more — and you know I am not
through the traffic. I did not care a fighting man — I got in to a
and so often'''.
"Because we stand on them so if a car hit me or not — my fight with a joker just because my
much and so often," said Simple. feet hurt so bad a car would just feet hurt me too bad to run."
"Coward — I said.
"Also because shoes are made put me out of my misery."
by white folks. I do not believe O'Do you have corns, fellow?"
"A good run is better than a
they intend for shoes to fit colored "Corns? I were bornea with had stand any day," said Simfeet,"
corns. You know most colored ple. "But my corns would not let
"Oh, come now!" I said. "Ev- folks gets corns so young, corns me run that night. That Negro
en a died-in-the-wool racist like must be inherited. I doubt if we hit me so hard with the first
you cannot make any connection can get shed of them even when punch that he knocked me out.
between shoes and race."
we go to Glory. Saint Peter will But his second punch were hard"There are some feet that no just have to let Negroes in, corns er. In fact, his second punch were
shoes are made to fit right," said and all. Even soaking our feet in so hard it brought me to again.'
Simple. "There are some feet Holy Water might not do our corns "I never heard of a man being
that ALL shoes will hurt. Take no good. And when it comes to a knocked out with one punch and
brought back to consciousness
2, 13, 14, whatever bunion! Wow!" /
2, 12, 121
/
11, 111
size, some people's feet, be they "I can't imagine an angel with with another," I said.
"I were," said Simple, "and
large or small, just don't fit no a bunion," I said.
shoes. Mine for instance! My "I can," said Simple, "and that It took my mind off my feet. My
feet hurt sot so bad tonight when angel would be hard to get along corns did not hurt again all night.
I got off the subway that I thought with, too. He would have to fly When your feet really hurt you,
I had the toothache. My mind mighty fast through the air to it takes something like a knockwere hitting Way down on the side- cool his feet. And if that angel out punch to take your mind off of
walk, and I could hardly recog- ever hit his bunion on one of them them. Feet! Feet! Feet! When I
nize I were in Harlem, even cobblestones in the streets of gold get to Heaven all I want the Lord
when I seed the sign, LENOX — I will not state what he would to do is give me a new pair of
feet. Right now I'll take to beer."
say!"
AVENUE."
"Have you got on new shoes "In the other world with every- "On who?"
body washed whiter than snow, "On you," said Simple.
today?" I asked.

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
Perhaps the funniest and most but what they are tracking the parochial school fire in Chicago
astonishing item in the news of tail of a Russian rocket. Science which brought almost instantane1958 was one published by for- has gone too fast and too far. ous death to score:- of innocent
eign correspondent Edgar Snow
The most incredible story of children. It was a heart-rending,
In his book, "Journey To The Be- 1958 was the item about the flag wanton waste of human life.
ginning."
pole sitter in Texas who, after in- The most sensational literary
Reporting on his meeting with ducing a girl to join him on his event of 1958 was the world-wide
China's Communist boss, M a 0 perch, was later accused of rape. controversy which followed t h•
According to the editors of one awarding of the Nobel Prize to
Tse-Tung, newsman Snow dared
wire news service, the controversy the Russian poet and novelist
to publish the following:
Boris Pasternak. The publication
runs over integration Was the top news
pattern
Oedipus
"An
of his novel, "Dr. Zhivago," in
through the lives of many Chi- story of the year. Certainly there an English translation here in
nese revolutionists. Mao simply is no question that more newspa- America was the biggest sales
seemed franker about it than per space was given over to stor- boost our booksellers have witmost. Infant rebellion no doubt lea involving the relationship be' nessed in many years.
also accounted for his costive con- tween the races than has been
One of the greatest disappoint,given since the Civil War,
dition — a matter of Such genet
ments of 1958 was the failure of
at knowledge in Pao-an that The central figure in most of the Milwaukee Braves to hold
Mao's once-a-week bowel move- these stories was Gov. Orval Feu- their lead and beat those damn
ment was an event for congratu- bus of Arkaosas. On the stage of Yankees.
lations. When I asked him wheth- American public affairs, Faubus
er he preferred the relatively sed- wins the dubious distinction of beentary life he was leading as ing the worst actor of 1958,
head of the 'state' at that mo- The most frightening development, or the 'roving life' of com- ment in this field in i958 was the
bat, he replied:
wave of bombings of churches
"I prefer the military life, and synagogues„ particularly in
'
My bowels never worked better the South The enemies of interra
than during the battle of Chang- eial and *interfaith goodwill h a d
sha.' "
dared to resort to violence. What
"Denis Diderot once observed this violence portends for the fu'
_LLE
Chi•q• 62 Tenn.
that 'to keep the bowels moving lure no one knows.
High schools fare being dropped
freely is the great aim of life
significant
most
the
Perhaps
agency next
an
from
accrediting
in all social conditions,' a ribaldry to which historians in their American development was t h e Fall if they do not vise teachers'
search for 'objectivity' may have Demoeratic sweep of the Novem- pay to a minimum of 43,000 a
her elections. The victoriee of year.
paid too little attention."
.:on Is a- a editing
Author Snow has given us an numerous liberals and the whose- The
item that may be of considers- sale rout of conservaties a r e ag 7 and being Cropped from
impact
great
a
make
to
bound
it
not ive any effect el
ble importance to our State Department. Perhaps Secretary of upon Congress and the policies of state accredilati 1, since the State
government.
federal
our
"+•teation has its own
of
d
Ras
State Dulles would do well to
consider flooding the countries be- The liberal landslide, may he accrediting formalitiea.
hind the iron cnrtain with our doubly meaningful for Negroes in Of the 52 schools that have at
well
advertisei; American laxa- their quest for first-class citizen- least one teacher making -s than
tives. It may be the cheapest ship. Most of ,he liberals have a 53.000 a year. Bradley Central of
greater concern for the economic Cleveland has perhaps the highroute to world peace.
The scientists perhaps came up welfare of the workers, the group est number, 19.
Roy Vance, state chairman of
developinto which most of us fall, than
with the most startling
:n Assoc:Asti°. of Secments of 1958 with their excurs- the business - minded conserva- the
ions Into outer space. Up until tives of the Republican party. ondary Schools and Colleges, this
this year the molfin and stars Secondly, the Democrats of the acting agency, said that many
were associated in he eyes of or- North and West express stronger Tenn. schools "more than 'ikely
dinary mortals with poetry a n d convictions on thc need for direct will be dropped."
lerbilt university official
romance. The invasion of the hea- action against our racist evils A
is Sy the Southern
yens by iron monsters, Sputniks than the conservative Republi- seiri -cred
Ass. Winn "does make a differand Atlases, has turned the poe- cans.
try into prose and lovers gazing The saddest ant most horrible ence" to many students who want
at a falling star cannot be sure incident of MS was the recent to enter college. •

Agency Plans
Dropping 62

Tenn. Schools

Dear Mme. Chanter I ant won- have black curly hair and dark
dering if you can help me find brown eyes. Will exchamr photos
lave and hatipiness. My age is 29, with any who wish. Dionne Sinai.
end I weigh 146 pounds. I am 5 2 Greenwich ave. Greenwich Town
feet and 4 niches tall. My complex- P. 0., Kingston, Jamaica. B.W.I.
•• •
ion is brown skin. I have desire
to correspond with soldiers, sailDear Mme. Chanter Please help
ors and marines Dial are sincere me find a husband. I am 30 years
between the ages of 39 and 49 old; 5 feet and 5 inches tall, and
years old. Veterans out of the a 135 lbs. Measures 35 x 28 x 42. HOW TO SAVE an ice victim
in the water. Details on the
trmy and in the hospital are wel- Dark complexion. I want a nice
is demonstrated above by laymethod used are described is
,comed to write. Will answer all man who wants love and marriage.
ing a ladder across the ice
the story below.
letters promptly. Mrs. Lucille Will answer all mail. (Miss) Sylvia
and extending it to the person
eve.. Dayton, Brown, 10 Harris street, Kingston
Davis, 233 Kinnard,
13, Jamaica, .BWT.
Ohio.
•••
•••
Dear Mme. Chanter I am seekDear Mme. Chaite: I am 37
ing for a refined young woman years old and would like to meet
between the ages of 18 and 50, a lady between 25 and 37 with a
light or dark complexion, and pleasing disposition. T would prewith means. I am a lonely man fer her to be plump or buxom
of 45 years of age and weigh 180 (not fat), and her height does not
lbs. My height is 5 feet and 8 matter. Her race, creed or color
"Have fun with those Christmas 8. Should
inches with brown skin, and black is not important. I ame brown
yob
accidentally
hair. Am a good Christian, good skinned, 5 feet 8 inches tall and skates but know what to do if break through the ice, don't try
natured and will answer. Send weigh 190 lbs. •do not smoke, someone should break through to climb out. Extend both arms
photo with answtr to Pierce James drink, nor gamble. I like athletics, the ice" is the Red Cross' advice along the surface of the ice, then
kick vigorously. This will help
Griffin, Rt. 3, Box 185, Marion, movies, bowling, and reading. I to ice skaters.
Ala.
have a small business which I Through recklessness, careles lift the body forward, then roll
4
am trying to get slatted. I am not ness or -merely lack of knowled; to safety.
Dear Mme. Chanter I would looking for a glamour girl, just of ice conditions, hundreds of peo- 9. When attempting to help
one
who is capable of true affec- ple break through the ice each someone who has broken through
Pen
Pal.
appreciate a
I am a
Jamaican girl, age 16 with a tan tion and sincerity for me. S. Jor- winter. Of these, some are drown- the ice, lie down flat and push a
complexion. 1 would like to cor- dan, care of Mr. and Mrs. Latham, ed.
plank or ladder to him. Don't
respond with men
between the 4155 S. Drexel blvd., Chicago, Ill. Here are the rescue methods stand up near the edge of a brokages of 18 and 28 years old.
•••
recommended by Red Cross:
en ice field. Never attempt a
1. adder, Rescuer extends lad- swimming rescue.
Dear Mme. Chanter I am alone
lo, Alwayshave simple rescue
in this big world. I would like to Cr to reach victim while t h e
meet a nice intelligent man be- person offering assistance replanks,
mains
on shore or safe ice.
and buoys, ropes,:tinul available
tween 37 and 45. I own my own
t
home which is nicely furnished, 2. Human chain, Three or more use in an emergency.
but very lonely and unhappy. I nolneg ficf
eikna
ai
ctthime
would like to meet friends in Gary
sc
eihz! ng, the
wthv i
or Chicago. I am 38 with brown by the wrists. The whole line then
eyes, black hair and with a light carefully wriggles back to safety
complexion. 5 feet, 5 inches tall drawing the victim after it.
and weigh 130 lb, Only single 3. Improvised equipment. Resand sincere persons should seek cuer uses tree limb or other availcontact. Virginia Williams, 2331 able object to extend his reach
Delaware at., Gary, Ind.
in assisting victim.
4. Self rescue. A spiked nail or
Dear M-me. Chanter I am 41 ice awl will, when driven into the
ice
at arm's length frnm the hole,
years of age, single and interested in meeting a fine woman with aid a victim in drawing himself
good intentions and with marriage out of the water and along the
in mind. I do not drink or gamble. ice to safety.
Slave business experiences and MM. 5. Ring buoy. When a rescuer NEW YORK CITY — "Crusad(EDITORS NOTE: Enoc Waters
bition for a home of my own. must remain at some distance er Without Violence: Martin Luis on tour gathering material for
Would like contact with refined from the victim because of weak ther King, Jr." is the title of the
a series of articles on the South
and integration. This is the third
and educated ladies. I shall be ice, a ring buoy with line attach- forthcoming biography by L a wand final article in a series on the
happy to answer in detail all let- ed or a heaving line with a rence Reddick to be published in
Revs. Martin L. King and F. L.
ters and questions in my attempt weighted end can be scaled along the spring by Harper & Brothers.
the ice to a victim with remark- In addition to the life story of the
Shuttlesworth.)
to find the suitable person for a
able accuracy and for a consid- young integration leader, t h e
••*
wife. I am 3 ft. 10 and a half ins.
book contains accounts of ths
erable distance.
By ENOC WATERS
tall, weight 190 lbs., of light commass Peace pilgrimage to Washplexion and hair, considered hand- Emphasizing that accident preThe Birmingham fight against
ington,
D. C., a serious study of
some. Mack Biederman, 447 E. vention and safety is the best the
bus segregation has bogged down
Montgomery Bus protest, and
way to avoid tragedy, Red Cross
at., Chicago 37, III.
61st
intimate reports on the meetings
In a morass of legal technicalities
officials offer the following t e
•••
of Negro leaders with Vive PresiRecently the convictions of 13 Netips for ice safety:
Dear Mme. Chantes I‘m
groes who defied the Birmingham
1. Ice skate at supervised skat- dent Nixon and President Eisenhower.
Icy Layne :rom South America, ing areas only.
bus seating law were upheld.
and have been in the United States 2. Prolonged freezing tempera- Lawrence Reddick witnessed at
The city itself has asked the
for
one year. I am in need of a tures are necessary for ice to first hand the now historic bus
federal court to throw out Shuthusband, because I am very lone- freeze solidly. Stay off ice during protest in Montgomery when it
tlesworth suit against the legality
began in 1955, and has worked
ly. I have been introduced to a thawing spells,
of the law itself.
number of men, but none of them
3. Shallow water areas, small closely with the Montgomery ImThe law gives the bus driver
provement
seemed ready to become settled lakes, ponds, lagoons generally
Association. He is
authority to seat people where
and get a home as yet. I go to offer safest and best ice skating chairman of the History DepartREV F. L. SHUTTLESWORTH
from violence as he discusses
ever he deems advisable on the
ment
at
Alabama
church
on
Sundays,
and
live
a
State college in
conditions. For safety, water bestrikes typical pose as he imreign of terror he says is invehicle. In practice, it's still jim
REV. MARTIN L. KING Can., by the NAACP. At his right
very quiet life. I do not smoke or neath ice should not be more than Montgomery.
plores
followers
at
Birming•
stituted
by
Police
Commission.
down. The bus driver always de- be seen as he receives the anis Roy Wilkins, executive secdrink and am 28 years old. I sure- waist deep.
ham mas meeting to abstain
er "Bull" Connor.
cides that Negroes should be nual spingarn medal, awarded
retary of the NAACP.
ly would like to meet someone who 4. Never skate alone. Skate
seated in the rear seats.
would appreciate my type. Shirley with a "buddy" and stay close
Shuttlesworth's effort to force Shuttlesworth speaks and take magically appear to ticket cars, with the aim, of the organization fashioned for his following; is Layne, care of Mrs. Patterson, Ill to shore, particularly at night.
the local school board to comply
the
resentment
against
as
with
somehow
mysterously ordained Chauncey at., Brooklyn 33, N, Y. 5. Don't build fires on the ice!
notes. They have been following arrest Negroes for loitering and
with the Supreme Court's edict him around since October.
to carry out his mission.
•••
6. Never gather on ice in
any other microscopic infringe- Bull, himself.
outlawing segregation in public Their faces grow red with Shut- ment of the law they can find.
Today it looks like a stalemate Whether they were mare for or Dear Mme, Chanter
I would large groups.
schools
irresistible
force
meeting
—
and
has been
made
7. Warn skaters and ice fisherby
the
intolerable
correspond
with
temporally tlesworth's blistering attacks on But it is still harassment. It has
conditions like very much to
thwarted by the Alabama Pupil the Bull. They bow reverently at built up a strong resentment an immovable object. But some- in their cities is a phosophical a young man between the ages 23 men of dangerous ice conditions
Placement law which the supreme Shuttlesworth's command when he among Negroes for the police. It thing's got to give and it will. question, but we'd hate to think of and 28 who is interested in the when you are familiar with such
hazards.
court upheld -on its face."
prays for the souls of the evil is a very dangerous situation, and When the break comes, it will worth or Montgomery without its better things of life and marriage.
NEW YORK — General James
I am 23 years old and weigh 136
Though the intent of the law
white folks in the city They sing Shuttlesworth is constantly appeal- come in favor of Shuttlesworth. King.
H. Doolittle will retire at the end
obviously to circumvent the school sometimes when Shuttlesworth ing to his followers not to resist if And when the break comes in If it is true as Joe Louis said lbs.; 5 feet and 8 inches tall and
of the year as a vice president
decision, the court could rule only leads of song service with his the police attempt to arrest them. Montgomery, it will come in favor during World War II that America am of dark brown complexion. I
of Shell Oil company, H. S. M.
am the mother of two sons and
on the wording o fthe law.
King.
of
must
win
because
"we're
he
them,"
on
God's
with
along
"-Just
go
baritone.
strong
Burns,
president,
announced.
prefer some one who doesn't drink.
Shuttlesworth understands this, I suggested that the two smight counsels. "Turn the other cheek, These two mighty men of God side," then when that break Mrs.
Burn. said the general will conW. C. J Route 3, Box 354,
but the setback is still discourag- be canverted and become follow- We have lawyers and we won't are ten feet tall. They have the comes in Birmingham and Monttinue
to
serve
a
es
director
of
ing.
tenacity, the courage and the will gomery it will be in favor of Selma, Ala.
the company,
ers of Shuttlesworth if the Bull forget you."
•
•
•
Ironically Shuttlesworth's great- leaves them on the assignment Even a few whites have expres- power to see the struggle through justice, and what is right, for
On Jan. 1, 1959, General Donest bane is his greatest blessing. much longer.
Shuttlesworth and King are on Dear Mme. Chanter I am a lonesed indignation over Bull's tactics. to the end.
little will become board chairman
ly young lady age 21, 5 feet and
It is a stubborn, stupid bigot Whenever Shuttlesworth calls a And Shuttlesworth's movement is Each is different, but each is God's side.
Space Technology Laboratoror
6 Inches tall. Of dark brown comnamed Eugene Connor. bluster- meeting, squad cars full of police growing as much from sympathy the man for his community; ii
plexion and weigh 175 lbs. Would
The Federal Housing Adminis- ies, Englewood, Calif.
ing commissioner of police who is
like to correspond with an intelli- tration ts one government agency Gen. Doolittle has been with
as subtle as a bull — hence his
gent man between the ages of 30 that costs you nothing in taxes. Shell since 1930, when he left acderisive nickname "Bull" Conduty with the U. S., Army
and 60 who would consider mar- FHA supports itself naively from tive
Air Corps to become manager of
nor.
riage. I am a High school graduate the fees and premiums paid by
the company's Aviation DepartImpelled by the single thought
and am from a Southern town. I those who use its services.
been a vice presiof keeping "Nigrahs" in their
am willing to travel any place FHA is an insuring agency — ment. lie has
pl. cc, the Bull is on the verge of
A MAJORITY OF SOUTHERN for oil companies, in favor of tax within reason to meet the right not a lending agency. It insures dent and director since 1943.
the bills did not directly Involve
By WILLARD SHELTON
making a martyr of the man he
Democrats in House or Senate concessions to insurance compan- person. Will answer all mail. Send home loans that private lending
segregation.
(Guest Columnist)
seeks to destroy, F. L. Shuttleson 14 roll calls against tax ies, against reductions in burden- photo in first letter, and I will institutions make under its p r o- Forest Domain
WASHINGTON — A FASCINAT- There were, however, other voted
worth.
are cuts for small-income families, in some excises. So did a major- answer. Dorothy Turner, 23 Morn- grams. Because of FHA insur- Washington — The I/. S. hae
ING STUD Y by Congressional classes of splits, and these
ing Side ave., Apt. 30. New York ance the terms of these loans are about five acres of trees for every
He has done everything legal Quarterly, an independent report- the ones that should be clearly favor of tax depletion allowances ity of Republicans.
person in the country.
very liberal.
26, N. Y.
and illegal except physically an- ing service, offers a breakdown understood.
nihilate Shuttlesworth and his of the splits between northern and
, (bief aides.
southern Democrats in the 1958
Outspoken, militant editor Emo- session of Congress and suggests
ry Jackson of the Birmingham that the ancient Dixiecrat - Old
World says with truth tinged face- Guard Republican coalition grew
tiousness that a Negro's creden- stronger after temporary intertials of leadership in Birmingham ruption in 1957.
came flu e replies from Warden ed, his head shavened, w a•
death row chapel.
in my shoes."
are a knot on the head from a The conclusion should be treat.
brought into the chamber by
For more than two hours, Car- It was also the room from which Johnson,
police club and a jail term.
ed with reserve although t h e
guards on either side of him. He
A time to laugh and a time to die were the final ves- ps:inters spectators, a select we were to watch Carpenter die DEATHLY SILENCE
He ought to know, he's had analysis is enormously useful.
clang
as
the
was thrust into the chair, manThere was a loud
both.
One of the differences between tiges of this world allowed condemned cop killer Richard gaoup of offcials, radio and news- in the electric chair.
acled
to it by contraptions which
tumbled
upward
—
metal screen
paper men had undergone, them- BEHIND THE SCREEN
Shuttlesworth has had his share 1957 and 1958 was the kind of Carpenter — and he used them both.
adorned the monster and then
selves, the death ritual.
issues that went to roll calls in
to myself, "once and for the first time the room
I
thought
of both, too.
was left alone.
The laugh, a short stacatto-like sound eminated from MAXIMUM SECURITY
confined to 'Death's Row,' even became deathly silent.
Though Shuttleswortrs home and the House and Senate — partly
For behind an enclosed sound- A sergeant of the guard checkchurch have been bombed several the difference arising from the behind a steel door in the death chamber of the County jail It included the most through of in worship, these hopeless men
proof glass, ,n stark, naked lonli- ed him, looked to his left and
times, the Bull has refused to as- simple fact of recession in 1958. and was t h e frail, slimly built
searches, final pass clearance are not allowed to forget what
chair — black, brought his raised arm down.
and then being conducted through waits them behind that tightly ness stood the
sign police to guard the property. • CQ points out that there were killer's last defiant sound t o a
Approximately 70 persons
ominous and ugly. Fully illumined TRICKLE OF SMOKE
a maze of tunnels and passages drawn screen."
Shuttlesworth disdains a per- 84 votes in which the majority world he despied and called hoswatched him die. And in less
by concealed spotlights, it silent- Carpenter stiffened. A trickle ad
to a small room located in the
sonal bodyguard though he gets of southern Democrats in House
Carpenter's audience did not
than three minutes the State could
ly, but majestically told the final of smoke rose from an attachmajority ti!e.
maximuni security section of the wait in silence even though ana continuous stream of telephone or Senate split with the
say that the death of 24-yearpurpose for which it was created. ment on the chair placed on hitt
of northern Democrats and says THREE MINUTES
prison.
threats. But it is doubtful the Bull
other sign ir the' bare, unadorned
old Detective William.J. Murphy,
Three guards entered the head
that civil rights "figured in only
would give him one if he request1204
a. m.
room said again, "chapel."
die:
.
time
to
The
The
room
was
at
the
end
of
a
four."
chair's chamber hurriedly a nil Carpenter's body jerked again.
shot by Carpenter on the Rooseed it.
first
to
in
the
would
be
the
Dec.
19,
"Who
morning)
Friday
Actually Civil Rights "figurvelt rd subway platform, Aug. 15, long corridor and al3ove the door.
stood, one o-- the left, one to the Another trickle of smoke.
However, the Bull has found po- ed, in the Megment of most report- County jail
leave." "Where are the phones, right and one behind the astir,
The body did not move the last
Chicago's West- 1955, had been atoned.
just
before
you
entered
there
Ike available to spy on Shuttles- ere, in lit other splits on stateand how many are there?'" A priest entered, stood by the time, but the smoke rose again.
relentlessly
a
n
d
side.
It
came
day
of
death,
Carpenter,
the
On
woth and the meetings of his Ala- hood for Alaska
was a red neon cross with the were the questions of the harden- door way and read sibtetly from
(southerners
Three doctors, in single file probama Christain Movement for (eared votes against segregation) swiftly and there was no one, arrogant to the end, had torn a neon-lighted word "chapel." This ed core of journalists.
cession, confirmed what we ala Missal.
warden
down
who
Civil Rights.
from
the
could
and probably was involved in 11
he,. from one of his shoes and room, containing five rows of "There are only six, upstairs. FACE MASKED
ready knew.
/
Two of them in plain clothes additional splits on bills to "curb" say that Carpenter, with gallant told Warden Jack Johnson, "I hard benches which faced
a tight- The six men with the most press- Swiftly, almost violently. Car- Richard Carpenter had be en
attend every meeting at which the Supreme Court, eves though defiance, did not rush to meet don't want anybody else to stand ly closed metal screen was the ing deadlines will leave first," penter, his face completely mask. burned to death.

Shutt esworth Shows ourage
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You Nothing
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Yule Social Whirl.Begins With Three Fashionable, Gala Formal Fetes
Snakes' Debs Sow; Kappas Dance,
Dine; Deltas Regale Young Set

•

• THE WINDY CITY holiday whirl got a dazzling
preview recently when three fashionable organizations
gave annual pre-yuletide parties. Starting the formal
party ball a-rolling was the exclusive Royal Coterie of

Snakes with its Debuante Presentation Ball ih the Park.
way ballroom. Seven young coeds were introduced to
Chicago's social set in one of the pretty fetes of the
season.

• AT THE DELTA Christmas Soiree in the Grand ball-,
room of the swank Sheraton
hotel on No Michigan blvd.,
six lovely belles responsible
for more than 500 persons
having "the time of their
lives" peep coquetishly over
the poinsettia-lined stai rway.
. Members of the planning committee for the smart
formal dance WI ich began
with cocktails a r (from
left.) Patt Tymony, Betty
Johnson, Maggie Bayles,
Willowdean Balthazar, LaVoneia Canada and Justine
Benford. (Photo by Bell)
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• IN FRILLY, FROTHY white seven lovely debutantes pose with their
escorts during the presentation ceremonies of the Royal Coterie of
Snakes 1958 Debutante Ball. From socially prominent Windy City families
.he young coeds were welcomed into society's ranks at one of the outstanding preludes to yuletide festivities. They are with their escorts
(from left front) Barbara Anh Hightower and John Crawford, Jr.;
Patricia Ann Johnson and James Harris and Betty Joyce Reynolds and
Ronald Sanders. Rear: Rochelle Yvonne Randolph—and Perry Warren;
Marietta Soubretta Skyles and Charles Leonard; Jacqueline Dolores
Davenport and Lawrence Adkins and Yvonne Marva Wadley and Johnnie
White. (Defender Photo by Rhoden).
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• SHARING GAY repartee at the Chicago Joint chapters of the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity formal dinner
dance in the Sheraton hotel are (from left) Atty. and

Mrs. Earl B. Dickerson, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore A.
Jones and Mrs. Diane Dicketson Brown.
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• PASSING THE RECEIVING line at the
debutante ball Mrs. Charles Skyles and Stat epresenta-

leekand

le ot

tive Skyles pause to congratulate his niece, Miss Ma-

rietta Soubretta Skyles, (photo center right). At her
right is Mrs. Landon Dailey and her debutante daugh.
ter, Yvonne Marva Wadley. (Photos by Rhoden and
Pulley)

• PAUSING TO CHAT between dances during the
Kappa dinner-dance are, bottom photo,.left, Atty. and

Mrs. Ceorre ,g Barnes and Mrs. and Dr. Roscoe E.
Singleton.
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• MORE THAN 50 gathered in the Sheraton hotel
to sip cocktails, dine and dance with the Kappas at a
dazzling pre-yule ball. Grotw of guests obviously en-

joying themselves includes Mr. and Mrs Robert Miller,
Aid. and Mrs Kenneth Campbell and Aid. and Mrs.,
William Harvey.

t
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YADS Begin
Socializing

Couple Holds Open House,
On Golden Anniversary

,With Party

The Golden Anniversary of Mr.! Other guests attending were:
and Mrs. atone Lewis, sr., of 617, Mrs. V. J. Malone, Mrs. Peart
North Thins' it., was celebrated' Hunt, of Earle, Ark.; Mrs. dik
Friday. Dec. 26, with open house Webber, Mrs. 1. Sinimons,
from 6-9 p. m. at their residence. and Mrs. Lawson, Mrs. Della
Standing by while Mr. and Sirs.1 Swift, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Craw:
Lewis were remarried by their, ford, Mrs. Pearl Oates, Mr. and
pastor, Rev. V: J. Malone, of First Mrs. Drell Sinimons, Mr. and Mrs.
Paptist church, Chelsea, were Mr. Marshall Johnson (with baby
and Mrs. A. E. Withers, long time daughter, Mamie Lillian), Mrs.
friends; their sou, Mose Lewis,I
Lena Mason, Mr. • nd Mrs. N.
jr.; daughter-in-law, Mrs. Willye
Lewis; and grandchildren, Janet,! Parker (with daughters Pearl and
Mose III, Rachel, Ruby and Rod-1 Joyce), Mack Devlin, Miss Claudia Ivy, Ben Blakely, Mrs. E.
ge... Lewis.
Saunders, Mr.
The dining room table was over- Howell, Mrs. P.
laid with a madeira tablecloth. A and Mrs. Bennie Thomas. Mr. and
center piece of white and gold: Mrs. H. Horton, Miss C. Saunders,
carnations surrounded by candles. Air. and Mrs. M. Cotton, Mrs.
Lathe HUM and many others.
GUESTS
The guests,were greeted by the
Many gifts were received. The
grandchildren. Guests were dress- Lewis' have two sons and 11 granded in white and gold after-five children living in Memphis and
dresses. Miniature sandwiches of Salt Lake City, Utah. Mr. Lewis
turkey and ham were served.
is 71 and Mrs. Lewis is 66.

The Fuller Clubhouse at Fuller Park was the perfect setting
for the first affair of the newly
'organized YADS.
Upon entering, guest saw the
club's insignia in gold. Tables
the glass window of the bar with
a white frieze decorated with the
were arranged cabaret style, each
with a miniature Christmas tree
set in snow.
The club members and their
escorts were Miss PhyHis Brooks
and Ray Thomas, Miss Rost
Thomas and Odis Thomas, Mr.
another
arrival
Yuletide
' The
Hopkins and your scribe . . . and and Mrs. Odin Strong, Miss Charof
Season . , . with its attending to guests Sallie Bartholomew, Eine lotte Brooks and Walter Martin,
warmth and gaiety mid the rem- ma T. Johnson, Maggie D. Jor- Miss Carolyn Rhodes and Fred
nabts of colorful wrappings . . . dan and Bernice Pinkston Williams. Garner, Miss Peggy Ann White
glowing lights of Christmas trees Other guests present included Meg. and Henry Stanton, Miss Geral.. . holly, mistletoe and pine dames Nell Roulhac from Phila- dine Black and Booker T. James,
boughs . . . touched off scores of delphia, Pa., his Harris and Mel- Miss Marie Brittmon and William
parties, open houses and intimatel ba's mother. Mrs. R. E. Curl. Oth- Lindsey and Miss Anne Spriggins
gatherings . . . which all added' er SKC's who thoroughly enjoyed and guest.
up to a joyous Christmas holiday. the holiday party were Mesdames
Throughout the delightful holiWe were delighted no end by Charlesteen Miles, Juanita Arnold, day party
guests enjoyed other
the pleasure of seeing so many Marion Pride,, Minnie Woods, Mil- festive
decorative scenes created
former Momphians home for the dred Crawford, Ann Reba Twigg by balloons
, paper streamer,
occasion . . . among them pert end Harriet Davis. Missing were Christm
as lights, handpainted
Mrs. Julia Hooks Gordon of Har- Gert Walker and Bernice W. Wil- painting
M RRIED 50 YEARS — Mr.
s
of
the season hung in
The beaming couple held an
when Rev. V. L. Malone of
risburg, Pa.; Miss Alpha Brawn- liams, who were ill.
hula hoops. Season's greetings
and Mrs. Mose Lewis, sr., of
open house that attracted
•• •
the First Baptist church, Cheler from New York and the Julliwere extended to all hy another
617
N.
Third
Lt.,
celebrat
man,
ed
of their relatives and
Later the same night, we stepsea, remarried Mr. and Mrs.
ard School of Music; Mr. a n d
Dr. Deborah Cannon Partridge, tife country — including Columbia,
window of the bar covered with a
their golden anniversary on
old friends. The highlighting
Lewis. Mr. Lewis is 71 and
Mrs. Christopher M. .Roulhac, jr., ped in at the lovely formal dance
grand basileus of the Zeta Phi New York university, the Univerfrieze which was autographed by
Dec.
26
at
their
residenc
e.
feature
the
of
OCC/Iii0/1
and their Chris III and Agnes given by the Little 'Club at the
was
Mrs Lewis is 66. (Withers
Beta Sorority, inc., will be the sities of Illinois and Michigan,
Yvonne of Philadelphia, Pa.; Dr. Flamingo Club . . . where scores each member in multicolored glitPhoto)
guest speaker at the first public Tuskegee institute and Texas col.
and Mrs. B. F. MeCleave, jr., and of guests had a wonderful time ter.
Founder's Day program of the lege — and as a specialist in interhors d' Oeuvres were shaped in
children from Denver, Colo.; Mrs. with the charming members of the
Alpha Eta Zeta chapter on Sun- group relations, she was one of
Wilbur (Marjorie Lewis) Pugh of club . . . who presented a gor- Christmas fashion ... and the bufday afternoon, Jan. 58, at the the women. and one of two hieLos Angeles, Calif.; Miss Queen geous sight in their all white gowns fet table centerpiece was a unique
Mt. Pisgah CME church.
groes, selected to represent this
wooden
log
Christm
as
bouquet.
Washington of Nashville, Tenn.; MRS. ATKINS ENTERTAINS.
Music for the occasion will be country on the tour.
Among the guests were Miss
Miss Marion M. Speight from Be- Continuing the rounds of events
furnishe
d
Ensembl
by
the
Zeta
e.
Much in demand as a public
thune Cookman college at Day- which dotted a tres gay week, Gerry Pope and Clifton Stockton,
Founders of the chapter will also speaker, Dr. Partridg
e ha, made
tona Beach, Fla.; Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Leland Atkins entertained for Miss Adeline Pipes and Phillip
presente
Delta
be
during
d
The
Club
24
program'
recent
the
met
.
appeara
By
MARJOR
nces in many sections of
Booth,
IE I. ULEN
jr., Miss Sarah Coleman
Brazen, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Blan-1 -y
Robert H. Lee of Scollandville, the Memphis chapter of Links, Inc.
At present, Dr. Partridge ie pro- the United States.
the
at
home
i
Mr.
of
and
Mrs.
and
Morris
Jenkins, Miss Clovia One of the
kenship, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph WalLa.; Mrs. Charles (Margaret Saturday night at her distinctive
annual highlights of
iStaffard Burton, of 130 Cedar ave. fessor of education at Queens colBusy making plans for the
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Turner,
Herndon) Spearman of Pine Bluff. ranch home on South Parkway ... Jean Sommerfield and James the Christmas season
Elections were held with Mrs. lege i.. Flushing, N. Y. She was Founder's Day meeting is Mrs.
is the forStrickla
nd,
Miss
Bettie
Hunter mal dance
Mr. and Sirs. James Stokes, Sirs.'
Ark.; Mrs. C. H. (Mary Jordan) honored Miss Queen Washington
one
of
a
group
given
America
of
by The Little
50
I. D. Fenner in charge. Mrs. Daren Annie Naylor, the program chairWalker of Nasbville, Tenn.; Miss of Nashville, Tenn,. and Mrs. Wil- and Charles Young, Miss Maxine Club .
. and last Friday night, the Rosie Lee Matlock, Mr. and Mrs. man S. Sinnan was re-elected educators who visited Russia dur- man. who is being assisted by
Norma Jean Martin of Washing- bur Pugh of Los Angeles, Calif... McCain and Augustus White; And Flaming
Norman Banks of St. Louis. Mo.;
ing
the
past
summer
Club
o
presiden
was
observe
to
the
setting
and
t
the
rest
of the meetother sorors, including the basiSamuels;
ton, D. C.... my sister, Mrs. Paul and complimented out-of-t o w
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Nash, Mr. an
Also Samuel Fletcher, Arvis Lat. of the gay holiday ball given Mrs. Otis Branch and Miss Lula ing was turned over to her. Mrs. teaching techniques on all levels. leus of the local chapter, Mrs.
V. (Louise Des) Collins and her guests Mrs. Norma Jean Martin
VISITED RUSSIA
by
the
popular
member
Fenner
the
of
s
was
elected
vice-pres
as
Mildred P. Horne.
iting,
Lewis Twigg, jr., Buddy
Paula and Pamela from Ma of Washington, D. C., Mrs. Mae
Watson and Nelson Jackson.
On the basis of her experience
club.
dent.
The general public is invited to
Bens. Miss., .. . and among the Winfield of Berkeley, Calif., Mrs. Deno, Miss Joyce Friend, ThomGUESTS
MORE
as
a college professor at many attend the Founder's Day
Mrs. Fenner is the wife of Minschool set — Algustus White from Atkins invited guests to join the as Doggett, Edward Hubbard, Beginning at 11 p. m. . . . and
of
the
outstand
ing
universities of gram.
Still others present were Miss ister Fenner of the Ebenezer MB
Stanford U's medical school at party for the Links ... and with Miss Lillie Pat Walker and Harold continuing on to the wee hours,
a delicious buffet supper of chick. Shaw, Miss Delores Purnell and scores of mirthfilled formal clad Gloria Clark and HermanBankins, church, from which most of the
Palo Alto, Calif.; From Fisiell.
IIIIIIIIIIIII111
111111111M111111
Barbara
Miss
Hampto
11111111111111111111111M$1111111111111111111111111111111111101111I111111111111t1111(1111111111111111111111
n and Her- members of the club come.
Miss Roberta Ratcliff, Miss Clara! en in mushroom gravy, cheese William Hawkins, Mr.. and Mrs. guests were on hand to enjoy the
1
Ann Twigg and Miss Shirley Fin.l souffle, Christmas green molded Thomas Vann, Mr. and Mrs. J. excellent music and the warm hos- bert Thompson, Miss Rose ThomBarthol
and
as
Caffrey
omew,
Miss
0.
Patterson, jr., Mr. and Mrs. pitality of the charming member
From Morehouse's grarlii-ilsalad decorated with iced green
s
almoned green beans and Fred Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Carl of the Little Club, which present- L. B. Collier and Issaae Lawson,
ate school in Atlanta — Lewis II. stars,
heels
Stotts,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Ulysses Tru- ed a beautiful bevy as they paus- Miss Clarice Murphy of St. Louis,
and a never-ending sup.
Twigg, jr. From Michigan U.:1ply
of champagne . . the party itt. Mr. and Mrs. William Mar- ed for a club picture during inter- Mo., Mrs. Eva Douglass and
Miss Angela Owen and Miss Mil
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111illallina
was indeed a social highlight. The tha, Mr. and Mrs. Crossley, Util- mission . . . each clad in a beau- Stephen Edley, Miss Norma Mordred Thomas :.. . From
THE HOLIDAY SEASON is upon Dec. 28. Holiday Fun-O-R
gan and Mr. Jones, Mrs. Rubye
Tennesseej paneled den was dominated with lus Phillips and Miss Marjorie tiful short white formal
ama alp
State U ... Miss Dorothy
gown.
us, and the problems of the work- title of the dinner-d
Kinnard l
Green, Mrs. Thelma Davison, Mrs.
ance) is ata
and from Tougaloo college, Miss a gorgeous snow-tipped green tree. Samuels, also Samuel Fletcher,
a-day world took a back seat in annual fund-raising
Soft
amber
lights
reflecte
the
d
Arvis
affair
Sadie Johnson„ Mr. and Mrs.
given 14
Letting, Lewis Twigg, jr.,
Ethel Sawyer . . an from Lang- which some of the most beautiful
the frenzied preparations f o r the Women's Committ
beauty' of the many attractive' James Speight, Mr. and Mrs.
ee for tha
ston U. Milton Denny, Fred Green baubles hanging thereon ever seen Buddy Dancy, Miss Joyce Friend, gowns
Christmas.
worn
feminine
by
benefit
of
guests.
Thomas
Midwest
Commun
James
—
Doggett.
the
McNeely
ity
handiwo
, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Hubbard
rk of Dr. Atkins.
, . . William Bartholomew
COFFEE BREAKS, and lunch
from
Council.
Howard Robertson, Mr. and Mrs.
Butgers U., at New Brunswick, N. Link members attending the par- Peter Mitchell, Miss Mozella Reed THE GUESTS
hours,
on
the
whole
have been
I HOPE that you have user!.
... and so many mank more ty were Mrs. Hollis Price, Mrs. Frederick Letcher, and Miss Con- Guests included Mr. and Mrs. James Cowan, Mr. and Mrs. Arthspent in hectic shopping trips. Now
Christmas Seals on all of your
Walter W. Gibson, Mrs. Phillip nie Thomas of Baltimore, Md., Arthur Grady, Mr. and Mrs. Lou- ur Tompson and Mr. and Mrs. "Regardless of wood or style
which apace does not permit
the
last
stamp
has
been
us Booth, Mrs. C.
bought
who
was the houseguest of Miss is. Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
packages .this year, and a special
it is my opinion that the most popS. Jones, Mrs.
to mention.
James Ezra Ford.
for Christmas cards . . . numerthanks to the following white col. •
Vivian Bivins, Mrs. J. E. Burke, Carolyn Rhodes, and many others. Harris, Mr. and Mrs. James Mack
Others were Miss Frankie F ular finish tone that will be seen ous treks have been made
Other holiday visitors were
to
the
Mrs. Mrs. Robert Ratcliffe, Mrs.
others.
lar
workers who worked on it*
Greene, Mr. and Mrs. William C. Finaie, Mr. and Mrs. John Olive, at the Winter market Will be a postoffice with parcels
Le.
R. E. Curl of Nacogdoches,
. . , gifts Christmas Seal Drive for the
l'ex., roy Young, Mrs. C. C. Sawyer,
To/
Mardin, Mr. and Mrs. William D. Mrs. Gladys Martin Greene adn true, mellowed, typical light brown have been wrapped . .
Who was visiting her
fighting berculosis Institute — CHRIST
daughter Mrs. U. S. Bonds, Mrs. James
shade
usually
identifie
d
with
Callian, jr., Mr. and Mrs. Rich- Bob Mays, Mrs. Gladys Strickland
S.
and family Mr. and Mrs.
with the crowds in the supermarts
Lonnie Byes, Mrs. Jewel Gentry, M
INE
NORMA
French
walnut,
predicte
,commun
N,
"
d
ity
A.
.1,
cos.
ard Clark, Mr. and Mrs. John Har- and Lewie Steinberg, Sir. and Mrs.
r a.
Briscoe . ,. Mr. and Mrs.
is over, and you are bloody but
Pres. Caffrey Bartholomew, Mrs. Robservatio
Hager,
vice
presiden
n
Board;
of
t
the
Grand
CELEST
A
DAris, Mr. and Mrs. French Hunt, Theodore Evans, Mr. and Mrs.
ley Winfield of Berkeley.
unbowed . . . the house is sparkCalif., ert Lewis, jr., Guests, besides the
VIS, Industrial Areas Foundation:
Mr. and Mr's. Onzie Horne, Garmer Currie, Mr. and Mrs. Rapids Varnish corporation.
Who were visiting Mrs.
ling ... the tree has been decoWinfield's honorees were Mrs. George
MIMI JOHNSON, Howalton schoolg.
Ste.
Atty. and Mrs. Hosea Lockard, Charlie Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. This firm sells finishes to many rated . . all that remains to
brother and wife, Dr. and
be
EULA
Mrs.
EDWARDS, Illinois Stat.
vents, Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, Jr.
J. E. Burke of Forrest City,
Mrs. Geraldine DeWalt, Mrs. Luke Leonard Laster, Mr. and Mrs. leading furniture manufacturers' dons is to prepare Christmas
dinArk. Mrs. Vasco Smith, Mrs. R.
Employ
ment Office; LUCILL
all
over
country.
the
Q.
▪ . Dr. and Mrs. H. A.
Frank
ner
Gray,
James
Weather
with its multiple courses.
Donoho, Willie
s: Mrs. Paul V. Collins,
THOMPSON, City's Water De
The winter market will be at
of Baltimore, hid., who DeCosta Venson, Mrs. L. A. Thigpen, Mrs. The Trustee Christian Women's Mr. and Mrs, William
LUCKY US. We are really blessRobertson, Presley, George Clark, Mrs. Joe
were the W. F. Nabors, Mrs. H. H.
meat; BETTY SCOTT, I
the American Furniture Mart in ed to have the health,
John- Auxiliary elected officers last Mr. and Mrs. Ammon
guests of their daughter and
Halmon,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
James
Utley
strength, Steel Company; FLOPID
Jordan, Roy
fami- son, Mrs. Alex Dumas, Mrs. liar. 'week during a
Chicago from Jan. 5 through 16. and finance to
ly, Atty. and Mrs. Russell
meeting at the DeWalt, Mrs. Emma
of
St.
Louis,
Mo.,
Mr.
undertak
and
Mrs.
e
it all.
Johnson, Mr
Sugar- old Jamison, Dr. Clara Brawner home of Mr.
MOORE, Bureau of Internal Rev
According to Hager, there is a
and Mrs. Roseman, Mary Bradfield and
,
mon, jr., and Mr. and
DELORES BAKER, white collar
Claude Davis, James Sommerville, Mr. and Mrs. downtre
Mrs. Russ- Mrs. Tolise Purifoy, Mrs. Paul
nue, CHARLENE ROBINSON. M
nd in light, painted opaq- worker for the Rehabili
V. of 1497 Harlem.
ell Sugarmon, or.
Casey
Terry,
Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and
tation
Mrs.
Walter
Bennie
CenWalker,
Mr.
Collins, Ma Berra, Miss.; Mrs. Named to office
Cormick YWCA. and EDNA D
ue finishes of the seafoam type ter, says the Women's
PARTIES AND PARTIE
were Mrs. Liz- and Mrs. Otha Sawyer,
Committee
Mr. and Middlebrook, Mrs. Ann Hall and and ins high gloss, buffed type
Robert H. Lee of Scollandville, zie King, presiden
I Leading off the scoresS of beau- La.;
fin- of MCC really scoped in obtaining VIS, Johnson Publishing Compan
t; Mrs. Lottie
William Weathers, Ed Evans, Ben
Mrs.
Frank
Mrs.
Lewis,
CONFID
I.
A. Watson, jr., Mrs. Smith, vice president; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
ENTIAL MEMO FROM
tiful parties which filled the
the "exclusive" Empire Room of
Gunther, Mrs. L. L. Threats, Mrs. ishes.
Mary
eaten- Russell Sugarmon, sr.; Mrs.
CONFIDENTIAL SECRETARY
Arm Bendel, secretary; Mrs. Rosie Jakes Peacock, Mr. and Mrs. Merleen Harris,
But on the uptrend are so-called the Palmer House for their
dar last week was
Mr. and Mrs.
dinner Oh Lord, give me a
the annual Qualls, Mrs. Henry White. Sam
Charles
Williams
,
Mr.
close-to-the
and
gentle Bos
wood medium to dull dance which will be held
Mrs. George Williams,
Miss Buford, asaistant secretary; Mrs.
Open House hosted by
Mr. and Mrs.
Friday
Mr. and Marion Speight of Daytona
Who when his wife has made hi
semi-bodied type finishes.
Sirs. Thomas H. Hayes.
Beach, Rachel Akels, treasurer; Mrs. Floyd Bass, ,and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Durham Jr.
,
and
jr., and Fla.; Mrs. Arthur
Mrs
%
Dan
CMGs
E. Horne, Nannie McCain, chaplain; Mrs. Harold Wahlum,
Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Suggs, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Williams, "The faded antique look, with
Sawyer at Mrs. Theron Northcro
Does not storm in with flamin
the Hayes' home on So.
ss, Mrs. Attie Mae hiacklin, sick chairman. Also Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dil- Mr. and Mrs.
more distressing is on t h e inJackstin
K.
W.
Parkway William Owen, Miss
,
Mr.
mien
Alpha BrawnE , on Christmas night
Mrs. Mary Gaither is reporter lard, Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey West, and Mrs. Henry Lewis, Mr. and crease in Early American, ColonWith a er and your scribe.
And vent on me his outraged
Mr. and Mrs. Webster Williamson, Mrs.
for the auxiliary.
beautiful giant pink tree with
hi. S. Rumby and Mr. and ial and Country English styles reblue MRS. QUALLS ENTERT
spleen
—
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Flowers, Dr.
lights dominating the
AINS
Curtis Bridges, Mr. and Mrs. M. S. gardless of wood' used.
spacious
Tony's was transformed into a
Who gives me (when deserved)
glassed foyer of the lovely
Tex., were Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. and Mrs. Vasco Smith, Atty. and Rumby and Mr. and Mrs. Ellie
"In
French
home.
and
winter
Italian
Provinapplause
wonderl
,
and
with
Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, jr., Mrs.
dozens of friends of the
shimmer Speight, jr„ where
Williams.
well-known bag trees, ilittering
cial stylings, there's a growing
they will he Charles
Who knows the higher cost of
hosts were on hand for
snowmen and the guests of
Etta Branham, Mrs. Anthis affair Santas here 'and there
Mrs. Rivers' partrend
in
the use of painted finRECEIVE PLAUDITS
living
which has become an
on t h e emits, Dr. and
Mrs. U. L. May. derson Bridges, Miss Jewel Gentishes," Hager continued.
institution walls, when Merry Circle
And Is not immune to the art
on the Christmas
ry, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Callian, The Little Club members who
mem- field.
social scene. hers met with the
of giving —
Other interesting treatments in
gracious
Beautiful party frocks on
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Dillard, received the plaudits of their many
•••
the la- S. W. Qualls, Sr. Mrs. Qualls, Mrs.
Whose voice Is clear, dictation
dies ... impeccably
wear- WEDDI
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Walker, Mr. guests for another delightful holi- finishes to look for at the winter
groomed gen- ing an attractive be
NG
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Slow,
market
are actual brush marks
tlemen and the presence
pure silk
NEW YORK — The younger
of so stut greeted Mesdames
Wedding bells chimed foe Miss and Mrs. James Boone, Mr. and day dance were Mesdames Minnie and other forms of texturing in
Who's often out of town and so
Ford, Nino
many former Memphians
generation seems bent on making
Mrs. Curtis Greene, Mr. and Mrs.
lent a Jackson, Floy Johnson,
Gwendol
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Anderso
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n,
Carlee
paint
Louise
Bbdye,
and
combinat
Velma
Williams
ions
Bessie
of clear
scintillating air to the cheer
and Richard Holcomb,
'
.the
housewif
e
extinct.
-filled
Miss/ Mildred Burlison
Rice, Lacy, Sadie Guerney, Mag- Charles Henry Isabel, who
And coffee downstairs at my
home. The presence
, Benny Fay Gardner, Jua- wood and painted finishes.
were
In a questionnaire sent to girls
of Dr. and gie Kirtland, Maude
joined in wedlock in a beautifu Burns, Eric Lincoln. Miss Maxine nita Lewis, Annie
leisure —
Mosely
Mrs. Wesley Groves and
l Fulton and Archie
Jean Steinberg, Hager's predictions also extend- in the United Stabs,
their lit- Beulah Walls, members; and and Christmas wedding last
Bradley,
Canada,
And
Miss Sally Thomas, Margaret Thomp- ed
Lord, en route thus, withou
Ile Michael made the
Saturday Louise
Mrs.
into the fields of style and Hawaii, and Alaska, not one
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girl
s
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27,
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and
St. Andrew A. M. E.
Mrs. Meryl Cloythe merrier for the
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A
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meet — as You
n
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the Groves prepare to
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children, or follow any
move to Los Christmas gifts after which
newly sybels immediately follow- latter of Cleveland, Ohio.
this morning.
escorts. Unable to attend because And in some cases it will be more non-sala
eles in January. The
they
ried career.
two He)- i selected their own favorite
ing at 729 Vance ave.
And Mr. and Mrs. Ernest With- of illness was
—By Helen Gorn Sutin
ens — as usual —
Mrs. Lorene Mc- decorative; in others, it will
The girls, considered typical
were
from Tony's menu . . . turkeyfood
be
The former Miss Joan Bramlet, ers, sr., Mr. and Mrs. Richard Collins,
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The long holiday vacation is! Brownsville, Tenn., with Mr.
about coming to a close and anoth- Shaw's parents, Dr. and Mrs. W.
er year waiting ahead As we en- B. Bell were in McKinzie. Tenn..
ter the New Year of 1959, here's visiting DP. Bell's mother and
hoping it will bring all the de- . aunt. Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hughes
sires you are looking forward to. motored to French Lick, Ind., to
How about those annual resolu- be with Mr. Hughes' parents.
tions? Will you live up to them Trenton, Tenn. found Mr. And Mrs.
or ifs it just one of those tra• W.H. Bailey eating Christmas dinclitiOttal things we think we must ner with Mrs. Bailey's parents and
do, only make them. Maybe it your scribe had guests, Mr. and
helps though; for if we make the Mrs: John Culberson, aunt a n d
effort we are bound to keep a uncle, of Atwood, Tenn. The evfew. And now for the happenings ening climaxed for your scribe
with the W. R. Bells and the S.
in Jackson —
H. Bronaughs.
A LOST WEEK
Remember Milton's !Paradise CHILDREN ENJOY
There is always a joy „Ler chilLost?" Maybe not quite as bad
.but- the Quettes "Omega Wives" dren entering the first gra-de, new
experiences,
new friends and all
asuisOmege Psi Phi men had just
CHRISTMAS PARTY — The
presents, are seated from left.
Oasis, Foster Taylor, club
Weltiring the week end preceed- sorts of things, but one thing looked
members of the Summerdale
Mrs. Sallie Ann Roberts. Mrs.
sweetheart; Mrs. Marie Banks
ing Christmas. The Quettes be- forward to is the chance for all
Park
Malone,
Artessa
Sewing
treasurer;
their
Circle
-held
and
Mrs. Marie Taylor. Memgan with a Lnunge and Lax Party of them to get together. That
Christmas party this year. at
Mrs. Lorene Coward, secrebers not present for the photo
on Saturday night at the J. F., chance, is made possible through
the home of Mrs. Ariel! Hall,
tary; and Mrs. Ruby Taylor.
were Mrs.- Ellen Taylor and
Hughes home on the Nashville Delta Sigma Theta Sorority when
of 3018 Autumn dr. Shown
Standing, same order, are Mrs.
Mrs. Loyce Baker. — (WithHiarway. There we found t el at Christmas time the annual
Ann Hall. Miss Jerlean Lewis,
here before opening stark of
ers Photo)
}hints from Boliver, the Saunders' Christmas party is given in the
Mrs. Nettie Brown. Mrs. Clara
of Whitesville, the Teagues and the Lane college gym. Santa is alHowells from Paris, the McKiss-' wass there to greet them and hear
HELP NEEDY FAMILY —
mas baskets to a Mather with
are Mrs. Cunningham. Mrs.
acks, the Bells, the Bronaughsi their desires and bags of good•
The members of the Ten Ladnine children. Posing here with
D. Bern Mrs. Clark, Mrs. Monthe- -Dobbins. E. Shaw. A. Por-i ies ready to be passed out. You
ies Social club helped spread
the baskets of groceries are
ger, Mrs. V. Boyd, Mrs. D.
t4. Thacker and Alfreda Mar- simply can't imagine what a grand
happiness during the Yule seaseven members of the club,
Dandridge and Mrs. II. Haraltriand of course the liughes, all. time they do have unless you are
son by presenting their Christ.
of which Mrs. J. P. Clark is
son. (McChriston Photo)
there to see their bright little eyes.
Of:Jackson.
president. Pk-lured, from left,
Wednesday a'ternoon before school
=Not
closed
was
the
day
for
the
occasloth eveything to make a complete evening and the morning ion. Spearheading the party were
beers approaching, a motorcade Sorors Essie M. Perry and Alfreda
If you're a nuttier who look derbilt University hospital in a practical step toward remedyto the Bell home on Hays ave. Martin who served as co-chairahead, you'll be checking right Nashville, Tenn., Dr. Calvin ing this condition.
found a grand "nod" and a fast men.
Among
the holiday visitors in now to make sure last year's! Woodruff reports scurvy is three
In regard to elementary and;
revival for a delicious brunch.
To wiimax the weekend was the Jackson are Mr. and Mrs. Waldoi "-ots At-rubbers fit your young• and a half times more prevalent high school students Dr. Krehl!
Berry
of
Florida 'kiting Mrs. Berin recent years than it was a specifically suggests that parentster.
Omega meeting at the home of
teacher organizations campaign!
The weather has been so no. decade earlier.
the Eronaughs on E. Lane ave. ry's ;nether and Mr. Berry's
ANIANA, Iowa — The continued
brother
and
Mrs.
Cyril
Porter
and
predictable of late that wintry . Like wise Dr. Warren S. Whelan to get orange juice into the
with S. H. Bronaugh and G.
son,
Byron
Jerry
visiting
her
parschools
as a morning or after- resurgence of the major appliance
Thaiker serving as hosts. Mr. and
at.'ms and blizzards can come at The Hospital for Sick Children
field, marked by particularly
BirC rucius Bond, not able to ents, daughter and siter.
almost any time.
in Toronto, Ont., notes a "de•' noon snack.
spend the whole week end, attend- RELIGIOUSLY
Here is a u'natienging project -strong sales gains in home freezTake inventory of h i s heavy cided rise" in the incidence of
ers and freezers-plus-refrigerators,
A series of Appreciation servic- jacket, hats a n d gloves. These
ed the meeting where a complete
infantile scurvy in the past few' that a wide-awake parents com- was forecast for
1959 by George
Christmas turkey dinner was serv- es were held at Macedonia Baptist precautionary measures, simple years. Mothers are not
mittee can easily adopt and sucgiving
church
C. Foerstner. executive vice presirecently.
One
was for Rev. as they are, may mean the difed.. You can well see it was a
cessfully
accomplish
with
little
their babies sufficient orange;
dent of a leading company.
grand beginning for the holidays Robert Douglas, acting pastor, ference between your child's. juice or other
foods containing; difficulty. The rewards in terms
Said Foerstner: "D espite
for Omega men and .Quettes as since the leaving of Rev. Derricks. starting off the season with or vitamin C.
o f their children s improved
the so-called recession in
ell as a fine vacation. Nice to Rev. Roberts of Humboldt, Tenn.. without a respiratory infection.
health may well he more than
Nor are babies the only group.
the year's opening months, 19581
orget all your cares for a few preached the sermon and on
In my family, and I'm sure in MACARONI AND CHEESE
worth the effort," he said,
hand for the service was Rev.. "Chilling helps bring on a cold," suffering from a lack of enough'
proved to he, a year of growth for , yours, too,
hours at times, huh!
most everyone likes
Scientists
Ss cup Pet Instant (in dry form)
s
re
still
a
bit
Benjamin!
.amed
says
Dr.
the
in
the
vitamin C. Outstanding medical!
the industry in both sales and macaroni
The - As You Like It Club issu- Douglas' mother of Chicago, Ill. Speck.
and cheese. It's a perTablesp. flour
researchers find that more than dark about everything vitamin C manufacturing facilities.
ed Christmas in with their annual Rev. Douglas who is making a
dish
for
hearty
appefect
winter
1 teasp. onion salt
y, they are con- "All signs point towards
very fine minister, iss a student
Last year's Asian flu epidemic,' 50 per cent of the school children does in the
a con- , tites
carols on Christmas Eve. Several
tease. dry mustard
3-4
and every year's lingering coughs, are short of this vitamin so es- tinuously searching for more ans- tinuation and acceleration of that
houses of sick and shut-ins were at Lane college.
Now, with my Pet recipe, you
1.8 teasp. pepper
wers.
Mesdames
Shaw
virus
should
and
cold
infections
.
and
C.
sential
Ballard
trend.
in
to
their
1959."
growth
and health.'
visited with Christmas carols becan make this favorite oish more
3-4 Cup water
But this they do know — vitaFocrstner estimated that freez- nourishing — just by using New
ing sung. Joinlig the group were served as chairman for the day make mothers pause and think
2 cups rooked, drained elbow
Dr. W. A. Krehl, associate pro- min C is an
and gifts were presented by Mr. of other constructive steps that
essential
for
the
ers
will
become
increasingly
popuProf. and Mrs. T. R. White,
Pet Instant Nonfat Dry Milk!
macaroni (see note)
Daniel Glass, noted pianist and can be taken now to increase fessor of nutrition at Yale univer- proper development of teeth, lar among city dwellers in the
Mrs. Lucille Sangster, Dr. and
Pet Instant has all of whole
154 cups grated, process
sity found in observations made gums, bones, and tissue
singer of the church.
as well next year, particularly in the com- milk's wonderful vitamins and
children's chances for a healthMrs. R. S. McKissack, Mrs. W.
American
cheese
at Yale among first year medical as for resistance to
The following Sunday apprecia- ful winter ahead.
infection. bination
freezer-and-refrigerator minerals but no high-calorie fat.
R. Bell, the J. A. Cookes, Capt.
In 154-qt. bowl, mix Pet Instant,
students
that
"a
significant
tion service was had in honor of
numAnd
since
vitamin C cannot be models.
Sufficient rest, a time for work
In addition, Pet Instant has extra flour, salt, dry mustard and pepHenry Holden, home for the holi- Mr.
Glass for the fine service and a time for play, and certain- ber of them have definite im- stored in the body mothers must
As an Indication of this trend, protein, the Important ingredient per. Stir in water gradually until
days, Miss Mable Golden, Miss he has rendered
to the church and ly the right food are safeguards pairment in their ascorbic acid see that the supply is replenished he cited the new 1959 line of your
family needs for sparkle and mixture is smooth. Stir in macaJuanita Peoples. Mrs. Annie M.
(vitamin C) intake." He proposes daily.
the community. Mrs. L. Parker to health.
freezers-plus-refrigerators, especi- vitality.
roni and 1 1-4 cups cheese. Put
Bond, Prof. Leroy Cunningham, the
served sa general chairman for
ally
styled
to
appeal
to
space
the
High
on
So
the
you see, this macaroni and Into greased 1-qt. baking dish.
list of foods that
S..H. Bronoughs, and Mrs. Aline
the day and Mrs. Willie G. Stewconscious
urbanite.
cheese
is
energy
well
building
assume
imporance
as
particular
Sprinkle
dur1-4 cup cheese over top.
hlaney. Christmas cookies, etc„
art was mistress of ceremonies.
as downright good-tasting!
Bake in 350 oven (moderate) about
ing the "cold" season are citrus
were enjoyed before the Caroling
Gifts were presented by Rev. DougAnd, because it's so wholesome, 25 min., or until bubbly hot
began at the home of the S. M.
fruits and juice, the richest
las.
you can serve this macaroni and
Makes four servings.
Bonds. The group ended up at the
Mrs. Daisy T. Shaw was guest source of vitamin C.
cheese as your main dish, with
Note: Cook about one cup macahome of Dr. and Mrs. A. Z. Malley
A daily glass of orange juice to
speaker at the Youth Day celeJust
a salad or fruit. Try this easy roni to give you two cups when
on Middleton at., for egg nog and
bration at Berean Baptist church supply the vitamin C bodies rerecipe
soon:
cooked.
hors d'oeuvres where they were
on last Sunday afternoon, at which quire has been a well-publicized
By GAY' PAULEY
joined by Dr. Bell and Mrs
I ware needed. Work schedule for
time over a $1,000 was raised. health recomendation for many
Cl.
NEW
YORK
— As the holiday preparing each portion of the meal
Mrs. Shaw chose as her subject years.
CELEBRATING
Yet scurvy, the extreme form season ends and we brace for the was posted. There is one trouble
"Christian Youth on the Threshlong
recovery
physically
and fin- I was lost without plan in hand.
Christmas Day seemed quiet for old of New Life." She was intro- of vitamii, C deficiency, is on the
ancially, let us look again at what And it's rather difficult to conost Jacksonians as they ob- duced by Miss Lurline
Savage and increase now although citrus fruit. it takes to
be the "perfect host- sult a work schedule in the kitserved the day for its real mean- Mildred Harris.
This occasion clos- the richest source of vitamin C,
ess."
ing. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Shaw ed Mrs. Shaw's
chen while mingling with guests 1 cake compressed or 1 package
speaking engage- is available the year round.
As I understand from the ex- in the living room.
and children spent the day in ments for the year
dry yeast
of 1958.
Among babies admitted to Vanperts who write those guides to
Invite only as many people as 1-4 cup lukewarm eater
gracious entertaining, the perfect
3-4
cup scalded milk
hostess remains calm, cool and you can accommodate comforta- 1i cup melted shortenin,
collected no matter what the cri- bly, they say, because a small vs cop sugar
party usually is more fun than a
sis.
big one. Also I've found it's cheap- 2 teaspoons salt
But then, have the experts ever er.
Grated rind of one lemon
faced what the rest of us do when
cups sifted enriched flour
Another gem of advice: Invite 4 to 4
company comes? Especially those
congenial people. But determining 2 eggs. beaten
of its who work in small kitchens
congeniality is something they 1 cup Quaker Enriched Corn Meal
and without servants?
don't advise on. How is the host- I cup diced candied cherries
Problems like stowing the dirty ess to know that one usually de- Confectioners' sugar frosting
Soften yeast in lukewarm water.
MACARONI AND CHEESE Is
for hearty winter appetites. -"
dishes from the first conrse while lightful couple has just had a
(Use warm water for dry yeast.)
trying to serve the second. Like spat.
Pour
scalded
milk
over
melted
fuses blown because of too many
Don't let the party get out of shortening, sugar, salt and
lemon
electrical appliances all going at hand. If necessary, advised
one rind; cool to lukewarm. Beat in 1
once.
authority, start watering the cup flour,
eggs, corn meal and
What does the un-married host. drinks.
softened yeast. Stir in enough
ens do as darkness settles over
Well, most imperfect hostesses more flour to make a soft dough.
the household? Light the candles, I know that the guests know when
Turn out on lightly floured board
guess the experts would say. Can- the drinks are being watered and or canvas;
knead until satiny,
dlelight is flattering to complex- they seem to resent this thought- about 10
minutes. Round dough
ions even if the cook can't see. ful little gesture.
into ball: place in greased bowl;
No doubt the teen-age crowd is! are mixed with lemon-lime carboAs advised, I planned ahead for
After a session of listening to brush lightly with melted short- planning a party at your house for nated beverage (7-Up) and the
a holiday dinner party. Menu experts, I'm ready to let the ama- ening. Cover and let rise in warm the holidays. Whether just a few sherbet is spooned in at the last.
written down, right to the last teurs tell us how to throw the place until double in size, about couples or the whole gang is comThe carbonated beverage adds a
olive. List of dishes and silver next party.
1 hour.
lot easier to entertain zesty fruit flavor as well as sparing it's
Punch dough down: turn out on them when you have plenty of kle to the punch. Pour it gently inlightly floured board or canvas. good tasting refreshments ready.
the punch bowl to retain the
Cover and let rest 10 minutes.
A bowl of spat-It-ling sherbet carbonation. •
Knead candied
cherries Into punch and a platterful of brownies TEEN-AGERS' PARTY PUNCT1
dough. Divide -dough in half. Roll are snacks that please teen-agers. 6 7-ounce bottles (1 six-pack
out each half to form a rectangle The brownies can be made in adcarton) lemon - lime carbo7 x 14 inches. Cut into strips 1 x vance a n d stored in a tightly
nated beverage
7 inches. Place on greased cooks. covered container, but the punch
1 44-ounce can pineapple juice
sheets and shape into "candy requires last minute mixing.
I 46-ounce ran orange juice
canes." Brush lightly with melted
I pint cranberry juice
This fruit punch, topped with
shortening.,Cover and let rise in scoops of raspberry sherbet, is
1 quart raspberry sherbet
warm place until double in size, easy for a young hostess to preC h 11 I lemon -lime carbonated
about 45 minutes.
pare. Chilled canned fruit juices beverage and fruit juices in ads
Bake In a moderate oven (375
degrees) about 15 minutes. Frost
with thin confectioners' sugar
frosting while still warm.
Makes 28 rolls.
/ HAVE PLENTY OF ,PUNCH
holiday party. Lemon • lime
to this fruit sherbet punch.
and brownies -ready when the
carbonated beverage (7-Up)
Serve the festive beverage In
' teen-age crowd comes for a
Can be quickly and pleasantly relieved with GREAT
adds both sparkle and flavor
"hand.size" punch cups.
EASE LINIMENT. Thousands of cans sold with
GLENDALE, Calif. — (UPI) —
amazing results. Use Seven days at our risk. If not
Funeral services were held Monsatisfied return unused portion and get
completely
NEW YORK — Designers who for Spring and the Easter parade.
day for Thomas F. Ford, 85, Democent of the classic designs from
your money hack, No matter what remedy you are
'eratic congressman from 19R2As these designers see Spring. Chanel of Paris.
uptally dress grown-ups have ex42.
One of the bent holldby,cookie recipes we have come
&Ted the children's world. The the well-dressed little miss will
now using, TRY GREAT EASE at our risk—TODAY.
Hats were those outsize straw
*cross In a long time is for Scotch Shortbread,
'a uniquelyi
keep up with mama and the em- sailors with curled edges and ribresults — some mightly sophist!Use Handy Order Blank Belowt
textured, good-tasting cookie. It's tan old-fashioned,troat
pire look. Jumpers in black and bon streamers, inspired apparent,
cited fashions for the small Iry white checked wool worn with
that's made with plenty,e1 butter, sugar and.Ilarered.with.
RUSH ORDER BLANK '••••eVIMMT*Vga..
orFrench
the
Madeline,
ly by
spices and lemon juice.
.Tbe whole idea of getting these white silk surah blouses were
Summit Laboratories Incorporated
phan heroine of Ludwig BemelEasily shaped and decorated to "fitIthe'holclarKiMstp
designers to branch out, even if high-waisted; so were many dress- mans' writings.
206-15 Summit•Cherry Building,
Scotch Shortbread is a cookie whose wholesome
Toledo 4, Ohio,
Date
ini‘sier fun and a one-shot expel.- es and coats.
Sims also makes It a likely candidate as a cookie jar staple. I
fi hisast, belonged to the Fashion, The tiny models wore floor'
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I
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/
3
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instant
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"Wfikels" as Oleg Cassini, Luis
A Scassi evening outfit consisted' still more than Basil Sharp exportion and get my money back and no questions asked.
together flour and nutmeg.sAdd to first mixture and stir
'Estevez, Arnold Scassi, and Tom of harem - skirted dress, in rose pected fiir having his number
veil. Stir in lemon juice. Roll the dough to a thickness of
Brigence into making clothes for silk linen print, topped by a vol- drawn in Britain's state-run lotery.
DISTRIBUTORS WANTED. OVER 200 per cent Commission.
VI inch. Cut into stars or other fancy shapes. Bake on un4
little girls.
uminous, high-waisted coat in silk
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they'd like to see small girls wear two-piece suit, in lines reminis-

Now Is The Time To Check Boots,
Rubbers Of Your Youngsters

Home Freezers
Gain Among
City Dwellers

Perfect Dish For Winter
MenuIsMacaroni Cheese

Ir

Guide For Perfect
New Year Eve Hostess Kandy

Kane
Rolls

a

A Hit With The Teens

Make A Hit With Teenagers,
Serve Sherbert, Fruit Punch

Scotch Shortbread Cookies

Rheumatism - Arthritis - Lumbago
Neuritis-Swollen Joints
Stuffy Nostrils-Minor Chest Colds

frots To Be Sophisticates This Spring

Help Yourself

et

Rites For
Ex-Congressman

Mississippi MasonsDonate$500To March Of Dimes

FOR THE TWELFTH straight
year, James Gilliam, grand

master, Stringer Grand Lodge
of Masons, juarisdiction of

Mississippi as center photo)
presents Charles Bynum with

S500 check for National Foun•
dation's March of Dimes. Up-

per photos left and right are of
community workers from Miss-

issippi who will spearhead
March of Dimes drives in their

communities. Below is Alabama delegation to Tuskegee

Institute meeting of March of
Dimes leaders.

Map Mammoth Vote Drive In Memphis
Snow and its inevitable by-prodMcClain, Robert L. Montgomery, Southern Association of Colleges uct, slush, may spell j-o-y to the
William V. Nelson, Willie Jerry and Secondary schools in Louis-1 youngsters, but it can be somePowell, Barbara Joyce Ross. Be- vine, Ky.
thing less than fun for those forced
atrice Morton Wess and Maxine Fire did an estimated $15,000 to trudge through it as they pursue
Wilhelmins Weston,
damage to the Jr. and Sr. Men their daily chores.
Three NORTH CAROLINA col- Dormitory at MISSISSIPPI VOlege students, Jerome H. Dudley, CATIONAL college Thursd a y The white stuff almost always
Ruth Royster and Charlene White night. An investigation is under- produces one of life's little probwere among 150 students from 75 way to determine the cause. Pres- lems when you start a bottom-ofthe-closet expedition in search of
MISS ACOLIA MOORE, president southern colleges meeting at ident White stated that repairs for rubbers and other
By BECKY TAYLOR
bad-weather
Pfeiffer college, Meisenheimer, the dormitory will begin immedof
the
YWCA
at
LIVINGSTONE
.dEMPHIS — A Memphis or- bly room of Universal Life Infoot gear.
HELLO COEDS — everywhere.
COLLEGE, Salisbury, N. C., at- N. C., recently. . .Sponsors of the iately in hopes to have the dor- If you're lucky enough to find
ganization has mapped plans for surance Company, one of t h e
We just know that you have had a
meeting included the National Stu- mitory ready for January 5. when
a mammoth voters registration country's largest Negro insurance
wonderful and exciting vacation at tended the "Sixth National Stu- dent Association, the YMCA, the students return from the Christ- them, they're probably all dustr
dent Assembly," December 28,
campaign which is scheduled to companies.
and dirty inside. And, of course
home (or with friends). The days
United Student Christian Council, mas holiday.
get underway Jan. 12.
the shoes they're meant for are unwent too fast for most of us and 1958 through January 3, 1959 at the the National Federation of Catho- WILLIAM J. ANDERSON,
jr.,
Goal for the campaign has
thoughts of getting back to the University of Illinois, Urbana, Illi- lic College Students and t h e of Selma, Ala., a senior at Ala- doubtedly freshly shined.
nois. .The National Student AsemHere's a handy tip to help solve
been set at 30,000 which would
campus on MonAmerican Friends Service C o in- bama State college, has been inbly, convenes every four years,
raise the total number of regisday is just not
mittee. . .Among the speakers ad- vited to enter two of his oil the problem. Give rubbers, robber
and
is made up of representatives
tered Negro voters in Memphis
one of the things
dressing the sessions were James paintings in an exhibit at the Li- galoshes, and even the plastic vafrom campus YMCA's and YWand Shelby County from 56,000 to
that matter very
Weldon, Louisville Courier Journ- Oa Duncan Coterie Des Arts in riety, a good washing in Lastie
CA's
of
the
forty-nine
Life and cold water.
states and' al; Thomas Ellis, Raleigh
86,000. The campaign will continDONALD R. HOLT, seaman. USN, much AT THE
attor- New York City for a showing
Musicians
Hawaii.
At
the
Assembly,
The liquid soap dissolves instantue for 90 days.
stue ney; Benjamin Mays, Morehouse which began on Eecember
son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Holt of MOMENT. Here
22 and
dents
study
and
discuss
and rinses off with ease, leavly
the
most
Dixoc, Tenn., is serving aboard is a part of the
college president; Fred Weaver, extending thfough January 5,
The campaign is being sponsorurgent problems facing students. University
By THE0.00RE C. STONE
the attack aircraft carrier USS stockpile of mail
of North Carolina; and 1959. . .The youthful artist has ing no soap particles.
ed by the Citizens' Non Partisan
They engage also in responsible Will
It's designed to cleanse thoroughIndependence, scheduled to be we received for
Campbell, National Council chosen his "Still Life" and his
Registration Committee which is
decision-making about the life, of
commissioned Jan. IS. Holt is the "Beat" this
Churches. . .Dudley, Asheville "Monroe Street" for the exhibi- ly and quickly in cold water, and
composed of leading Democrats
work, program and direction of law
that means a minimum of effort.
student, is president of NCC's tion.
and Republicans as well as lead- The Mid-winter board meeting husband of the former Miss Bar- week
the Christian movement. .Miss Student
Cold water. naturally, does n o t
Government
ing ministers, professional a n d of the National Association of Ne- bars J. McCleb of 3602 Lincoln
The Dining hall
Associa- A capacity crowd filled TulliMoore
is
harm
a
senior
rubber.
at Livingstone tion; Miss Royster, a senior,
business men and women aud out- gro Musicians, lac., Dr. Ros- Land, Robbins ave.
was the scene of
is body Auditorium on Sunday for
College, and majoring in the Social president
Dry them on a bath mat or
standing civic workers.
of t h e NAACP and as- the presentation by the college
faculty student 01X/KARA
coe R. Palm, president, will be
Sciences was recently selected to sociate editor
of the Campus Echo; choir of the Christmas musical towel, away from radiators or
The city-wide,
door-to-door held in St. Louie, Me., Monday dianapolis; W. Russell Johnson, fellowship-December 16th. The ad- Who's Who Among Students in and Miss
White, New Bern, N. C., which featured portions of Han• bright sunlight. To make sure they
campaign will be carried on by and Tuesday, Dec. 28-29.
Philadelphia;. Lessie Spur-. ministrative staff, the President of American Universities and
Col- is a senior political science ma- del's MESSIAH dealing with the, dry thoroughly on the insides,
volunteer workers. Chairman of The two day session will be di- lock, Philadelphia; T h eod or e, the (Alcorn College) Student Coun- leges.
jor.. . .Dear William H. Brown Nativity. Under the direction of place them in a position that perthe drive is Dr. I. A. Watson, rected by Dr. Polin, of Indianapo- Charles Stone, Chicago; Mme. cil and Her Majesty, MISS ANNIE
mits proper- drainage.
jr., a young civic minded local lis. and his 'arge corp of officers. Florence Cole McCleaves, Mem- B. STEWART. symbol of Alcorn's She is the daughter of Mr and of the North Carotin; College Raymond I. Johnson, the choir of
dentist. It is being directed by Grneral chairman of the com- phis, Tenn.; Mrs. Teresa Sanders, feminine charm in 1958, sat with Mrs. Rodgers Moore, 1701 Ward Graduate School announced a spe- 150 voices displayed excellent
cial Saturday course in French technique and did a remarkable
the PRESIDENT AND MRS. at. Greenville, N. C.
W. C. Patton of Birmingham, mittee which will make plans for Indianapolis; and Orrin
C. Suthconversation to be taught by Dr. job in interpretation. . .Featured
BOYD. The faculty and students
Ala., who is widely known for his the 1959 music convention in late ern, executive secretary,
Public school pupils in four LouiLincoln
John
H. Morrow from 9-12 a.m., as soloists were JULIA MER-1
filled the dining hall as the tradS- siana parishes and SOUTHERN
work in the south in the field of August, will be Kenneth Brown
University,
Po.;
Eugene
D.
HanThe Mississippi publisher of a
RELL, soprano; CATHERINE
tional bird of the season served UNIVERSITY STUDENTS are between Feb. 7 and May 23.
civil rights, He has conducted Billups, St. Louis choral director
cock, Detroit, and Wirt D. Walto the tune of the Turkey Gobbler. fortunate in having the service of A Kansas State College student FISHER DAVIS, contralto; HER- weekly newspaper who discovered
campaigns in other states, includ- and musician who has given many
ton, St. Louis; D. Booker Bridges, There
year of service to NANM.
were candles of various a Special Education Clinic, esta- who is a candidate for a mach- MAN PROTHRO, bass; and ROB- that "Negroes were, after all,
ing Louisiana.
Brooklyn, N. Y. are also schedul- colors on
the tables and the meal blished at Southern, which is de- elor of science degree in chemi- ERT E. WILLIAMS, voice instruc- just people," tells in the JanuPlans are being made to solied to attend the meeting.
cal engineering in January h a s tor, tenor, RALPH R. SIM p- I ary issue of Harper's Magazine
was delicious with turkey and all signed to detect, diagnose and
cit 1,500 volunteer block and prepro- just received word that he
St. Louis Musicians to assist in the trimmings. .
has SON accompanied at the organ how his paper now has the lowest
splendid
A
exvide
remedial services for those had a Doctor
cinct workers to go from doorhosting the meeting will be Dr. J. hibition of talent
of Theology degree and MRS. MINNIE KIMBROUGH local per capita circulation of any
was in evidence. having difficulties in speech, hearto-door of the approximately 200,Roy Terry, Clarence Haydn Wil- The festive atmospher
conferred upon him by St. Andrew SCOTT at the piano.
in the world.
e was set ing and problems of a social
000 Negroes living in the city
University College, a theological JOHN DUNCAN heads the mu- P. D. East, publisher of
son. and Crania Barnes.
by DEAN R. E. WATERS, as he nature....The clinic,
the
and county.
which was school in London, Eng. The
Mrs. Lillian Dunn Perry, New read with
Petal Paper, in the village of Petstu- sic department.
deep interpretation a established at Southern two
years dent is Elijah 0. Odokara, a na- At the close of school on Tues- al, Miss., two miles
Orleans, La., is also expected at Christmas
Many of the area's approxifrom Hattiesmeditation. There were ago: is now housed in the
million tive of Nigeria West Africa and day, Dec. 23, most of the stu- burg, says "zero is
this meeting.
mately 400 Negro ministers have
many musical selections, a solo dollar classroom
the number
building, occu- the first colored person to be or- dents and employees of Downing- which represents
agreed to build sermons around
•••
by BILLIE DUNSTON and MR. pied by the
my circulation
University
..voting and being good citizens"
this
"
pas
dained
in
the
town
Indu,trial
Church
and
Agricultura
of the Brel in Petal."
STUDY WORKS OP
FRANK PURNELL, of the Athletic September.
.Several University them in the United States.
in connection with the registraschool dispersed for a 12-day
FOUR COMPOSERS—
staff, did an extraordinary rendi students are
receiving service from
tion drive. The sermons are to
At season's end,, the JACKSON Christmas Recess which ends
Branches of the Nation al As- tion of "White Christmas" A. the clime to
help them overcome STATE COLLEGE football Tigers Sunday evening, Jan. 4. . On
be delivered Jan. 11, which has
sociation of Negro Musicians, Inc., well-trained sextet rendered two speech impedimen
LNNISS
JONES
ts tot hatthey found themsglves garnering hon- Christmas day. J. H. N. Waring, WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
been designated "Citizenship Sunestablished throughout the United Christmas carols. MR. HAMLIN, may re-as
sume college academic ors of natiorMide importance.
day" by the Citizens' NomParti- Among the outstanding persons
Op jr., prineipal of the school. was International Council of Churches
States are making a study this Director of the Department of performance;
and, a large num- erating their first season under host at dinner for the 35th con- said Saturday it has protested
san Registration Committee,
to attend Withethe hoard will be
Music.
of
yea
works
'
r
lives
the
and
did
of
a
Clarinet
solo and ber of elementary and high schol the banner of the
Assuming a lot of the burden the distinguished Prof. and Mrs.
Southwestern secutive year to all of the stu- President Eisenhower's omission
foir of their composers of ser. DON DILLARD was in rare form pupils needing
of carrying on such campaign J. Wesley Jones, who will le aa" kills
special attention Athletic Conference, the College dents and employees who f i nd of a reference to God in man's first
music.
Williem
as
his
Still
'
Grant
band
presented
a
kind
of
have
a
been identified and are was ineligible for conference hon- themselves compile-1)(mnd. Includ- message from outer space.
are 65 ward leaders and pre- luted during the sessions for his
cinct captains in wards with hea- outstanding contribution to the composer of the opera ',"Treasure medley and several musical num- being helped through a special pro- ors this season due to the fact ed in the number will he sever- The
conservative
Protestant
Island". ballets, songs and other , hers symbolic of the spirit of the1 gram of
vy Negro population.
that the Tigers did not have a al especially invited guests. They group, in a wire to the President,
instruction.
organization. AS a founder, Past
works including "The Afro-Amen- Season.
The week before the Christmas round-robin schedule including all are Dr. and Mrs. P Custis How- called it "a serious slight."
. Patton said Memphis register- resident, and executivg
can Symphony"; W. C. Handy,
ed the highest percentage of Ne- tary, Prof. Jones served theseem"
MORGAN STATE COLLEGE , holiday was n very busy one at member schools. . .The confer- ard of Coatesville and Mr. and
assogro voters prior to this fall else- dation longer than any other liy- father of the Blues' and other will sponsor its first intercollegiate FLORIDA NORMAL and INDUS- ence cited Andrews, Conner, and Mrs. Talbot D. Bulkley, jr., of and -minoring
in History. He ii
sacred
music;
Edward
Margettion. than any other southern city, ing personality,
Debate Conference January 10 as TIVAL MEMORIAL COLLEGE. William Spencer, Tiger fullback. Philadelphia, both of whom are president of the
YMCA: viceson, composer of choral music and a special activity
He headed a registration c a mof the dedication The holiday will begin at 5 o'clock Melvin Fete, one of two senior Downingtown graduates. M r a. president of the junior class;
asart songs. and J. Rosamond John- of the Theodore
paign in Memphis last summer.
R. McKeldin Stu- Friday afternoon, December 19 tackles the Tigers started most of Bulkley, the termer Ffilda Steele, sociate editor of the
son, who wrote the words to the dent Union Building.
PANTHER
L
Approximately
, newspaper: secretary of the
15,000
.. The debate and classes will resume Monday -the season, was an All-NAIA so- is a niece of Mr. Waring:
persons
I.es
nationally
sung anthem "Lift will be sponsored jointly
lection at that post.
were registered under his direr
According ii, W. Van Johnson, Beaux Arts Cultural
by the Janusry 5, 1959.
-Every Voice and Sing'
Club a n d
LOUIS ANTHONY ABATE, son secretary of the Student Christian treasurer of the
torship.
on Morgan Chapter of Tau Kappa A concert was
Student Welfare
presented
at
the
the
words
of
his
of
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Abate. or., Association at PRAIRIE VIEW Committee. He Is,
brother, James Alpha Forensic Honor Society and Friday morning
White politicians in ,Memphis
also, conferassembly, DecWeldon Johnson complete the corn- the D. 0. W. Holmes
are expected to pressure the 1958
Debatet ember 19 by the college choir and has recently enrolled for the win- college, Cecelia Phillip and Scott ence to • chairman of the South.
posers to be covered in this Society, HAROLD
ter quarter at Evansville college Westbrook III attended the Sixth I west Regional
State Legislature into passing
B. CHINN, Di- students of the Music
YM-YWCA
and has
Department. . . .Abate, a junior,
year's study.
laws to tighten registration rerector of Debate, announced. . . xm etanin shrdlu
is one of National Student Assembly of the I attended the 1958 National Stucmfwyp miwy,, 1,640 students
In an effort to promote the mus- It is one of a series
quirements, a move to further
YMCA
attending
and
dent
YWCA
the
at
EvansCouncil
Univerof special Christmas and sacred
of I'M and YWCA's
music. The ville college for the school year sity of Illinois. Urbana, Ill., on In William
ical compositions of the Ameri- activities scheduled for the
weakeh the political strength of
Bay, Wis,
months program Was under
the direction 1958-59. This is an increase in en. Dec. 29 through Jan 3. . .Miss
can Negro Creative musician the of January and February
the Negro. Presently, the only reLIVINGSTONE COLLEGE has
to mark of Mr. Kenneth J.
Huenink, as- rollment over last year's figures Phillip is the daughter of Rev. been authorized
association has outlined this plan the dedication of the new
quirement to register in Tennesto provide teststudent
to study the works of these corn- union building. .Theofficial dedi- sociate professor of Music and of 1,325.
a% is to answer a few general
and Mrs. L. C. Phillip of Pri,Srie ing services for the
head
National
of
the department.
, OAKWOOD COLLEGE of Hunts View, Texas. -She is majoring in Teacher
posers and present them before cation program was held
questions,
WILSON
CALEMESE
Examination, Graduate
Wednes- The biographies
ville, Ala., celebrated ite recen Chemistry and has chosen Mathe.lfflitird
of
15
public
gatherings
CLARK
.
The Citizens' Non
Sessions
he
will
held
day,
December
ths
at
down
17,
with
Partisan
Examination, Law Schoo
Governor
At the same time a project is Theodore R McKeldin, in whose college students will appear in th arrival to the status of a senior maties ea her minor. She is chap- Adrhisslon Test, and
Voters Registration Committee is town branch of the St. Louis public
the Medic&
1959 edition of WHO'S W
If 0 college in a convocation in tie-- lain of the YWCA; vice president College Admission Test. M
headed by Rev. W. L. Yarned() library, and evening festivities and underway within the association honor the building has been nam1s
AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERI- college auditorium
an outstanding Baptist minister concerts have been planned.
to collect information and meter- ed, giving the dedicatory address.
on Monday, of the Texas Academy of Science; Blanche Jordan, Director of Gui
CAN UNIVERSITIES AND
COL- Dec. 15. Many of the leading busi- vice president of Club 26 and a ante and Personnel,
Meetings are held in the aesem-1 Other board members expected ial suitable for a reserach library Other activities planned in conannounces.
LEGES. .
.Students
AND SO ENDS a too
I to attend are Leroy H. Boyd, New covering Negro composers of ser- nection with the d.,dieation are "A ographies will appear chow bi- ness and profeesional frienda of member of the Lee Belles Lettres
short hnll.
are Mire- the college exfended congratula- Cultural club. She, also, serves as day wit h the
I York City; Mrs. Blanche R. Thom- ious music.
Faculty-Student Night," an "Eve- di D. Bradley.
folks at home,
Patricia Annette tory remarks on the occasion of tutor of Chemistry in the Study It's bark to the
as. Mt. Vernon, N. y.; Mrs. Con- Branches throughout the na- ning with the Alumni," an "Evesalt
mines of Ono
Chapman. John Wesley Curry this testimonial
stance Berksteiner, New York ('ity; tion are scheduled to present pro- ning with College Students
.Announce- Sessions and works for the Welch dy and hard work .In
of the Jr., Robert Andrew Dicgason
preparation
MADRID -- (UPI) — The United Dudley D. Archer, Brooklyn, N
silent of the accreditation was re- Foundation Grant Research Lab- for those mid-term
Y. grams based on the music of these Area," and an 'Hour with High Robert Edward
exams.
States Saturday loaned Spain 22', Chauncey Northern,
Jones Felder ceived by the eollege on F r - oratory of Preirie View. 4Scott is hoping
New Y ork and other composers during Feb. School Seniors." All activities Frances
that
you
will
MM.
Delores
million dollars to improve rail-' City. Miss Josephino C. innies, Chiruary 1959 in observance of Na. will be held in the new McKeldin Annette Dolores Yvonne Greime day. Dec. 5, from Mr. Garland Is the son of Mr and Mrsifigeott erything under control WWI
ways and agriculture.
Harris. Sandra Millet. president. who lied attend• Westbrook, jr., of Houston, Tex- hgye a
I cago; Mrs. Sadie Hardiman, In. tional Negro History Celebration, j Student Union Building.
moment. MVP a NW OP
Jean Lovinegood, Wiljisnt Robby ed the annual
meeting of the as. He is majoring in Sociology leTter to yours "Becky."
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DEFENDER
Sat., Jos. 3, 19S,

ational Foundation Gets$2,300From Virginia OES

•

••
MRS. J. A. JACKSON, Charlottesville, Va., Grand Secretary, Virginia Order of The

Easters Star, presents $7,300
check (lower left photo). This
is the fourth annual contribution of the Grand Lodge. Total

contributed, $8,606 to the
March of Dimes. At lower
right Dr. W. E. Lewis, Chief
of Psychiatric Service, %et-

piens Administration hospital,
Tuskegee. Alabama, presents
$35.00 check from the Southern Region of the American

Bridge Association. Original
units of the American Bridge
are organizing
Association
March of Dimes tournaments

to raise funds for the 1959
March of Dimes. In upper
photos left to right are March
of Dimes delegates from

U.S.Crime
Penalties
Criticized

Appeal Court's
Passport Ruling

Georgia, Oklahoma, Texas and
Florida. Lower center is rest
of Virginia delegation. These
met with delegates from other

states at Tuskegee Institute
recently to plan March of Dimes
campaign which opens Janeary X.

Speed Up Firing
Time Of Missile
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ATTITUDE
ATLANTA — (UP1) — A Negro named as defendants mayor Wilrespectively of Democratic a n d rect Alford to stand aside. Rayburn
( "The prisoners' attitude, seem- WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Dr.
insurance executive who said he ham Hartsfield, the city of Atcaucuses
which
will
will
oath
o
Republican
then
administei
the
ingly, was not 'what can I do to Dale Alford, Little Rock segregawas refused service at the table tants, Dobbs House, Inc., Airport
hive been held the previous day. office to the other 435 members
help myself?' but 'what can be tionist who unseated veteran Rep.
of his choice filed suit in federal terminal manager Jack Gray, and
Sam
Rayburn,
the
member-elect
present
elect,
or
as
many
as
are
article
the
me?',"
help
done to
Brooks Hays (D-Ark.) 'it a hotlydistrict court here Tuesday to end B. F. Buttrey, airport restaurant
district of Texas, Then some supporter of Alford'
-bald. "Very few appeared inter- disputed write-in vote on Nov. 4, from the fourth
segregation in the restaurant at manager.
will be the Democratic nominee right to a seat no doitht will come
ested even in providing themselves will vote in the House at least
Coker, who said he must f 1 y
the Atlanta Municipal Airport.
WASHINGTON. D. C. — The 49th
and again will be elected speaker forward with a resolution to sea
- •aiiith the basic necessities of food, once.
Notice of the suit by H. D. often to the Atlanta airport on state became the 43rd to have an
since the new House is overwhelm- him. On that, some members for
warmth and shelter. More than
complaint
charged
in
the
Beyond that single vote, his fu- ingly Democratic.
business,
Coker of Birmingham, Ala., was
Advisory Committee to the Comand against the resolution will
..1 once the Chinese gave prisoners ture as a member of the 96th Con— (UPI) — The given last week, but formal filing that the restaurant hostess rtfused mission on Civil Rights. Chairman
chance to go up into the nearby gress is in doubt at the moment. Rayburn will take his o a t In, almost surely demand a roll call. WASHINGTON
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by
legal
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Department
pre- At that point, the "ifs" start Agriculture
John A. Hannah, president of Michhills for firewood, but the men Alford's right t- represent Ar- make a few remarks, and
pare to swear in the rest of the piling up.
plans to buy about 10 million ties. It was the fourth suit at- choice last Aug. 4 and "attempted igan State university, announced
nsually were too lethargic."
kansas' fifth district Congression- members elect in a mass cere- If a majority of the House ap- pounds of frozen ground pork for tacking city, county and state seg- to direct him to a single corner the appointment of seven Alaskans
, The report said one third of al seat has bee.i challenged by a
regation practices to be filed here, table segregate(' behind a screen to a committee for the newest
proves the resolution, Alford will donation to school lunchrooms.
the American prisoners in Korea House elections committee on a mony.
Coker demanded a permanent for the purpose of serving Ne- state.
be seated. If the resolution is re- The pork will cost the governdied, many of the younger ones 3-2 vote. Although the committee EXPECTED SPEECH
injunction
against operation of the groes."
At this point some member is jected, some other proposal wig ment between 5 and 6 million dolThree of the members are from
from a morale malady called itself goes out of business with the
Dobbs House Restaurant at the airport on a segregated basis. He Anchorage. The other four are from
expected to get up and say approx- be offered — possibly to investi- lars, official estimated
"giv e-up-itis,"
85th Congress, any member-elect imately this:
estimated.
officials
lars,
gate his election, as recommendNcrme, Fairbanks, Angoon and
1 A sufferer from this mental out- of the new Congress can put the
A spokesman said the frozen
Ketchikan. The committee includes
look would at first become de- challenge to a House test on open- "Mr. speaker, on the basis of ed, and to deny him his seat
ground pork, which can be used
evidence presented to the House meantime.
an Eskimo, a Negro, an India.
ing day.
Committee on Campaign Expendi- The zventual alternatives appar- in meat loaf or seasoned and used
and a Jewish merchant.
The way things stand now, some tures, in object to the seating of ently are the seating of Alford, as sausage, was being purchased
Brad Phillips, a travel A coon! end
1,,
member is sure to do so, precipi- Congressman-elect Dale Alford of after an inquiry; the seating of on a trial basis.
member of the Anchorage City
tating a bitter fight and a roll call Arkansas, and ask that he be di- Hays, despite the fact he didn't If the pork proves acceptable
Council, was named chairman.
vote on whether Alford should be rected to stand aside during the contest; or failure to seat either. In schools, an official said, it
,
seated at once or required to stand administration of the oath of of- In the latter event, Gov. Orval would be a useful addition to a
aside pending an investigation into fice to the members-elect."
Faubus no doubt would order a large-scale price-supporting proDES MOINES — (UPI) — Au- said, and some "panic selling" of
his election.
Rayburn, under the precedents, special election to fill the vacancy. gram later if heavy purchases are thorities are investigating the homes occurred when reports of
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needed to bolster sagging
burning of a cross, made up of the McCrae sale reached residents
For at least an hour or so on
markets.
oil-soaked bales of hay, on the of the area.
Jan. 7, Alford will be treated like
A letter was sent Friday to 'all'
lawn of a white minister who reall the other 435 persons certified
cently sold his home in an all- families in the McCrae block by
by state officials as having been
white neighborhood to a Negro the Commission on Human Rights,
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — An elected to the House. Initially, all
Higgins said. The letter, he added,
couple.
increase in the cost of living today 436 are on a par as "membersThe baled hay was laid in the outlined the commission's role in
darkened an otherwise bright pic- elect,.." though some have been
shape of a cross about 10 feet the situation.
ture of the American economy.
members of the House continuouslong and six feet wide last
ruThe Labor Department reported ly since as long ago as 1913.
OROVILLE, Calif. — (UPI) —
night in the center of the front U
, esday that the cost of living, The clerk of the preceding sesA ghorities said Wednesday they i I
lawn at the home of the Rev.
'spurred by rising automobile pric- sion, Ralph R. Roberts, will gavel
would file r. murder charge • S•
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At the same time, the Corn- by states, of all the members- James E. Rutherford, chairman of the Chicago Chapter.
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — AcThe slaying took place to a .,..
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erce Department reported the elect. Alford's name will be high
Among those to be remembered are patients in the Vet- tress Linda Christian, ex-wife of authorities said. but his wife
trailer court a half-niile north of l'..
nation's economy posted heavy or the list, since Arkansas is prethe late Tyrone Power, has been three children noticed nothing
Chico,
Calif., Monday night when
erans Administration hospitals (Hines, Research, and given custody of their two daugh- amiss until the hay cross flared
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whiskbroom, toqthbrush, small money to purchase a
Christmas Taryn, as well as his mother and
ing contracts are tied to the gov'the terror" of criminals a n ii names."
flashlight, and photo folder.
tree and turkey dinner with all split of the estate with assets goarment's price index.
should be wholly concentrated
In addition, Red Cross'is provid- the trimmings.
Mrs. Malone lived in a two..
ing to his widow, Deborah;
Ewan Clague, commissioner of
upon detecting them, he said.
ing for patients in V. A. military,
story $12,000 trailer home whit*
labor statistics, attributed the rise
and other hospitals everything
The first responsibility f e r her husband, M. Sgt. Royce Main November to higher price tags
from decorated Christmas trees
Crime prevention is in the home lone, was serving with the Air
on automobiles. Auto prices jumpand gift wrapping materials to
the school, the church, "and other Force in England.
ed 6.4 per cent from the October
strolling carolers and ice cream
character-building agencies," he She frequentlr entertained fo
ab
level,
and cookie parties.
declared. But the attitudes of most her neighbors. Only last weeken
' He predicted there would be no H. R. WARNER, who portrayed
of us promote a "big, gentle cow she invited every child in
major increase in living costs the Saviour in "The King of
like concept of police work."
trailer court to a Christmas pa
through next spring and said auto- King," three
decades ago, dies at
After the crime is committed Among those present were Ca
mobile prices should go down in
eron's
wife, Adella. 21, and h'
the Motion Picture Country Home
LISBON, Portugal — (UPI) —
there come the criminal courts
the months ahead because of dealin Hollywood after a long illness. Fernando Cardinal Cento, papal
and criminal law. The public 7-month-old daughter.
er discounts.
WASHINGTON,
D.
C.
—
Seven
On
Monday
night, Cameron ang
He was 82. Warner, shown in a
thinks criminal law "a dirty, sornuncio in Lisbon, will receive his
prominent Negroes are among did business" and
1943 photo, gained screen im•
an do law a neighbor, Glen Becker, 22, went
persons recently appointed by the schools.
to Mrs. Malone's trailer for a
mortality for his portrayal of cardinal's red hat from Portuguese
Commission on Civil Rights to
couple of drinks.
Jesus of Nazareth in the Cecil President Americo Thomaz TuesSpecialists are not trained and
State
Advisory
Committees
in
one
Becker said the conversat iog.
R. DeMille _epic of 1927. UPI day morning, it was announced
Midwest and three border states. judges as well as the public think was pleasant. He said he suggest.'
G
Telephoto
punishment deters crime and
Sunday.
They are:
ed several times that he a n d
_
OHIO — .Tames Slater Gibson, criminals can be controlled by Cameron leave, but that Camerae
of Toledo, attorney, and Rev. C. force if they refuse to control refosed. Becker left alone.
'-•
Leroy Hacker, of Springfield, a themselves by "will power." Gill
Cameron told sheriff's Capt.
ATESSIVE AfolSE19
Baptist minister. Both are mem- asked, in effect, how silly can you Robert Schwab that Mrs.
Malone
BE DETRIMENTAL TO HEALTH
bers of the Governor's Commis- get?
persisted in calling him "viler
After the courts, the prison re- names." Finally, he
sion on Civil Rights.
said, he
MISSOURI — Mrs. Franklin T. ceives the criminal aod in the struck her with his fist, knocking
' NEW YORK — (UPI) — Charles
Freeman, of St. Louis, attorney prison one finds "monkey-cage her unconscious.
De Gaulle has been selected as
and deputy legal advisor to the penology." The convict is degrad- "Then I guess I went crazy,"
"Man of the Year" by the editors
St. Louis Housing Authority, and ed and deprived and cut off from he said.
of Time magazine, it was announckr HOME WE
Dr. Lorenzo Greene, of Jefferson society.
ed Monday.
City. Lincoln university professor Instead of "hard work" he often
AREEXPoSEA TO
The magazine said Be Gaulle's
and chairman of the human rights is condemned to idleness and is
LONDON — (UPI) — Two doc- was nothing organically wrong
THE Woh9E9 OF
return to power in France w,a a
commiLee o' the Missouri Asso- subjected to petty and debasing
with
her.
tors
reported Friday on the trou"the year's most impressive disrules. Yet America thinks criminEVERYDAy
ciation for Social Welfare.
She had been given a hula hoop
play of political mastery." It said bles they said could result from
KENTUCKY 4- Dr. R. B. At- als are "rehabilitsted" in prison.
CilaVVEN,APPII/WcES,
not long before and "proved to
On that assumption, they are rehe was the only one of the world's too much hula hooping.
wood, of Frankfort, president of
NEARBY STREET
be very pr-ficient with it, at both
In letters to the British Medileaders who "harnessed" and turnKentucky State college and chair- leased on parole and returned to
neck and waist level," Nelson
Era
ACTA/10Es
society
where it is thought they'll
ed to positive ends the explosive cal Journal, Dr. J. 0. Newman wrote.
man of the Kentucky Council on
cease their criminal ways, But
desire for change that stalked the of Stevanage, England, and Dr.
CAIV
Human Relations.
CONCORD, N. C. — (UPI)
Haldane G. Nelson, of Doblin, de- CHILDREN. ADULTS
earth in 1958."
TENNESSEE — John Hope, II, some 60 per „ent do no such thing Wesley Hooks just couldn't c
8E90o-01800T
Newman reported that an unThe magacti.oe chose Nikita scribed symptoms of the "hula
Nashville, an executive of the and the reason is that a prison trot his car and his
turkey at
usual number of children and
Race Relations Department of Fisk does not rehabilitate and SHOULD the same time.
Khrushchey of Russia as its man hoop disease" as a pain in the upyoung adults had come to him
university, and A. Maceo Walker, not.
of the year for 1957, the Hungari- per abdomen and a pain in the
Hooks
'
bought
a live gobbler fee
with pains in the neck, shoulders
Whet is needed is to take crimNsTALL
of Memphis, president of the Unian Freedom Fighter in 1956, Har- neck.
Christmas.
or stomach.
serval Life Insurance company inals from prison and rehabilitate
low Curtice of General Motors in PAINS 'ALL OVER'
On
the
trip
ACOUSTICAL
home,
the turkey
MIINCS
In each ease, le said, inquiry
them in an organized and purposeNelson described the case of a
and of the Tri-State Bank.
1955, and Secretary of State John
began flopping about in t h •
revealed the pains followed a first
V/IIICII''SoAk
OP
ful
way
MOIST"
before
7-year-old
returning
them
to
girl
who
had
pains
all
Foster Dulles in 1954.
car. Hooks grabbed for it with
society.
over, could not walk and had a attempt at hula hooping.
MooNTAPPIIAAICES
The anti - capital punishment both hands.
When a 68-year-old woman had
temperature of 142.
O,/QO,9ER PADS,
nt ear ran down an embank.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The views were those of Sara R. Ehr- meTli
lie sen,. her to a hospital as a identical pains Newman said he
Ws4TilrR-5TRIF
government reports that as of mid- mann "of Brookline, Mass. S In e
WASHINGTON — (un) _ New possible polio victim, but the hos- remarked: "If you were a little
Hooks
got a hump on the head,
DooRg 4mO witi100w1
night. 1958 its stockpiles of strate- told the scientific symposium on
equipment allowing air traffic con- pital changed the tentative diag- younger. I'd have asked if you
gic war materials were more than criminology it was a pure a n d the ear got a lot of bumps and
wire hula hooping."
trollers to watch radar sets under ' nosh; to benign menigitis.
AND USE MEORAWICAL
the
turkey
80
per
cent
complete.
The
Office
met its end a little
simple fact that neither capital
Tests proved both diagnosis "As a matter cf fact, I did
daylight conditions has been orVooR cLOS'ERS.
of Civil and Defense Mobilization punishment no; the lack of it has .onner than had been scheduled,
dered by the Civil Aeronautics Ad- I wrong, Nelson wrote The patient a go at young Willie's ','Ittliday
reported FrI"
any influence on the homicide due In injuries.
recovered very rapidly, for there party," the elderly patient replied.
ministration.
on June 0 was 85,400,000,000.
rate.
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Jones School Bias Attack

LJWe_Liy"

William Robert Ming, jr., this
week backed Theodore A. Jones' in
his attack on the Board of Education for its discriminatory policies
in the administration of t h e
public schools and took the Chicago Tribune to task for its criticism of Jones who is president
of the Chicago NAACP.
In a letter to the Tribune, Ming,
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From School World
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NEWS

Well! Well! Well! Let's all take
Due to the influx of material
a deep breath together, for we covering the integration story,
have done it again — fought our since 1954, the Integration Service
way right through another Christ- Bulletin, a mimeographed sheet
mas day. Knocked you flat, did put out by the Board of Directors
it not?
of Integration Service, Inc. here
Tell you what. Settle back in an in Memphis, is ending its service.
your
at
left
Santa
that
easy chair
The Integration Service, which
house, take out the pen and sta- attemeted to hurdle the communitionery that you dug from under cationstbarrier between the races,
the tree, and • start timing now and did a tremendous job, feels
for next Christmas. Comes next no longer the need to offer a chanyear, you can sit back and thank nel for enlightenment and discusyour lucky stars. Why not try it. sion op the integration study.
I hope that ell of you had a very
Since the United States Supreme
take it Court decision in 1954, that ruled
merry Christiitas. Now
hog
The
easy on the New Year.
out segregatioh in the public
jowl and black eye peas are tra- schools, the bulletin has tried to
ditional, but also nourishing, es- close the gap of ignorance on the
pecially after a week of cakes, integration problem. Started in
Pies, candies and what have you April. 1955, the ISB has striven to
So follow me right on into the provide the necessary information
kitchen, and let's eat a toast to for those people of Memphis with
1959.
the broadmindedness to try and
COLLEGIANS HOME
understand the motives and reaAll of the college gang'blew into sons behind such a far reaching
Lefrom
holidays
town for the
decision.
An evaluation committee _af the
WEST COVINA, Calif. — (UPI) Moyne and Lane colleges and Tenand Fisk uni- Integration Service sums ugtheir
State
I
and
nesee
A
—Police wrote out 54 citations for
versities. Home for "Mom's" cook- decision this way: Those whom we
Herschel Lee Welch, 18, when he ing were Ann Connor, Nita Greer,
are now serving have access to
was seized after passing a stop the Purhams, Eisom, Isabel and better services than we can rendsign and leading officers on a 90- Wanda; El and Zel Gooch; Don- er and they are aware of where
nia, Joe Lee and Johnny.
and how to lay their hands on
mile-an-hour chase.
Miss Ladye M. Carter spent the these services. We think we should
He told police he sped away bewith
Hills
holidays in the Carolina
step aside.
cause he was afraid of losing his her sister. Up from Florida were
driver's license for running t h e the Windbushes — Harold B., the
Illadame and the baby.
stop sign.
Mrs. Evelyn De Coate believed
Here from Trenton to spend the
first Christmas day with her fath- families should get together durer, Rev. B. F. Harris, was Mrs. ing the holiday season, even if it
BANK, N. J. — (UPI)—
Esther Lee Johnson.
means hiring a hall.
The Garden State Parkway will
AID THE NEEDY'
buy motorists "one for the road"
She hired one for a get-together
of
board
the
The members of
in the form of tea or coffee early
Miles Chapel CME church took of her 9 children, 43 grandchilNew Year's Day.
plus
time out last Monday to pack 19 dren, 15 great-grandchildren,
Christmas bags for the sick and an undetermined number of inlaws.
shut-in of the town.
Home from Fort neffee, Ark.,
Joe Burns is in the Lauderdale
after finishing his basic training
is George Lee. Here from Idaho to County hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bursey
spend the holidays with his family
spent the holiday in St. Louis, Mo.
is Bud .,Brent.
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HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE

Education must necessarily conclude that the absence of Negroes
sister and family.
from responsible administrative A GREAT DAY
positions in the Chicago school
Christmas Day has been cele- 'sal WAY VISITORS
system is due either to racial disyrr and Mrs. L. G. Bonds spent
brated in this West Tennessee
crimination of 'white supremacy'.
oliday in Clarksville. Tenn.
town, and families start,' ,t with
LILY-WRITE
and Mrs. William Seay are
After
church services at 5:00
competent
highly
the
of
light
In
her 'rom Mansfield, Ohio, visiting
services, families gathered around
services of Negro school adminisMrs. Mary Manley.
mother,
the Christmas tree to noon •,fts her
trators in public schools throughfor Already here were the Seay chitleft
been
had
what
see
and
tree nonna •inci Billy.
out the country, it seems diffithen. by Ole Santa. Then it was
cult to avoid the conclusion that
Miss Hattie Plunk is here visittraditional
the
and
all,
for
home
the "lily-white" character of the
ing her aisteras.
dinner.
family
Chicako school administrative sysMrs. ddie B. Roe is away for
The John Thomases and Mrs.
tem is the result of racial discrimito St. Lows, Mo., and New
Collins were dinner guests in visits
Lucy
Jones
Mr.
event.
say
In
nation.
their parents. Mr. York.
rightly asked the Board to determ- the home of
cuRPRLSE PARTY
and Mrs. James Thomas. Later
ine the cause, Ming stated.
The Vance home was thrown open
afternoon the Thomases
"Your editorial cannot change in the
to an excellent group of men who
the
in
Baskervilles
the
joined
the facts. But your misconstrucslipped in on Rev. W. S. Vance
of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
tion of criticisms of the operation home
to help him celebrate his birthday.
children.
and
Bryson
of the Chicago school system is not
for The pastor of the First Baptist
present
relatives
Out-of-town
I
which
likely to further the aim
Christmas dinner were Mr. church Brownsville, members of
am positive you share with Mr. the
official staff of the church,
Mrs. Arthur Baskerville, of the
and
NAACP,
Chicago
the
end
.
5r05
Jones
,ers were there with
"wtthns‘
mother and father of
namely, that the Chicago School Mason, the
Mrs. Dudley Baskerville, games and jokes that only men
System should be operated so as to Mr. and
Covington; Sirs. Leathia Mc- could en,oy and apnreciate.
provide all Chicagoans without re- of
While' .1-4`fun ws, 'n nroeress,
and Mrs. William Baskergard to race or creed as effective Lin, Mr.
messages of congratulation came
Mary
Mrs.
and
children;
and
ville
as
and democratic school system
in from the children and his
Johnson, of Mason.
our tax dollars can buy," he said.
broteer-in-law, June Sims, of New
YOUNG FOLK HOME
York.
Many young people are home
Assisting Mrs. Vance as hostess
from college and other cities visitMVO,
'
was Miss Lila Northcross. Sirs,
,
ing with friends and relatives.
'
James '`'hoinas ;s IlrIme fro-, r,;sk, EarnestIne Jeffries directed the
William Penn from Meharry Med games, while Mesdames Johnnie
Mae Taylor, of. Brownsville, and
ical college; and Austin Hughley,
Drucilla Tuggle and Lerlia CunFreddie Rogers, Robert Banks,
ningham, of Humboldt, helped
Elliot, Misses Ruthie Young
with the preparation of food. Mrs.
Nance, Vivian Graves and Brenda
Winefred
Rodgers, a niece of the
Jones from Tennessee A and I
honoree, was general assistant.
State university.
Rev. Vance was at a loos for
Cpl. Floyd Lacey, who is sta- words as Rev. Currie read cards
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
visithere
is
York,
Nov.
New
the
in
that
tioned
today
said
NAACP
and opened the many lovely ^ifts
4 elections increased chances for ing his parents. Miss Jewel Low- sent and brought to a man who
of new human rights ery is also home from New York. had helped to make so many
enactment
boys has proposed. I am 20 and
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Tuggle are hearts glad.
during the next session
very happily married to a nice legislation
spending a few days in Knox- THE 1rISTIIERGARTESI
fellow. although I am the plain of Congress.
In a year-end review of race ville, Tenn., with Mrs. Tuule's Twenty-three little hearts were
type.
1958,
When I took courses In home relations in the U. S. during
economics and asked my sister to NAACP executive secretary Roy vestigation of violations of Ne- ergarten as the group sat down
go with me she said it was a Wilkins said the elections may groes' rights to vote in that state; to a lovely Christmas dinner rewaste of time. Consequently, she prove to have been the most the high-handed arrest of three cently.
can't do anything useful. Can't you significant development of the visiting Negro clergymen in BirMrs. Lerlia Cunningham, chairmingham on suspicion of plan- man of the pantry committee, and
please show her that it takes civil rights field.
Birmingham
who
others
the
nin,„ to urge
more than beauty to get along in
"Negro citizens and
Miss Northcross were instrumenthis world? G. B.
believe in implementation of the Ngroes to refrain from riding city al in eollertine articles of 'nod
two
in
of
sentencing
and
rulings
court's
the
and
Dear G. B.,
and
money with which to purchase
(Supreme)
buses
Your sister's disposition is prob- the enactment of civil rights 8-and-9-year-old Negro boys to a it
ably more at fault than her lack meaSures were heartened by the reformatory in Monroe, N. C., beCanned goods were donated by
of domestic talents. Many girls election returns," Wilkins said.
cause one of them was kissed by Mesdames Mary Rowans Towndon't learn to cook or clean until
"Already plans have been a little white girl playmate."
send,"A. 13. Roe, and Clara Givthey are housewives, although it formulated to secure CongressionHowever, Wilkins said that de- ens, and F. M. Thomas; the cake
is certainly an advantage to learn al action in support of the Su"negative side" and hy the chairman of the board,
earlier. All the beauty in t h e preme Court's decisions as well spite the
Mrs. Vance. Cash was given by
world, however, won't win friends as of other civil rights measures." school closures in some areas, the Mesdames V. P. Pulliam, C. C.
number of desegregated school
or a husband unless it is coupled DEVELOPMENTS
systems in the south continued Thomas, Martha Lacey, Marie
with good temper, consideration
Robinson, Elizabeth Ballard, S. M.
Wilkins listed other sIgnificants to increase."
and cooperation.
'
Ellison D. Si. McKinney A. B.
developments in race relations
The NAACP executive secretary Roe, Enid Sims,
Sarah Johnson
during the year as:
quoted the ''Southern School and Goldey
Mays.
— Reaffirmation by the SuNews" as saying 790 districts had CONTRIBUTORS
its
of
29
Sept.
preme Court on
been desegregated of the 2,890 biMen who contributed were Leeruling of May 17, 1954, banning
racial district in southern and zie Ware, Booker Taylor,
Elmer
segregation in public schools. He
states.
border.
Booth, Sylvester Raymond Portsaid the new decision "spelled
More than 100,000 Negro stu- er, L. G. Bond, George Cooper,
the doom of 'massive resistance'
The Coronation ceremonies were to de-segregation by some south- dents were enrolled in desegre- Author Sims, Flem Thomas and
gated school systems in 1958, an W. H. Lacey, Mr. and Mrs. James
held recently at Dunbar High ern states."
school. Mrs. Luella Mason w a s
— A call for support of the increase of 50,000 over the pre- Wallick. The turkey was preparcrowned Queen, with Greer Col- Supreme Court's desegregation vious year, he said. However, he ed by Sirs Julia Marsh.
lins capping the King 'title. Both rulings by four religious groups: said another 2,500,000 Negro chil- MANY GIFTS
Mesdames Porter and Rankerare representatives of the St. the Protestant Episcopal church's dren continued to attend compulville presented gifts to all of the
James MB church pastored by House of Bishops, the Roman sorily segregated schols.
Rev. W. L. Davis. The honors went Catholic Bishops of the U. S., the
children, who in turn gave gifts to
to the kicky pair for their work Methodist Council of Bishops, and
each other . . .
in bringing them out on top in the a group of 309 Protestants and
Everyone was loud in his praise
drive for contributions to t h e Jewish clergymen in Atlanta.
for the teachers of the school.
churches. The money will beneDon't forget the first Sunday
— Increased federal activity in
fit the Dunbar school.
the field of civil rights, including
CINCINNATI — (UPI) — Sihugo night in January. It is the time
Sunday night, Dec. 21, a Christ, moves by the Department of Jus- (Si) Green, ailing Cincinnati Roy- for celebration of the 95th anniverman pageant was dramatized at tice in the Little Rock situation als basketball star, will not have sary of the singing of the Emancithe St. Luke MB church, with
pation Proclamation with a proto undergo brain surgery.
and attendant court action.
members of the St. Luke and First NEGATIVE SIDE
A team of Neuro-surgeons said, gram at Lane Chapel.
Baptist participating. The play
"On the negative side," Wil- after completing a series of tests, The guest speaker for the ockins said, "were the bombings that Green was suffering from a casion will be the Rev. E. L. Curre, of Brownsville.
of churches, synagogues, schools brain contusion or bruise.
and private homes; the defiant
of the civil rights commission by
Alabama election officials w ii o
refused to cooperate in the in-
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WALLACE

MISMOIUMMIIIIIIMMOOMOMMWESSOMMI
' The Frankie Lymon Fan club led and the boisterous dec,prum of
sponsors dances every Wednesday the young men. Independent
night at Club Handy which at- spokesmen declined to comment
tract thugs in the city. Many so- on the Amigas charge.
called "nice" boys and girls mix
Incidentally, in spite of the way
With these young gangsters un- things are going, disc jockey Nat
chaperoned. In many cases fights D. Williams, the club's advisor,
are started and result in some is working hard to bring the curteenager getting seriously injur- rently ragtag group up to par
with other social clubs. The disc
ed.
This dance should be one of the jockey has given them 15 minutes
most wholesome in the city, hut on his radio show. The new feaIt is far from that. Either this ture is called "The Teen-Age
Proxy Isaac Young
kind of conduct should be discon- Whirl," and
Wallace need
tinued, or the dance should be dis- a n d Robert
plenty of practice to keep the offcontinued.
beat program .from being boring.
The Independent Social club lost Wallace and the president spin the
its chances of annexing the Los
records', and thy tunes are much
Amigos club as a sorority last more appealing than their untraim
week at the Abe Scharff YMCA. ded voices.
The President of the girls' club
SPUTTONET'TS social seem to
said she and fellow members be doing everything by flying
were shocked at the manner in space ships and sending up Sputwhich business of the club is hand. niks. It has become one of the
most outstanding female social
units in the Bluff City area. In
the young men's division, the Turbans, headed by Rudolph Williams,
are in first place.
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race relations in the Chicago
school system are such that the
proposed appropriation for i t s
Department of Human Relations
is inadequate.
SUPPORTS CHARGE
"To support. this criticism and
to indicate the depth and range
of the problem Mr. Jones pointed
to:
1. The recent racial disorder in
Lindbloom High school and other
schools. 2. The absence of Negroes from high administrative positions in the school system including the post of district superintendent, and 3. the concentration of
Negro teachers in schools having
predominantly Negro pupil populations.
"One of your representatives at
the hearing, heard Mr. Jones'
statement and was givim a copy
of it. It seems unfortunate therefore that the only note taken by
the Tribune of Mr. Jones' statement was an inaccurate and ..nis•
leading one," Sling stated.
The lawyer also stated:
"Any person who looks at the
history of the Chicago Board of

Mrs. Willie Shell of 1414 Mallory., Mrs. Walter Askew of 607 E""1.
Bora at John Gaston hospital:
Dec. 20, 1958
A slaughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
A daughter, Lora, to Mr. and
A son, Howard, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. J. T. Head of 3004 Forest. Mrs. Ivory Brown of 456 Tillman.
Howard Weeder of 1330 PhiladelA daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and
Twins, boy and girl, George and
phia.
Mrs. Merriweather Rogers of 415 Evelyn, to Mr. and Mrs. William
Massey of 1436 Pillow.
A daughter, Vernice, to Mr. and S. Wellington.
Mrs. Floyd Brantley of 180 W. A daughter, Debra. to 21r. and
A daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and
Mallory.
Mrs. James Love of 1370 Kenne Mrs Willie Harris of 946 N. Sixth.
A daughter, Deborah, to Mr. and a popular attorney and member of
A daughter, Rosalind, to Mr. dy.
A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Sam Sbhnson of 1320 Em- the National Legal Committee of
and Mrs. Charles Rogers of 710
Walker Roach of 2249 Eldri,Ige. merson.
the NAACP, explained that he himGeorgia.
A daughter, Karen, to Mr. and self would criticize Jones if t h e
A son, Curtis, to Mr. gnd Mrs. A son, Lawrence, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Williams of 816 Saxon. Mrs. Herman Dickey of 301 Mod- latter had urged the appointment
Willie Dorsey of 1015 Eyers.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert der.
A daughter, Bither, to Mr. and
of any public official solely because...pi his race, creed or color
Mrs.. Roosevelt Griffin of 5570 Poindexter of 405 N. Manassas. Dec. 26, 1958
A son. to Mr. and Mrs. Pearli• and without regard to his merit,
A daughter. Fannie, to Mr. and
Lamar.
' A son, Will. to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Jimmie Smith of 518 Abel. Harper of 591 Lauderdale.
but that Mr. Jones made no such
A son, Derek, to Mr. and Mrs. proposal.
S. T. Johnson of 250 Richmond. Dec. 23, 1958
Sample.
1302
of
McCraw
J.
T.
and
Mr.
A daughter, Janice, to
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
A daiwhter. Brenda, to Mr. "The only statement made by
Mrs. Joseph McChristian of 875 Mrs. John Smith of 1415 Britton.
A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs. and Jessie McNeal of 5 2 5 Mr. Jones on this subject had been
Polk.
made at the hearing of the Board
' A daughter, Deborah, to Mr. and J. B. Proctor of 646 N. Front. Ba Itim ore.
Education on its proposed budof
Mrs.
and
to
Mr.
to
and
Anthony,
Mr.
son,
daughter,
A
A
Grace.
273
of
Blakney
L.
Mrs. Roy
get," Ming pointed out, and added:
Mrs. John Knox of 70 Wisconsin. James Foulks of 377 Mitchell.
wood.
addition to other criticisms
"In
A son, Daryl, to Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Justosca, to Mr. and Dec. 24, 1958
of the proposed bldget Mr. Jones
A son, Winston, to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Jones of 410 Laclede.
Mrs. Eddie Porter of 1320 Brown.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. William pointed out that file problems of
' A daughter, Bonnie, to Mr. and Willie Bobo of :1144 Hale.
A daughter, Cathy, to Mr. and Barham of 309 Red Row.
Mrs. Wash Harris of 1047 Fields.
Mrs. Clarence Williamson of 1314 A daughter, Claire, to Mr.
Dec. 21, 1958
N. McNeil.
and Mrs. Izoar Robinson of 1903
' A daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
A son, LaVerna, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. J. T. Triplet of 1655 Pope. LaVerna Dickerson of 2680 Spotts- Rile.
TEl CITY stk
' A daughter, Martha, to Mr. and wood.
Season's greetings to each of
Mrs. Sam Bell of 1828 Rozelle.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. you: Since most of us are still
' A son, James, to Mr and Mrs.
Martin Robinson of 17 Farrow.
celebrating Christmas, your scribe
Ephron Robinson of 2242 Howell.
A daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr. included, we can hardly get enough
' A son. George, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Dempsy
Jeffries of 729 facts together for a column this
Henry Ford of 695 Polk.
Williams.
week.
A daughter, Jo Linda. to Mr.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
We have heard plenty, but the
and Mrs. Percy Webb of 2313 Per- Pegues of 385 Edith.
facts we do not have, so for that
ry.
A daughter, Markeeta, to Mr. reason we are going to see you
•,
•
A son„ Johnnie. to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Freddie Williams of 164 next week with a nice long newsy
'Johnnie McGee II, of 690 Williams. Overton.
that
it
column. Be sure to see to
Musing: LET YOUR CON' A daughter, Glenda, to Mr. and Dec. 25, 195a
all of your news has been turned
Mrs. Andrew Todd of 262 Kirk.
A daughter. Robin. to Mr and in. For us to write about you, SCIENCE BE YOUR GUIDE? ...
A eon, Robert. to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Osburn Marr of 2233 Lyon. we must know about you.
(Continued) When conscience is unRobert Baity of 248 Hernando.
A son. Willie, to Mr. and Mrs. ,,Mr. John Lyons, of Toledo, Ohio, certain, it needs to be fixed. An
' A son, Fernando, to Mr. and Willie Jones, Sr.. of 1548 Locust. is the house guest of Mr. and
uncertain conscience Is no guide
Mrs. Webbie McDonald of 327 DeA daughter, Jane to Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Overall this week.
at all. Unless we are certain we
catur.
Mrs. Lawrence Ware of 1003 TexMrs. Icy D. Arnold died here are right, we expose ourselves to
A daughter, Theresa, to Mr. as.
recently after a long illness. She the danger of doing wrong. It oftand Mrs. Samuel Byrd of 1291
Twins boys, Ronald and Ro- is survived by her son, John Earl en happens that conscience is lax
Hamilton.
land, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wash- Arnold, and a host of other re- and then it takes a careless un' A daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and ington of 257 W. Burbank.
latives and friends.
concerned and self-indulgent view
Mrs. James Hinton of 3052 Mt. OlAson, Lawrence, to Mr. a n d
Most of us have relatives and of right and wrong. Such a conive.
Mrs. Gilbert Isom of 1219 Cum- friends that we will tell you about science is a positive danger, no
Dec. 22, 1958
mings.
next week.
matter whether it is careless in
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and, A daughter, Judy, to Mr. and
See you then.
some things and not others, or
careless as a matter of course.
Such a conscience Is dull and sluggish and needs to be "turned up"
and made alert.
Dear Carlotta:
My older sister Is an unusually
attractive girl at 23. Although
she has many dates, none of the

Notes ofInterest
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QUEEN MASON
was very colorful and touching.
Candle light was the only light
used during the entire play. Each
member of the choir held a candle
as they lustily sang inspirational
Chrisamas carols. The play was
sponsored by Mrs. L. L. Ilillard,
retired teacher and member of
First Baptist.
On Dec. 28, First Baptist church
celebrated its anniversary. Rev.
R. L. James is the pastor.
Students from AM&N collge in
Pine Bluff, Ark., in Earl for the
holidays are Dever Settles, Lois
Smith, Georgia Davis, Earline
Simpson and Miss Parr. Gene
Tucker is in from Mississippi Industrial college, in Holly Springs,
Miss.
Mrs. Mamie Wallace was burned to death recently in a fire
which destroyed her house. Mrs.
Wallace was 82 years old. T h e
home of Mr. Brooks and ,
1 1r.
George Billington was destroyed.

Acrobatic Language
DERBY, England — (UPI) —
French acrobat Lihsarn Barrani
overcame a language harrier
Monday by standing on his hand's.
Ile_ did the hand-stand on a
bank counter when he was uahle
to explain his occupation in order
to convert his francs into pounds.

Monday Evening, Dec. 29
5:00 Living Classroom,
5:30 Adventure Club,
6:00 Serenade.
7:00 Story Book Princess.
7:15 Living Classroom.
8:00 Special Films (1 hour).
10:00 Japanese Brush Painting.
Tuesday Evening, Dec. 30.
5:00 John Hopkins File 7.
5:30 Adventure Club.
6:00 Serenade,
7:00 Fignewton's Newspaper.
7:15 Sing Hi, Sing Lo.
7:30 Special Film.
8:00 Living Classroom.
8:30 Children Growing.
9:00 Japanese Brush Painting,
9:30 Special Film,
10:00 Passing Notes on Musk'.
Wednesday Evening, Dec. 31
1:30 Word To Wives.
5:00 Living Classroom,
5:30 Adventure Club.
6:00 Serenade,
7:15 Living Classroom.
8:00 Coronation Ceremony.
8:30 Musical Forms.
9:00 Instruments of the
Orchestra.
9:30 Passing Notes on Music,
Thursday Evening, Jan. I
5:00 Music for Young People.
5:30 Living Classroom. (1
2-hr.).
/
6:00 Serenade,
7:00 Fignewton's Newspaper.
7:15 Sing Hi, Sing Lo.
7I-30 The Pony.
8:00 Japanese Brush Painting.
8:30 Sew Easy.
9:00 Atomic Primer.
9:30 Portrait of a Queen.
10:00 A Dancer's World.
Friday Evening, Jan. 2
5:00 Living Classroom (45-min.).
6:00 Serenade.
7:00 Story Book Princess.
7:15 The Friendly Giant,
7:30 Living Classroom.
8:00 Royal Journey.
0:00 Language in Action.
9:30 Musical Forms.
10;00 United Nations Review,

CLASSIFIEDS
STOP!

?OR =NT
Furnished Apartmentg
Reasonable
Tete, stop nutting perfumed •Il• grease
WIZ 6-6311
on your hair. Give the neee-wax back to 550 Edith
the bees
ROUSE or Mork*
USE CORONET HAIR DRESSING scien- QUICK CASH for your
7-2362.
EX.
Day
—
notes
tifically prepared from natural sulfurnat- in.
Hite EX /-3477.
ed on for Negro hair grooming
WILLIAM VANKIRK LABORATORIES
PIANOS
Memphis II, Tenn.
At Wholetale Price to Anyone InyludinS
2 Fine Player Pianos and On• Comb/.
nation Piano and E0e000010 Organ, Aloe
Tine PA System.
FOREMAN PIANO SALES
JOE SIMONS 100 PER CUP!
Cable Nelson Studio, $225
PIANO SERVICE
Gull Itrandson Studio $225 Chickering
251 Jackson — Memphis
studio 1295. electric plarer Piano $285
Small Plano. 5145
$200 RUSSIAN SQUIRREL
Bit Plano $95 Practice Plano $75
CAPE roe $70.
U you want a used piano.
Can
YOU will find it here.
6-2402 atter S PAL
sit
SR 6-7430
1726 LAMAR

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the MissIssIppt
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being awNy and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Base
ye'
yen lost faith In year husband, wife or sweetheart? A's
your
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an epee book.
Tell you why your Job or bushiest Is not a success. If you have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway II South. just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando Her home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Re sere
En look tor the RED BRICE ROUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. iShe never had as office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whiteluiven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and sea MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY II TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Roars 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't tusks any home calls or answer any letters. Be sare
to look for the right alga and the eight same.

-16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Former Sharecropper
Plans $54,000 Farm

Sot., Jon. 3, 1939

Answers Theory
'Negroes Lazy'
Negroes received the label, avoiding work and producing Just
"lazy," when in reality they were as little as possible —and since
acting as intelligently as any other his prison camp was a farm how
normal individuals would have re- he stole chickens at every opporacted under similar circumstan- tunity. He also described how he
ces, says Dr. S. I. Hayakawa, a put on an expression of imbecility
semanticist in the Dec. 27 issue of when ever he was approached
the Saturday Evening Post in an by his Nazi overseers."
Words Without knowing
article entitled "How
it, Dr. Maya.
Change Our Lives,"
kawa said, the artist, in describing
"What art the facts?"asks Dr.
his action, gave "an almost perHayakawa, professor of language
fect picture of the literary type of
arts at San Francisco State colSouthern Negro during slavery
lege.
days."
"Under conditions of slavery,
NURSE RETIRES — Mrs. AlUnder which Negroes were. not NOT INHERENT
ine Vance of 1035 Woodlawn,
Laziness, he said, is not an inpaid for working, there wasn't
standing, center, public nurse
any point in being an industrious herent quality of any group of perCounty Health Department reand responsible worker," he said. sons, but is just a "response" to
recently after 30 years
tired
a
work
situation.
GOOD EXAMPLE
tenure. An elaborate dinner
To
say
Negroes
that
lazy,
are
"The French abstract artist,
party was given in her honor
Jean Ilelion, once told the story Dr. Hayakawa said, is out-of-date by her co-workers, who preof his life as a prisoner of war in end the crudest kind of unscientia German camp, where, during fic observation.
the Second War, he was compell- "The tragedy is not simply that
people make such statements," he
ed to do forced labor.
"He told how he loafed on the said. "The graver fact is that
fob, how he thought of devices for they believe themselves.

'Like most other farm families, school' sweetheart.
the Dolphus Joneses who own a Today, Mr. and Mrs. Jones and
$54,000 farm near Caldwell. Tex- thbir six children are a model for
as, are busy now making 1959 the State of Texas in Farm and
operating plans. But unlike many Home Development — the method
families, all eight of the Joneses by wkich Extension workers help
—front 4 year old Zudia to her families solve their individual
37.year-old father — are sharing farm and home problems.
in the planning.
A year ago, Mr and Mrs, Jones
"That's how we got where we land their children were. invited to
are." says Mr. Jones who had to Prairie View A and 114 College
borrow a dollar from his mot.14r
to explain to a gradate Class in
years a‘ to nay the preacher
Home Development how
fm- marrying him and his high Farm and
the program has worked for them.
In the class "-'ere vxteesion farm
and home demonstration agents
from across the South.

I

Student Files
Bias Complaint
On Monsanto Co.

table this week with County Agent
Alexander B. Rigsby making elani
for the year ahead, they will rglik
view 1958 achievements. each Mr
porting on the proeress he has
made toward attaining the goals
set a year ago.
/. (*ALS
That done, each will then state
what he wants for himself in '059
or later and what he think- is
needed in the home and on the
farm. For examnle. last year the
family listed 33 short-term and
tong•term goals These incliv'ed
the clearine of 30 acres more for
*ho aritUfinn nf

way and earace to the home, new
Working G
antning and soli,- curtains for the living room, a
anv"
d pylv'
sented herlivith a lovely demiing problems together come nat- desk for Donald's room, planting
Mrs. Cornelia Tillman, Miss
tasse set in token for their apural for Mr. and Mrs. Jones. They only hybrid seed corn, the our.
Charlotte Howard, Mrs. Lillie
preciation of her services. An
got out their lessons together chase of a family car, and collene
Mr.e McGuire, Mrs. Nazarine
orchid was presented to Mrs.
Clarke, Mrs. Vance, Mrs. Fencome natural for Mr. and Mrs. or trade education for the chilVance by Mrs. Flora Cochran,
ton Little, Mrs. Bessie Oakley,
Jones. They got out their lessons dren.
of Fora's Flower shop. PresMrs. Fantine Shelton, Mrs. Cetocether as classmates in high
fn rn•• errnccoc 9110111 Cc o(13
ent at the affair, from left to
lestia Porter and Mrs. Mary
school and marched together in
annualy off beef cattle and hogs
right, were: Mrs. Marguerite
o
t
f
h
e19
e37
Robinson.
.duation nee in the spring
WASHINGTON, D. C.—A charge
s3.500 off cotton, $700 off .-es,
Turner, Mrs. Alberta Lee,
of discriminatory hiring practices
S500 "off hay, anti nearly 52 0n0
by the,mammoth Monsanto Chem- Six months later they marched from custom
work with their h.
ical cempany was filed last week out of a church together, man
baler and other equipment.
with lhe Presid:nt's Committee and wife. Then they began shareOut of an $11,000 to $10,000 anon Government Contracts by the eroPoin. 10 acres of cotton. Limitnual cross, the Joneses net
NAACP in behalf of a 17.yeac, ed workstock on the farm didn't
around 85,000. Every item of exole East St. Louis, Ill., high school faze them: they did much of the
penditure Is listed, from $1,31Q.worio with hand hoes.
Negro honor graduate.
And two years later, when they nenditure us listed', from $1,352.•
Miss Brenda
Thursday, Jan. I
si in 1957 for gasoline and oil
a gradcattle drive for a cattle baron who
Mho" rarnilins
1145 to 2:30 p. m. The Orange is trying to buy him out.
uate of recently integrated East alnn" with
fer the tractors to the 4105.15
Bowl game from Miami, Fla., be- 8:30 to 10:00 p. m. Playhouse , St. Louis High school, was told applied to the Farmers Home Ad- they put in the church colecministration for
a loan to
tion.
LITTLE ROC*, Ark. — (UPI)— tween Oklahoma and Syracuse. 90. Jack Lemmon, James Gregory, by a Monsanto executive that
ihn only f,,•ni
sale
2:30 or conclusion of Orange Rip Torn, William Hansen, Henry "we do not hire Negroes for
They recognize that farming is
A self-confessed one time Negro
iles
for
around,
hoeing
it
was
the
Communist said the Communist Bowl game to 5:00 p. m. The Hull, Ann Meacham, Larry Gates work in our chemical laborator- that counted. So impressed were a business, and they are making
Cotton
Bowl eame from Dallas, and Malcolm Atterbury star i n ies," during the course of a re1 CHICAGO — Colleges have followed up regularly or the mor- Party as far back as 1925
planned Tex., between Texas
the county supervisor and the a success of it by applying modern
Christian uni- "Face of A Hero." Story of a cent interview.
'adapted the department store con- tality is high. "Many people count to stir racial trouble in the
South. versity and The
committee
with the large family business practices.
Air
Force
cept of installment plans to en- on a reminder," he advises.
Aca- brilliant young prosecuting attorn- The youngApman had been
Manning Johnson of New York
in- -earden Mr. and Mrs. Jones had
courage donations from those who
As payments are made, a word tesdifed last week before an Ark- demy.
ey in a southern town who looks vited to Monsanto, as were
all carved out of a brush area with
can't afford to make lump sum of appreciation or a formal ack- ansas legislative council commit- 6:00 to 6:30o. m. Amos N' Andy., on paralized by fear as a young East St.
Louis seniors who had nothine but hoes that they select.
contributions.
nowledgment is important. Many tee investigating a possible link )(tidy buys a soken down horse girl eccidentally falls in a river completed
a year of chemistry. ed them as the family whose loan ,
Aimed mainly at alumni, the people forget how much they have between communism and racial from Kingfish, but manages to sell and drowns.
The invitational letter stated that application they would approve,
it back at a profit.
Friday, Jan 2
Plan operates on a pay-as-you-go pledged or how much they have unrest in Arkansas.
•
6:30 to 7:00 p. m. I Love Lucy. 7:00 to. 7:30'p. m. Trackdown. there were "several trainee po- despite the Joneses' youth.
basis whereby pledges, usually given. If they find
out how 1930-1940
sitions
open
in
the
plant
for
high
CHRISTIAN
Smarr
Lucy
goes
to
a
fashion show and Robert Culp stars a Ranger Hoby
written for a three year period, much other people are giving their He said he was a
member of buys an expensive
As Farmers Home borrowers,
dress.
Gilman. An eleven year old girl school graduates who have taken
can be paid by monthly, quer- interest improves, states Mr. Leh- the Communist Party
from 1930 7:30 to 8:00 p. m.
Yancy Derring- warns Hoby of an impending rob- chemistry," according to Miss the Joneses learned much about
terly, or annual installments.
Bringine new hope to whole
man.
to 1940.
Nevills,
er, Starring Jock Mahoney: Yan- bery planned by her father.
farm and home planning as a regal- new groups of physically handi"Almost anyone can give $5 a
To keep all the payment infor- He
said he quit the party at the cy and his Indian friend are blam- 930 to
"The
letter
asked that I call !sr part of sound management. capped persons,
10:00 p. in. Person to
nionth to his school. Not everyone mation flowing to the donor, Bluff- time of the
the "Greater '
Nazi-Soviet pact.
ed for a wave of crimes com- Person. Ed Murrow visits his 450th for an interview," she continued. Often Mr. and Mrs. Jones sat tories" March
can write a check for $100. In ton designed a duplicator form
of Dimes camp
Johnson said he joined the mitted by imposters who
was
not
"I
employed
by
Monsanto, around the kitchen table going against polio, arthritis and
look person. Veteran Catcher Roy Camthree years $5 adds up to $180. As to facilitate bookkeeping. Pertinent American Negro
birth
Labor Congress like them, are arrested and sent- panella and his wife and children although I believe I am fully over their budget and discussing
More and more people invest facts about the pledge are trans- in 1930, and
defects gets under way in every
described it as the enced to be executed.
qualified
the
for
position
of
trainat
their
home
in Long Island. Also
their objectives and plans.
heartily in its future, the college ferred to a preprinted master at first Communist
county in the nation on Jan. 2.
front organiza- 8:00 to 8:30 p. tn. Zane Grey. comedian Georgie Jessel from
When the children came along, The appeal will continue throughhis ee," she concluded.
becomes deeply rooted in the the time the pledge is received, tion formed among
Negroes.
Theatre.
Michael
41
,
n
Rennie
whnin
fam;1,
Santa
Monica
stars
in
cat
home.
areend
beans of living people. Where and a.copy is immediately run as He said the ongress
the out the month, climaxed in most
was born "Living is a Lonesome Thing." A Saturday, Jan. 3
table once a week reading the rommunitie3 by lhe traditional c
their treasure is, their heart an acknowledgment.
in Chicago in 1925.
cattleman refuses to sabotage a
7:30 to 8:30 a. m. Hopalong CasBible and going over the Sunday Mothers' March.
Is also," explains Carl M. Lehsidy. Story later.
School lesson. At the end of the
man, business manager and treasLaunching the 1959 March of
10:30 to 11:00 a. an. Robin Hood.
Bible reading sessions, the parents Dimes campaign, Basil O'Connor,
urer of Bluffton College, Bluffton,
Starring
Richard
Greene,
Robin
often discussed farm and home president of The National FoundaOhio.
Hood is captured when he tries
problems with the children.
GETS 2,000 PLEDGES
tion, described the challenge of
to
prevent
Isabella
from
marryLater they oreanized a family polio, arthritis and birth defects
During its present fund-raising
ing
the
cowardly
Prince
John.
council
and made each member as "The Three Faces of Cripplcampaign Bluffton College has re12:45 to 1:00 p. m. Pro Hockey
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The an officer. Mr. Jones is chairman ing."
ceived nearly 2.000 such pledges
Preview. Premiere. •
fire
department
has
completed
and
an
general
farm manager, Mrs. "Arthritis and birth defects are
varying in size from $10 to $1,000.
pe. in.
Atlantic"ovie;
M
inspection of all 2,004 schools in Jones is general home manager, major unmet health problems in
In the current issue of College
New York City.
17-year-old Donald is assistant our country." Mr. O'Connor said.
and University Business, Mr. Lehith Humphrey Bogart and Ray. Thirty-one schools
were inspect- farm manager, 14 - year - old "At least 11,000.000 are affected
man notes that the pledges, which
mond Massey. Liberty ships bat- ed Tuesday
PULASKI, Tent. — Old J I m hill just north of the
completing the mass Yvonne, assistant home manager, by arthritis and rheumatism. the
Alabama-i tragic pre-Christmas scene in the
are simply statements of intent
tle Nazi Subs in suspense torpedo safety
Crow practices were responsible Tennessee line.
drive spurred by the fire in 13-year-old Audrey, secretary, 10- nation's nun-riser one crippler,
and revocable at will, must be for
mist as screaming survivors I action during
saving the lives of a large "It's the goriest wreck I've
World
War
II
a
Chicago Parochial school that year.old Isaiah, treasurer. 7-year- while "50 00(1 inf,ots are born each
ever!
number of passengers on a Grey- seen, reported Sgt. James Chan- clambered from the wreckage. 5:30 to , 6:00 p. m. The Lone killed 93
persons.
.
old Lillian, assistant secretary, and year with some form of defect.
Some of the bodies were removed
hound bus which caromed off the dler, one of the
investigating Ten- in pieces and most were so badly Ranger. "Ghost Canyon," A Ghost
During the 20-day inspection, 26 4 • year old Zudia, Sergeant-it- We believe we can find ways to
truck, slammed broadside into an- nessee patrolmen.
Canyon used for Indian tribal cereschools
were
closed
charred
as
that
fire
haz-j
no immediate identi- monies engulfs the
arms.
help many of them if funds are
other and burst in flames in a
Lone Ranger ards.
Flames from the bus etched a fication could be made•
As the Jones sit around the supplied by the American people."
gulley, killing at least seven
and Tonto as they try to unravel
persons.
the "mystery behind a cattle theft.
6:00 to 6:30 p. m. Annie Oakley.
Most of the Negroes, seated to
"The Front Trail" with Gail Dathe rear because of Dixie customs,
vis as Annie Oakley. Annie takes
were able to escape from t Is e
a hand in ridding the town of a
A request .has been made of burning vehicle through the rear
sore
spot a gambling joint run
exists
and windows.
President Eisenhower to proclaim
by the son of an ex-U. S. MarBodies of the
Feb. 8-14, 1959, as Negro History
victims' some of
shal.
them headed home for Christmas,
Week.
C:30 to 7:30. Perry Mason. RayAccording to an Afro-American were so badly burned and torn
mond Burr and Barbara Hale star
Heritage Association yeport, t h e that the exact casualty figure rein the "Case of the Shattered
organization's president, Miss Leo mained in some doubt. At least
Dream." Mason defends a client
12 bus passengers and the driver
F. Sparks, made the request.
against
a homicide charge involvThe late Carter G. Woodson In of one truck were injured.
Tuberculosis among children in carried out in the city and subur- in a huge and valuable diamond
1926 started the first Negro HisGiles County authorities and the
tory Week and although it has been Highway Patrol identified two of Chicago is still a serious problem, ban schools by the Tuberculosis called the Pundit Dream.
proclaimed by many state govern- the victims as the bus driver, although the disease now causes Institute, of which he is a direc- 7:30 to 8:00 p. m. Wanted Dead
or Alive. Steve McQueen stars as
ors and city mayors it has never Sam Youree of Aurfreesboro. fewer deaths, reports Dr. Eugene tor.
been recognized by the President Tenn., and Billie Jean Hallmon of T. McEnery, pediatric consultant This year the Institute, using Josh Randall. Despite circumstanof the United States.
near Brewton, Ala., thought to be to the Municipal Tuberculosis San' Christmas Seal funds, tested pupils tial evidence that links his prisonitariurn.
The request from Miss Sparks, in her early 20's.
in some 155 public and private er with the murder of a man's
beautiful young step daughter,
from organization ,offices in Chi- Charred remains thought at first He cited a report just received schools.
Josh tries to prevent his hanging.
cago, was in the form of a sug- to be part of A victim's body from the Board of Health. The
Working with the Institute in the Darryl
Hickman, Sidney Blackmer
gested draft. In it she declared: turned out to be the carcass of report says that 64 children under
tuberculin testing are the Mumand Richard Arlen are featured.
"We . . . feel . . . it is in the a large fowl carried by one of the 14 years of age were found with
cipal Tuberculosis Sanitarium. The 8:30 to 9:00
p. tn. Have Gun,
Interest of all Americans; it is in passengers.
active TB here in the first 10
the interest of Freedom; it is in
Officials said there were thought months of this year, and 420 chil- Suburban Cook County Tuberculo• Wi'l Travel, Starring Richard
sis
Boone
Sanitarium
as Paladin. Paladin is mothe interest of World Peace." to be 19 passengers *board the dren with less
District, local school
serious primary and
health authorities, and private mentarily duped by a sadistic pair
Miss Sparks appealed to all or- bus along with the driver. Some TB infections were
found.
physicians.
of gamblers who use a girlfriend
ganizations and individuals t o of the injured were reported in
In the same period there were
write President in support of his serious condition,
In the 90-bed ward in the Con- as a pawn in a strange bet that
four deaths of children under five
endangers her life an makes Palaproclaiming Negro History Week.
Most of the survivors were Ne- years old, the age group in which tagious Disease Hospital, where din a
target.
groes who had been sitting in the death is most frequent. In 195 children who are victims of TB 9:00
to 9:30. Gunsmoke, James
rear of the bus, apparently from there were nine deaths in this are treated by MTS, there are Arness
stars as Marshal Matt Dilforce of habit although the bus group, a drop of 49 from 1952 when now only seven vacant beds. In lon.
A
pretty young widow is unthe first 11 months of this year,
was not segregated.
there were 58 deaths.
der
suspicion
when it is discoverThe bus was en route from Bir- Dr. McEnery attributes the im Dr. McEnery, said, 152 children ed she's in love with one of
the
mingham, Ala., to Louisville, Ky., proved statistics to treatment with with active TB were admitted to men Dillon also suspects as
the
ward.the
on o
when the accident occurred in light new drugs and also to the ex
is year's killer of the woman's
elderly husRECORDS Palt
rain and fog Lear the crest of a panded tuberculin testing program deaths occurred there.
band. Joan Taylor is featured.
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